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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to present the resu l ts of all a n a l y t i c a l
and test work conducted during a program for the development of a recuperator
to be u t i l i z e d in a c losed Brayton cycle space power system that uses solar
energy as a heat source and argon as the working fluid. Th is report concludes
the program performed by the A iResearch Manufacturing D iv i s ion of The Gar re t t
Corporat ion, Los Angeles, Ca l i fo rn ia , jnder National Aeronaut ics and Space
Admin i s t ra t i on Contract NAS3-2793. The in i t ia l phase of the work was a para-
met r ic design study to determine the optimum recuperator operating condit ions
for the Bray ton cycle. The study was fol lowed by ana lys i s and test ing that
was d i rec ted towards determin ing the f inal design configuration. The f inal
phase of this program included fabrication and testing of a recuperator that
was de l ivered to the NASA Lewis Research Center. The entire program is surr-
crvar ized on a single fold out page at the back of the report.
PARAMETRIC DESIGN STUDY
The parametr ic design study was conducted to provide suff ic ient data to
permit optimum recuperator operating condit ions to be selected for the Brayton
cycle. The study covered a recuperator e f fect iveness range from 0.75 to 0.95
and a range of (AP/P)TOTAL °f from 1/2 to 8 percent for both hot and cold
flows. The a n a l y s i s employed the spec i f ied Brayton cycle boundary condi t ions
and pas f lows shown below.
Cold I n l e t Hot In le t
Temperature, °R 801 1560
Pressure, psia 13.8 6.73
Argon f low rate, lb per mm 36.69 36.69
In addi t ion to se lec t ing the optimum recuperator pressure drop and ef fec-
t iveness, the parametr ic study a lso selected the type of heat exchanger to be
used. During the study, four types of heat exchangers were examined, p l a te - f i n
mu l t i pass cross-counter f low, p la te - f in pure counterflow, tubular mu l t i pass
cross-countcr f low and tubular pure counterflow. For each type, an A iResearch
d ig i ta l computer program was used to obtain a series of designs over a wide
range of problem condi t ions. From th is ser ies of heat exchanger designs,
curves w o r e prepared to show the change in heat exchanger weight and d imens ions
foi v a r y i n g e f f e c t i v e n e s s and pressu ie drops. The curves included resu l ts for
the heat exchanger cores only and a l so for the manifolded and packaged cores.
Var ious packaging conf i gura t ioiis which could be used for the d i f fe ren t t ypes of
c o r e were considered. The resu l t s of t h i s parametr ic study were presented to
NASA in an A r Research repo t t (L-9372) ,--nd from the cu tves , NASA se lec ted the
f in - i l i c c.jpera toi con f igu id t ion and s p e c i f i e d an e f fec t i veness of 0.9 and a
(uP/P^ of 2 p e r c e n t . The s e l e c t e d con f i gu ra t i on is pure counter f low p l a t e -
f i n type . T h e n u m e r o u s p a r a m e t r i c curves generated d u r i n g t h e s tudy ? r e d i s -
cii sod in S e c t i o n 2. The s e l e c t i o n of the ( i nn 1 ope i o 11 ng c o n d i t i o n nnd heat
e x t l v u i ' T i i type i s p resen ted in S e c t i o n 3 .
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Also, during the parametric study, three specific areas of investigation
were conducted; axial conduction (longitudinal heat flow) in pure counterflow
heat exchangers, the determination of basic test data for gas flow outside
and parallel to, tube bundles and the preparation of a computer program to
design counterflow'tubular heat exchangers. Each of these three specific areas
of study is presented as Appendix A, B and C, respectively, of this report.
FINAL DESIGN INVESTIGATIONS
With the selection of the pure counterflow plate-fin configuration for
the final recuperator design, several specific problem areas required inves-
tigation. In a pure counterflow configuration, both fluids enter and leave
the heat exchanger from the same face and in plate-fin designs this requires
the use of triangular-shaped end sections. These end sections contribute
l i t t l e to the heat transfer performance of the recuperator but produce para-
sitic pressure losses. In order to optimize the end section design, a large
number of geometries were investigated. AiResearch, to facilitate this task,
wrote a computer program to determine the pressure losses in these triangular
end sections. The assemptions used, and the method of ca I culatioji .employed
by this program, together with some typical results, are shown in Appendix D
of this report. The results obtained from this program and the overall in-
fluence of the triangular end sections or the recuperator are discussed in
Section 4.
During the parametric study phase of this program, analytical techniques
for determining the effect of axial conduction in pure counterflow heat ex-
l l»Ully t 3 Lilt. UCLC
._» . _
tion or the et fectLve conduction path through a plate-f in matr ix. AiResearch,
therefore, conducted a series of tests to determine an e f fec t ive conduction
parameter (KA/L) for the type of matr ix being considered for this'appl ication.
The results of this axial conduction testing are presented in Section 5.
Another problem area that was investigated thoroughly during the f inal
design phase of this contract is f low distr ibut ion. During the in i t ia l staqes
of the parametric design study, it was bel ieved that flow distr ibut ion would
not provide any serious problem in the pure counterflow plate-f in' type of heat
exchanger. However, results obtained from other design and development pro-
grams bping conducted by AiResearch indicated that losses in heat transfer
perfoi inance and increases in overal l pressure drop could be encountered due to
nonunifoim flow d is t r ibu t ion thiough the heat exchanger. When the nonuniformit ies
and f low d i s t i i b u t ion are known, their ef fect on heat exchanger performance
and orcssure drop may be readily calculated. However, the determinat ion of the
nonrniformities result ing from any specif ic geomctiy are less easi ly determined
and AiRe ce.nch, therefore, conducted a small test program to provide the neces-
j.aiy information exper imenta l ly . The results of th is program led to the f ina l l / -
se lee ted heat exchanger configuration. Resul ts of both ana ly t i ca l n~,d tes t
prect-ikii es that were usi.d during th is phase of the contract to determine the
e f f t ct of f low d i s t r i bu t i on on the man i fo lds and the core of the se lec ted unit
ii i f p resen ted in Sect ion 6.
The les t ron f i gu ia t i on resu l ted in s a t i s f a c t o r y heat t ransfer perforrnncf j
bul i ml i c.) tod hii jhci thru cm 11 c ipo tui p i e s s u i c looses . VOMOUS methods ol
66-0207
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decreasing overall pressure losses to the required AP/P of 2 percent were
evaluated The results of this evaluation are presented and discussed in
Section 8.
Section 7 of this report presents some details o_f the mechanical design
and fabrication methods. In this section, the manufacturing l i m i t a t i o n s of
the present design are discussed, together with the stress analysis that veri-
fied the structural i n t e g r i t y of the selected recuperator configuration. Fur-
ther stress calculations with respect to system integration and component
mounting are presented in Appendix E.
The final task of the program was a l i m i t e d performance test of the final
f u l l scale recuperator configuration. The results of this test are reported
and discussed in detail in Section 9 of this report. The heat transfer data
obtained from this test indicates that the design effectiveness was achieved.
The l i m i t e d pressure loss information from this test was inconclusive and
therefore the more extensive testing performed on the small scale test core as
discussed in Section 6 is considered to be the more v a l i d basis for evaluating
pressure losses on the f u l l scale unit.
At various stages throughout the two-year study period, AiResearch con-
ducted some additional tasks which did not directly effect the final recupera-
tor configuration. These tasks included the determination of meteoroid pro-
tection requirements for the recuperator, the determination of specific
recuperator designs to fit around the anticipated solar absorber, an investi-
l i q u i d neat sinK neat excnanger. t-urtner information on the^e additiona
is piesented in Appendix F.
.'11,1 |A> II M\M)iM( Illldi^ "IVISION p
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SECTION 2
HEAT TRANSFER MATRIX PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
The object o,f the parametric analysis was to determine the opt imun heat
exchanger design for the solar Brayton Cycle recuperator problem conditions
specified by NASA. The operating conditions and range of variables to be ex-
amined are shown in the introduction section of this report. In order to deter-
mine the optimum heat exchanger design for this entire range of operating
conditions, AiResearch considered four types of fixed boundary heat exchangers.
The four types of heat exchangers considered were: (I) cross counter-flow
tubular, (2) pure counter-flow tubular, (3) cross counter-flow plate and fin,
(4) pure counter-flow plate and fin. As there is no single, unique heat
exchanger which is optimum for satisfying all the specified operating con-
ditions for the recuperator, it was necessary to examine each of the four
matrixes being considered in detail over at least a part of the specified
range. A very large number of matrix geometries were analyzed for each of
the four types of heat exchangers. The design and analysis of tech t/pc of
heat exchanger were conducted by u t i l i z i n g IBM d i g i t a l computer programs
written by AiResea'rch specifically to design heat exchangers.
MULTIPASS CROSS COUNTERFLOW TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGERS
In order to design cross counterflow tubular heat exchangers for the full
-^.r,^ o nf cr>n.-ifi0H r\ir}f <-nnH I f i nns p 1 A rnf> mimhpr nf heat transfer matrixes
were cons> i uer eu. na L i i A va i i au i c:> moi wci c con a tucicu, i HI. i uu<_u ^ i . i._ !>.,,..
tube diameters, different tube spacings and both p l a i n and ring dimpled tubes.
The use of ring dimpled tubes increases the heat transfer on the inside surface
of the tubes, but also yields an increase in friction factor. In some heat
exchanger designs, however, this type of turbulence promotion can be benefi-
cial. Throughout the analysis, all heat exchangers were assumed to be fabri-
cated from stainless steel and the tube wall thickness was held constant at
0.004 inches.
The i n i t i a l survey consisted of taking the specified problem conditions
and obtaining heat exchanger cores from the IBM computer program. During this
i n i t i a l survey, the total a v a i l a b l e pressure drop was assumed to occur in the
heal exchanger core only. The results obtained from these computer runs are
shown in Figures I, 2 and 3. Figure I shows how the weight and core dimensions
of this type of hent exchange) vaiy v/i th effectiveness. Curves are shov/n for
thicc different pressuie drop levels. The pressure drop values utilized in
figuic I were (AP/P)TOTAi of I percent, 4 percent and 8 percent. At each dif-
feient effectiveness, a different number of passes was utilized. The number
of posses associated with each particular effectiveness is shov/n on the curve.
A-j the effectiveness is increased, the number of passes increases because Ihe
det i n.ionta I effect of no intcrpo^s ri./mg becomes rnoie substantial. At the
veiy hiqh effectiveness (gieotci thai 0.9) even the use of as many passes as 12
does not approach the i d e a l i z e d condition of puii 1 counterflow. Figures 2 and 3
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st :>w the effect on weight and core dimensions of varying pressure drops for
heat exchanger effectivenesses of 0.75 and 0.90 respectively. On both these
figures, curves are shown for minimum weight solutions and best size solutions.
Minimum weight solutions disregard core dimensions while best size solutions
take into account dimensional conventionality such as a rectangular tube bundle.
In almost all cases the best size solution resulted Tn a substantially heavier
core than the minimum weight solution. This is particularly true at high effec-
tiveness and low pressure drop. At this end of the range of operating condi-
tions, even the best size solutions result in very long no flow lengths.
The curves utilized in the study, Figures I, 2 and 3, that show the
°ffect of either effectiveness or pressure drop on heat exchanger core weight
HI- dimensions, connect the computer design cases with straight lines. This
~ar^'cular method of presenting the data was used because interpolation between
ne jctual data points is not strictly permissible. This is particularly true
of the parameter, tube length. If the curves were prepared utHizing the same
matrix geometry throughout, then both core geometry and core weight would give
smooth curves for varying effectiveness and pressure drop. However, the same
matrix geometry does not always yield either minimum weight or best size sol-
utions and smooth curves are not obtained. If it is desirable to select a
core operating at some intermediate condition, the curves shown in Figures I,
2 and 3 give a very good indication of the expected dimensions and weight, but
cannot be utilized to determine exact dimensions and weight.
The second phase of the study of this particular type of heat transfer
matrix consisted of examining the various possible packaqinq methods and re-
_,. _., _-,-~ — '!„,...„,. •_ ft-^ i -. -'—i-- -- (-- -, - - - - f- • •-' - -
_, -' - .> •• /
, .folding. For thus particular type of heat exchanger a large number of
packaging concepts are available, all of them yielding different effects on
heat exchanger weight and performance. Early investigations into the effect of
manifold pressure loss indicated that with almost all of the promising confi-
gurations a pressure drop s p l i t of approximately 85 percent in the heal ex-
changer core and 15 percent in the manifolds resulted in the most satisfactory
solution. As this reduction of 15 percent in the pressure drop for the heat
exchanger cores causes only a s l i g h t change in dimensions and weight of the
cores, no new designs were made but the pressure drop in the existing designs
increased. The designs shown in the following figures include manifolds that
require 15 percent of the core drop, the overall pressure drop in these designs
has, therefore, been increased by 15 percent on both sides.
At the low effectiveness and reasonably high pressure drop conditions, all
hent exchangers, derived u t i l i z i n g t h i s type of core matrix had dimensions close
to those of typical l i q u i d to l i q u i d tubular heat exchangers. As the computer
ptogiom generates a rectangular bundle of lube's, the simplest possible packaging
is to put t h i s bundle of tubes into a rectangular box Figure 4 i l l u s t r a t e s how a
heal exchanger with on effectiveness of 0.75 and a tol^l core pressure drop
ct 4 p c i o c n t could be packaged in this manner. A disadvantage oF this type of
.
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packaging are the large, flat, unsupported faces that appear on the top and
bottom of the heat exchanger. These faces should either be b u i l t from honey-
combed structure or have supports or stiffeners provided in order to contain
the low operating pressures of the Brayton Cycle System. The preferred confi-
guration for this simple type of rectangular tube bundle is shown in Figure 5.
This configuration is identical to that of a typtea 1 ~1 iquid to l i q u i d heat ex-
changer. The low pressure f l u i d flows through the tubes and the high pressure
f l u i d makes two passes across the tube bundle. The design shown in Figure 5
is also for an effectiveness of 0.75 and a total pressure drop of 4 percent.
The core selected in this case is of s l i g h t l y different geometry from that
used in Figure 4, to conform more readily to this type of packaging. It can be
seen from the weights shown on the two figures that not only does Figure 5 re-
present a better pressure vessel, but it also yields a lighter weight solution.
As effectiveness increases so does heat exchanger size. Figure 6 illustrates
how a heat exchanger with an effectiveness of 0.8 would appear if packaged in
the simplest possible manner. Figure 7 illustrates how a package of this type
may be changed to minimize the one long dimension. In this case the tubes are
merely put into two bundles side by side rather than end to end, however, as
can be seen from the weights on these two figures, the reduction in maximum
length is also accompanied by an increase in weight. In all the four i l l u s -
trations described so far, the packaging concepts utilized have applied p r i m a r i l y
to the best size solutions of Figure I, 2 and 3. In all cases there are solu-
tions available that have substantially lighter weights. The problem of pack-
aging these minimum weight solutions requires a different technique than the
very simple one illustrated thus far. The main packaging problem arises from
the larae no flow lenqths that accompany the tight, restrictive, transfer sur-
i"«jv,>--. t.iuw I^IJ J,^ . I,o .-. ' ^  ' *"'" " n c~" *"u" —••>'•< 1 .«••--,/-1-, .<«
packaging concept for this type of heat exchanger core is the use of m u l t i p l e
concentric rings. A typical configuration for a heat exchanger u t i l i z i n g this
concept and designed for an effectiveness of 0.85 and a total pressure drop of
2.5 percent is shown in Figure 8. The core weight for this particular design
was 59.0 Ibs while the final wrapped up weight as shown on the figure, was
91.3 Ibs. It is of interest to note that the best size core for these operating
conditions hud a core weight of 104 Ibs. This weight is in excess of the total
wrapped weight of the minimum weight core. As effectiveness increases and pres-
sure diop decreases, the benefits of th i s particular type of packaging are in-
creased. Even at the low effectiveness and high pressure drop conditions, the
use of a single ring design, generally yields the most satisfactory solution.
Figure 9 shows a typical single ring design.
This annulai concept of packaging was, therefore used for all cores of
this type. From the very large number of heat exchanger cores designed by
the computer program, designs were selected for effectiveness of 0.75, 0.80,
0.85 find 0.90 and for core pressuie drops of 1.0, 2.5, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0.
The cores selected for each of these points were then packaged in the concen-
tnc i i nq concept discussed above and overall dimensions and weight calcu-
lated. A chart of oil these results was prepared and is shown in Figure 10.
No leclc-sig'i of the heat exchanger cores vas made to allow for the 15 percent
mnn i fold p IPS--me losses. The actual pressuie losses in the heat exchangers
ni e, IhiM efort., a l i t t l e m excess of the above core values. A table shoi/-
m»j bold fie coie and ovouill pressure drops for each of the curves shown
is included in Finite 10. As in the previous figuios, the actual data points
As in llv pievious f i g u r e s , the <jrU,al data points
; V "| 66-0207
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quoted are connected by a se r ies of s t ra ight l ines. A lso , as before, the
absence of smooth curves and easy interpolat ion is due to the fact that as
problems condit ions change, the optimum ma t r i x geometry also changes. These
curves of Figure 10 do, however, i l l u s t - a t e c lear ly the ef fect of both ef fec-
t i veness and total pressure drop on recuperators desJgned u t i l i z i ng the mul t i -
pass, cross counterflow tubular heat exchanger design concept.
MULTIPASS CROSS-COUNTERFLOW PLATE FIN HEAT EXCHANGERS
As with the mu l t ipass tubular heat exchanger solut ions, a large number of
matr ix geometries were considered for the ful l range of problem condit ions.
The construction of all plate and fin matr ices considered in this sect ion of
the study u t i l i zed 0.004 in. thick, nickel f ins and 0.006 in. thick, s ta in less
steel plates throughout. The nickel f ins are preferred to sta in less steel be-
cause of the higher thermal conduct iv i ty of nickel thereby increasing the con-
t r ibut ion of the extended surface. Figures II, 12 and 13 summarize represen-
ta t ive weights and s i z e s obtained from the computer program used to design the
plate fin mul t ipass cross-counterf low heat exchangers. The resu l ts shown in
these f igu ies are for the heat transfer matr ix only, no allowance was included
for packaging or manifolding. A l s o the fu l l ava i l ab l e pressure drop is used
wi th in the core and, as w i t h the cross-counter f low tubular solut ions,Figure II
shows the weight and the three bas ic d imensions of the heat transfer matr ix
plotted against e f f ec t i veness for ;hree d i f fe ren t pressure drop levels. As
ef fec t i veness increases, so does the number of passes and the number of passes
ac tua l ly u t i l i zed at each e f f ec t i veness is shown on the figure. Figures 12 and
ef fect iveness of 0.75 and 0.90 respect ive ly . In all cases w i th th is type or
heat transfer matrix, even at the lowest e f fec t iveness and highest pressure
drop, the no-flow dimension of the core is very large when compared to the
other two dimensions. This very long no-flow dimension introduces packaging an
and mani fo ld ing problems and even in the cases of the so-cal led best s ize
solutions, careful a t ten t ion must be paid to packaging in order to obta in reason-
able overal l dimensions.
U t i l i z i n g the s imp les t form of packag ing for t h i s type of core, that is,
l eav ing the no-f low d imens ion as a s i n g l e length, a core of the type i l l u s t r a t e d
in F igu re U is evolved T h i s type of des ign is obv ious l y unacceptab le from the
f low d i s t r i b u t ' on s tandpoin t , as the m a n i f o l d lengths arc so great that a large
p a r t of the heat t r ans fe r m a t r i x would be s t a r v e d of f l ow . The very awkward
appeal cine c of t h i s core is c o n s i d e r a b l y emphasized by the i n l e t s and o u t l e t s
shown The duct d i a m e t e r s of 8 m on the low p ressure s ide and 6 in on the
hujh p i c s s m e s i de wci e a r b i t r a l My s e l e c t e d and arc u t i l i z e d on most f i g u r e s
sho.N'n in the pr ramct i ic s tudy These due t s i / .es appear compa t i b l e wi t . l i main-
t a m i n g the ve r / I ov; pi essui e dt op th ioughout the s y s t e m The p o i t i c u l a r heat
exrhanc jc i shov <i in F i g u i e 14 WHS des igned foi an e f f e c t i v e n e s s of 0 8 and a
t o t a l p i e s s u r e di op of / i pe icen l Even at these f a i r l y modest o p e i a t m c j con-
d i l i u i . s and i , t ' l i n i n g the- "bes t s i r e type of so lu t 'on, the ove ra l l package
d i me, i-, ions U^ ' .MI 'ho s i m p l e s t lonn of packag ing ate not a c c e p t a b l e At o
s i i< h i ly hiijhei p i < . s , u i e d i op l eve l 16 p e r c e n t ) and the s<jnie e f f e c t i v e n e s s
and ut i I i/ mij ^ foi m o\ pockacj i n<i vhuh d i v i d e s the no - f l ow length into two
cc|u.i I p M ' i'in:, r sci'iLwhai imp iove t i f o ' m of packag ing may be ob ta ined as
i I i u^i i at I 'd in t - i i jur t \ " ) . Fen the i rn>ie of o p e r a t i n g c o n d i t i o n s foi the so la r
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powered Brayton cycle recuperator, no plate fin matrix was found which resulted
in a solution which gave both acceptable weight and simple packaging.
A comparison of Figures II, 12 and 13 with Figure 10 p l a i n l y shows that
over the entire range of operating conditions, not only are the plate and fin
cores somewhat heavier than the wrapped-up tubular cores, but also the com-
p l e x i t i e s of packaging the plate and fin cores would not y i e l d as attractive
packages as the tubular heat exchangers There is, therefore, no point in
the operating conditions of the solar Brayton cycle recuperator where a m u l t i -
pass plate and fin heat exchanger y i e l d s a optimum solution Owing to t h i s fact-,
no further packaging concepts were prepared and no curves showing overall
dimensions and weight of f u l l y packaged plate and fin heat exchangers are
presented
PURE COUNTERFLOW TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGERS
When the contract to conduct t h i s parametric survey was received from
NASA, A i Research did not have the computer program to design pure counter flow
tubular heat exchangers As part of t h i s contract, a program was w r i t t e n and
is described in Appendix C. The mam l i m i t a t i o n to the use of this pro-
gram and to the design of this type of heat exchanger, is the lack of re-
l i a b l e heat transfer and friction factor data for flow outside and parallel
to, tube bundles. This lack of data and the search conducted by Ai Research
into the data that is available, is discussed in Appendix 0.
In order to determine whether or not this type of matrix was suitable
*si?r-**i r- 4-
sary to assume some predictable operating conditions for the flow outside the
tubes. All preliminary investigations of this type of matrix, therefore, used
the Colburn Modulus and Fanning friction factor data for flow inside p l a i n
round tubes. As with the cross-counterflow tubular heat exchanger designs, all
stainless steel construction was used throughout and a w a l l thickness of 0 004
m was maintained. By varying tube diameter and tube spacing, a large number
of matrix geometries were examined fot each problem condition The results
obtained from these p r e l i m i n a r y computer runs are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
In this particular type of heat transfer matrix, there are only two overall,
package dimensions- These two dimensions are face area (or number of tubes)
and tube length There is no theoretical l i m i t a t i o n in the way the face area
is ananged and throughout the study all computer results were obtained as a
rectangulai tube bundle with the face aspect ratio of I 0. The face dmension
shown in Figures 16 and 17 is, therefore, one side of a square face. Also
shown in F i g u i e b 16 and 17 are small tables showing both the assigned and actual
pressure drop of each of the curves appearing on these figures The assigned
pressure diops shown represent the input conditions fed into the computer,
w h i l e the actual pressure drops shown represent the core piessure drop u t i l i ? e d
in the- f i n a l design. The difference between the assigned and actual pres^uie
tit op i c s u l t s f i om the foci that only one side of thet-c- pure counterflo'/ heat
cxcluingt.it> u t i l i z e s the f u l l a v a i l a b l e pressure drop and the othei side u t i l i s e s
only <, f i n e l i o n of the given input The program is so w r i t t e n tnat the s i ac
i cqu M i nij the most pressure drop is always c o n t r o l l i n g and therefore, the core
pi c ~,inc drop foi rny clrsign is tilways lc co than Nit-1 assigned.
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gi 16 presents a summary of the minimum weight solutions obtained for
-i c operating conditions examined The range of conditions examined
fui ''MS type of heat exchanger, was l i m i t e d to effectivenesses greater than
0.85 anJ assigned pressure drops of less than 6 percent. From the figure it can
be seen that weight increases r a p i d l y with increasing effectiveness w h i l e both
face area and tube length increase at a somewhat slower rate. The influence
of overall pressure drop on heat exchanger weight is not great, but its
influence on package dimensions is pronounced As pressure drop is decreased,
f • ire increases and tube length decreases In all the designs u t i l i z e d to
prepare r-igure 16, no allowance is made to either dimensions or weight for
manifolding and packaging. All designs of this figure do, however, consider
the pffpr*- of a x i a l conduction. The method of allowing for the effect of axial
this type of heat exchanger, is described in Appendix A. It is
01 ii .en
 L LU note, that at the low end of the range considered (effective-
-iess 0 "" (/• , = 3.9 percent) the effect of axial conduction increases heat
lixchanvj s i 7 * oy approximately 3 percent At the high end of the operating
range (effectiveness 0.95, (AP/P) = 0 65 percent) the effect of axial con-
duction on heat exchanger size increases to 55 percent.
Tn o> der to determine, what effect va r i a t i o n s in outside tube character-
i s t i c w o > i d have on heat exchanger performance some designs where prepared
using hypothetical values for both heat transfer characteristics and f r i c t i o n
factor. The changes selected in these characteristics were purely arbitrary
but, were sufficiently large to ensure that appreciable changes in core size
and weight would occur. The designs presented in Figures 16 and 17 u t i l i z e d
the Colburn modulus and Fanning f r i c t i o n factor for flow in p l a i n round tubes
p,, _ i. »r-p^ rh^noe«; selected were to increase the friction factor bv 25
1
 - v W I I U O p U I I U I I I ^ 1111.11*03*- M W W I l f U l l l Hll^ww I U .» IS' ** f«» I w Wl t t. ull*. bV
v!\-ct..u.w >.i f r i c t i o n factor by 25 percent with a decrease in Colburn modulus
"
f
 10 percent. The effect of these a r b i t r a r i l y selected changes in outside
the tube bundle characteristics on heal exchanger size is clearly shown in
Figure 18. At all effectivenesses from 0.85 to 0.95, the effect on heat ex-
rha "C'- \ r i g h t is very small w h i l e the effect on heat exchanger dimensions is
somewhat greater. The curves shown in Figure 18 are all for a cold pressure
drop (outside tubes) of I percent If a higher nominal pressure drop core
is considered the changes in heat exchanger weight and size are somewhat less
while if a lower pressure drop design is considered the effects are s l i g h t l y
greater The main purpose in preparing Figure 18 was to show, that, although
the data a v a i l a b l e for flow outside and p a r a l l e l to tube bundles is very
vague the use of flow inside p l a i n round tubes does not i n v a l i d a t e a compari-
> counterflow tubular heat exchangers w i t h pure counterflow plate-fin
• jers. If, however, it is decided to fabricate a pure counterflow
tubu i . i i ..cut exchanger more accurate data would be required in order to obtain
an aceuiate determination of the dimensions required.
As w i t h the cross-counterflow t u b u l a r solution, considerable attention
must lie devoted to the m a n i f o l d i n g and packaging concepts in order to dctci -
mi IK- opt i mum heal exchangei conf i <ii.rat i on As stated above, the computer pro-
ijicim qcnei ntcjr, a lube bundle w i t h r< squorc face dico W h i l e t h i s type of foce
aiOii r oscris a very simple set of cuic dimensions, it i:-. almost impossible to
mi r - outside flow to the center of the bundle In order to ensure
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itisfactory performance of cores of this type it is necessary to be sure that
the flow on the outside of the tubes is actually parallel to the tubes rather
than across them. It is, therefore, necessary to have one small dimension in
the face area which minimizes the length across the tubes over which the flow
must pass. By introducing this l i m i t a t i o n the other dimension of the face
area consequently becomes large and the same packaging problem exists as
existed with the 'cross-counterflow tubular designs. Two different methods of
packaging this type of heat exchanger core are illustrated in Figures 19 and
20. Figure 19 shows how the one long dimension of the face area may be divided
into several shorter straight lengths. A means of introducing both the hot
and cold f l u i d s to this type of overall configuration is also illustrated in
riqute 19. As a direct comparison to the heat exchanger shown in Figure 19,
Mgure 20 illustrates the identical core wrapped up in the same type of rrulti-
ccncentnc ring design as utilized for the cross-counterf low tubular heat ex-
changers. Again, Figure 20 illustrates how the fluid would be introduced to
both inside and outside the tube bundle. The square design of Figure 19 has
the l i m i t a t i o n that it is not a good pressure vessel as it possesses a number
of large flat faces. This design could be utilized by using honeycomb panels
or some form of stiffening structure but is definitely less desirable than the
concept shown in Figure 20. In addition to being a better pressure vessel, the
multi-concentric ring design also has a s l i g h t l y lighter weight.
Having selected the muIti-concentric ring packaging concept as most suit-
able for t h i s type of flow configuration, heat exchanger designs were gen-
erated covering the desired range of operating conditions- As the severity
of the problem conditions being considered increases and the heat exchanger
*; I 7 f' irrrn;as* :*~ rrtr\rp ^nr* mru'P t- i r»nc nr*-» r ^ ^ ' t i r oH I r> u m i.- n ) , i i t- i i-u ifi «-_
trates the effect of pressure drop level and effectiveness on heat exchanger
weight and size,the number of rings u t i l i z e d varies from 3 to 6 As wit h the
previous curves presented for heat exchanger core dimensions and weight, the
small table on Figure 21 shows the nominal pressure drops which were used in
the design, together with the actual overall total pressure drops.
PURE COUNTERFLOW PLATE FIN HEAT EXCHANGER i
The matrices were assumed to be constructed of stainless steel and to '
u t i l i z e nickel fins 0.004 inches thick and plates 0.006 inches thick. The [
ratio of face area height to face area width is arbitrary for t h i s type of
heat exchanger and a ratio of 1.0 was u t i l i z e d throughout the calculations. |
i
As a pre l iminary step a ser ies of designs was run off on A i R e s e a r c h ' s IBM
7074 computer using the e x i s t i n g design program for this type of heat exchanger.
Th is e x i s t i n g computer program did not include the ef fect of ax ia l conduction
but was used td es tab l i sh the trends caused by changing e f fec t i veness and pres-
su ie drop. The resu l t s of these runs are plot ted in Figures 22, 23 and 24.
Figme 23 shows the minimum core weight solut ions, and the cor respordi ng core
d imens ions , as a funct ion of e f f e c t i v e n e s s for several tota l AP/P ra t ios . The
a;*1 I<|IKV| t o t a l AP/P ra t ios i cp tesen t the total pressure drops that were given
.is iivut to the computer piogram. Tach s ide of the heat exchanger was a l l o t t e d
one hi l l of the g iven tolnl AT/P. However, s ince only one s ide of the heat ex-
rlkuiqoi ' ised up its a l l o t t e d pressure drop, the actual pressure drop fo r the
desnjncd core VMS lesi, thnn the ass igned pressure drop.
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The curves show s i m i l a r trends to the previous types of heat exchangers,
that is, a large increase in both core weight and core face dimensions occurs
at high effectiveness and low total AP/P ratios
The effect of varying AP/P is shown in Figures 23 and 24. The heat
exchanger parameters are plotted against percent pressure drop of the side
which used up its alloted pressure drop, that is, one half of the assigned
total pressure drop From these figures it is seen that the core weight and
coie face dimensions are decreased with increasing (AP/P). or (AP/PJ ashot cold
the case may be. Generally, at low (AP/P), ratios the flow lengths are smallhot
and the face areas are large. This is undesirable from the standpoint of
axial heat conduction and also requited manifold weights. As a -esult, before
packaging and manifolding any of these designed cores, the heat exchanger design
program wos modified to include the effect of axial conduction and the above
cores were recalculated The effect of axial conduction was calculated accord-
ing to the s i m p l i f i e d equations presented in Appendix A.
Two types of m a n i f o l d i n g and packaging concepts were developed for the
plate-fin pure counterflow heat exchanger These are shown in Figures 25 and
26 The p r i n c i p a l difference between the two is the way the hot and cold
f l u i d s are introduced to and removed from the core. The transition sections
in Figure 25 are formed by sing l e triangular plate-fin sections w h i l e those of
Figure 26 are formed from double t r i a n g u l a r sections. The entrance and exit
free flow areas on both sides of both concepts are identical, but weight
savings are obtained in the double triangular concept as less area and mass
- .-* A
sections in cne figure ^6 concept over me figure 25 concept does not affect
the heat exchanger performance as the slight additional heat transfer that
occurs in these sections is not considered in the design. In both designs
the i n l e t and outlet triangular transition sections are of a plate-fin con-
struction with low density fins on the cold or high pressure side only The
weight of the packaged heat exchanger tends to be less when the f l u i d s are
introduced in the manner of Figure 26 as compared to Figure 25, but the double
triangular concept of Figure 26 y i e l d s a longer oveiall length. Therefore,
the computer designed cores for the rest of the problem statement range were
all packaged und manifolded as shown in Figure 26. The weights and dimensions
of these packaged cores are plotted in Figure 27 against effectiveness.
Several curves ore shown each for a different overall total AP/P ratio. These
ratios are actual figures and include, besides core pressure drop, the pressure
drop due to the in l e t and outlet manifolds and transition sections. For these
overall pressure drops the transition section losses are calculated from the
computer program described in Appendix D whi1e the allowance for the manifolds
is the sonic- 15 percent used for the othet heat exchanger configurations.
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SECTION 3
OPERATING CONDITION AND HLAT EXCHANGER TYPE SELECTION
COMPARISON OF HEAT EXCHANGER TYPES
*w
The previous section outlined the complete investigations conducted on
the four types of heat transfer matrices which were considered. Several
important conclusions v/ere drawn regarding each of the types considered. For
each point of all the curves used in Section 2 a large number of desions
using different surface geometries were formulated to determine the "most suit-
able design". "Most suitable design" may be defined as that design which yielded
min mum weight or close to minimum weight heat exchanger package coupled with
reasonable dimensions. An examination of the heat transfer cores originally
designed by the computer programs eliminated the multi-pass cross-counteiflow
plate fin heat exchanger from further consideration. This e l i m i n a t i o n was
possible on the grounds that not only was this type of core much heavier than
the other types considered, at all operating conditions, but it was also
the most complex to package. Having eliminated this particular type, care-
ful consideration was given to packaging concepts for each of the other three
types. In the case of both the pure counterflow and the cross counterflow
tubular matrices m u l t i p l e concentric ring packaging was selected as optimum.
This type of packaging is il l u s t r a t e d in Figures 8, 9, and 20. With the
pure counterflow plate and fin heat exchangers the choice of manifold ing and
packaging was more l i m i t e d and the double triangular transition sections
illustrated in Fianre 26 were selertod ss nntimum
In order to obtain the isometric diagrams, heat exchanger weights and
dimensions used throughout t h i s report at least one layout drawing was made
of each of the concepts considered for each type of heat exchanger. As
stated previously, there is no simple, unique heat exchanger concept or type
which is most satisfactory at all conditions. For the range of problem
conditions examined, that is, effectiveness from 0.75 to 0.95 and pressure
drop ratio (^p/p)oVERALL from ' Percenl t° 8 percent a very rough guide in
the selection of the optimum cores may be made as follows. At the highest
effectiveness and lowest pressure drop conditions pure counterflow tubular
heat exchangers present the lightest weight solutions If minimum projected
area is more valuable than minimum weight, pure counterflow plate-fin cores
mdy bo used, but at a considerable weight penalty. In the intermediate
ranqe pure counterflow plate-fin solutions y i e l d both minimum weight and
mi n i m u m pi ejected area In the low effectiveness and h i g h piessure drop
section of the range, cross-counterflow tubular u n i t s have the lightest
weights, but proiected oieas may be reduced by the selection of pure
counterflor p l a t e - f i n units
66 0207
Figures 28 and 29 were prepared to compare in detail the three types
of heat exchangers which are being considered for use in the Brayton cycle
system. These two figures were prepared by carefully considering the in-
formation presented in Figures 10, 21 and 27. As the exact pressure drop
values used in each of these figures do not coincide a s l i g h t amount of
interpolation was required. The interpolations were-»based on the very
large mass of data obtained by AiResearch while formulating these designs.
In Figure 31 the heat exchangers are compared on the basis of weights and
smallest projected area that the heat exchanger presents from any par-
ticular side. The three sets of curves are for three different total per-
cent pressure drops. From these curves another set of curves, Figure 29,
was piepared which presented the selected minimum weight and minimum pro-
jected area designs for the given problem statement range.
Figures 28 and 29 present a summary of the recommended recuperator
designs which should be considered when making a selection for the Brayton
cycle system. In order to obtain solutions over the entire effectiveness
and pressure drop range examined interpolations of the curves in Figures
28 and 29 may be required. Interpolation of these curves docs not yield
exact solutions and therefore, when NASA f i n a l l y selected the operating
conditions and heat exchanger type a re-cvaluation was necessary to de-
termine the final design details.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SELECTION
On July 15, 1964 official confirmation of the NASA selection of a
_ r i i r i i « •
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tication was received. The final operating conditions selected for this
unit were as follows.
Hot Inlet Cold Inlet
Temperature, °R 1560 801
Pressure, psia 6.73 13.8
Argon flow rate, 36.69 36.69
Ib per mm
Effectiveness 0.9 0.9
Total pressure drop (AP/P for both sides), percent ~ 2.0
W i t h the decision to use t h i s type of matrix at these conditions,
a vciy careful survey of ihc results obtained during the parametric study
wob mode to ensuic (hot the optimum core was selected This study of the
hoot, cxchdnqci designs formulated led to the selection of a heat exchrnger
n m t i i x w i t h a flo.v length of 7 28 rn , a stack-up hciyht of 25.46 in., a
flow w i d t h of 25 19 in. This core consisted of 74 sandwiches of 12 rectangular
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offset fins per in , 0 178 in high on the low pressure side and 74
sandwiches of 16 rectangular offset fins pet in., 0.153 in. high on the
high pressure side This u n i t has a coie effectiveness of 0 90 with a
total pressuie drop (AP/P) of C.7I percent. The estimated expansion and
contraction losses for enleiing and leaving the 6 m«_dia. high pressure
ducts and the 8 in- dia. low pressure ducts totals 0.63 percent (AP/P).
This left a total of 0 66 percent a v a i l a b l e for the triangular end sections
required for the introduction and removal of the flow from the heat ex-
changer The p r e l i m i n a r y end section designs which were prepared to u t i -
li z e this a v a i l a b l e pressure drop resulted in an overall heat exchanger
weight of 330 Ib. The physical characteristics of the heat exchanger which
resulted in th i s weight are given below
1 Hastelloy C tube plates, 0.005 in. thick
2 Hollow stainless steel header bars
3. Stainless steel side plates and manifolds
4 Nickel fins, 0.004 in. thick
5. P l a i n rectangular fins in both the high pressure and low pres-
sure triangular and sections, 5 fins per in, 0.004 in. thick
DETAILED PARAMETRIC SURVEY
The heat exchanger design discussed above resulted from making the bett
interpolation possible from the parametric study curves. In order to ensuie
that the correct interpolation of these curves had been made NASA requested
some additional paiarnetric studies in a narrow range band. The range of
interest was thermal effectiveness trom 88 to 91 percent and a total pres-
sure drop from 1.5 to 3 percent.
In conducting this detailed parametric survey, the physical geometry
of the above described heat exchanger was maintained. Figure 33 shows the
ic s u l t s of t h i s d e t a i l e d parametric study on overall recuperatoi weight,
face area, and length. All the solutions generated are pure counterflow
plate fin matrices using the above described fins and using single triangular
end sections for the introduction and removal of the flows from the main coun-
teiflow coic. The length dimension shown in Figure 30 is the counterflow core
length plus the height of the tri a n g u l a r sections, whi1e the face area
shown is the core w i d t h times the stack-up height of the recuperator In
the p r e p a r a t i o n of all these coies the aspect l a t i o of the counterflow core
face \'iis m a i n t a i n e d at e s s e n t i a l l y I 0 Therefore, as the face of the core
i^ ci^rntid I 1y sqmic the w i d t h or st^ck-up height of the core is e s s e n t i a l l y
the square tool of the oiea shown. The abcissa parameter used for Figure 33
is o v / e i o l l pressure d.np (AP/P). T!nr, overall pressure drop is the sum of
thr AP/P loi vi I 1 Manifold 1., both t r I..PUU KJ r end sections and the pure coun-
ter Men' >.oi<- In i both t!i<. hot eiivl c>.> I d r - « i ( l e > .
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In preparing the curves for Figure 30 the analysis u t i l i z e d minimum
veral| rather than mmimizing the pressure drop on either the hot or
cold side In order to present the ratio between core pressure losses and
the overall recuperator losses the curves of Figure 31 were prepared. In
all cases it was found that the pressure drop ratios are almost independent
of effectiveness The curves of Figure 31 are accurate to w i t h i n four per-
cent over the range of effectiveness and pressure drop covered in the de-
tail e d parametric study Detailed information on the pressure drop for any
of the recuperator solutions shown in Figure 30 may be obtained by consulting
Figure 31.i This detailed pressure drop information includes:
1. Total hot side pressure drop
2. Total core pressure drops
3. Hot and cold side core pressure drops
4. Hot, cold, and total manifold losses
By means of simple arithmetic, the hot and cold pressure drops in each
of the three main recuperator areas (core, triangular ends, and manifolds)
may be determined. Figure 31 clearly indicates that where minimum (AP/P) ,
t O L 9 I
is maintained the ratio of the core to the overall pressure drop varies con-
siderably with the actual overall pressure drop used.
or tne r i na i design, in preparing tne parametric curves or Mguresou and
31 designs of triangular end sections were formulated. In the above refer-
enced weight of 330 Ib the triangular sections used were 7 in. high, g i v i n g
a total heat exchanger length of approximately 21 in. Using this preliminary
configuration as the starting point, investigations were conducted into some
of the detailed design effects. These detailed design effects included,
manufacturing and structural considerations, detailed analysis of axial con-
duction and the detailed analysis of the effect of nonuniform flow d i s t r i -
bution throughout entire recuperator. Each of these areas of investigation
are discussed in considerable d e t a i l in the following sections of t h i s
repoi L The discussion of these areas of investigation also serves to
picscnt the chronological development from this preliminary configuration
to the f i n a l configuration which was fabricated.
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SECTION A
TRIANGULAR END SECTION DESIGN
With the selection of a pure counterflow plate-fin heat exchanger for
this iccuperator application, particular attention must be paid to the methods
of introducing and removing both f l u i d streams from the heat exchanger core.
The design constraint in a pure counterflow configuration is that both fluids
must enter and leave the same face of the heat exchanger and consequently
some means of d i v i d i n g this face between the two f l u i d s must be employed.
The simplest and most direct method is obtained with the addition of either
rectangular or triangular end sections. Both these end section configurations
together with their appropriate flow paths are illustrated in Figure 32.
Where the a v a i l a b l e pressure drop os low, particularly if it is low on both
sides, triangular end sections are perferred. Should the operating con-
ditions required result in a high a v a i l a b l e pressure drop on one side and a
low av a i l a b l e pressure drop on the other side then the rectangular configura-
tion is preferred. For both design concepts, the ends are fabricated as an
integral part of the heat transfer matrix. The plates used throughout the
heat exchanger cover the entire flow passage areas, but the fins used in the
end sections need not have the same configuration as the fins in the counter-
flow core. Only the fin height must be maintained throughout.
In most cases where pure counterflow heat exchangers are u t i l i z e d the
effecti\eness is high and consequently the temperature differences between
Lilt I U I V J 01 =01113 III I 1C CI IU ->CV» L I Ul I- CMC 51IICJ I I . W 1C I IT L I I 1 3 lo LIIC C CJ 3 C .
only a very small amount of heat transfer w i l l be added to the overall heat
exchanger by the addition of the end sections. However, the end sections
w i l l contribute parasitic pressure losses to the overall design. In order
to determine an optimum heat exchanger which u t i l i z e s end sections, trade
offs must be conducted between additional heat exchanger weight and these
parasitic pressure losses As there are a number of variables which in-
fluence both the weight and pressure losses of the end sections (including
end section height, number of fins per in. and the ratio of one f l u i d face
area to the other) many solutions must be determined to achieve the optimum
design. In order to facilitate t h i s optimization procedure AiRescdich
wrote a computer program to determine end section pressure losses. This
computer program is described in Appendix D.
TRIANGULAR END SECTION SELECTION
Fust use was made of the computer program described in Appendix D to
dole-mi i no the most suitable triangular end dimensions for use with the pre-
l i m i n a r y selected heat exchonger core discussed m Section 3. The fins used
:n ll i c - Uinnguljr ends are tequired only to match th>; height of the appro-
pi uiU possogo. The fewer the fins used, the higher the hydraulic radius and
thr low<-1 the piPssuic drop. In the p r e l i m i n a r y investigations foi end
i-ctioni toi t h i i > co ic, the r^nge in tins investigated was f i om 0 to 10 finb
pet in. The r e s u l t - , of t h i b pi cl inn n<i ry investigation rre shown in F i g u r e 35.
II'
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Figure 33. Pressure Drop In Triangular End Sections
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This figure shows the effect of reducing the number of fins per in. from 5 to
0 and also illustrates the effect of varying1 triangular end height and vary-
ing face area ratio on the pressure drop. From this investigation the selec-
tion for the triangular ends on the preliminary core was 7 in. height with a
face area ratio of approximately 65 to 35 percent (low pressure to high pres-
sure) with 5 fins per in. in the high pressure side end sections and no fins
at all in the low ptessure side end sections. This -selection was made to have
the minimum pressure losses compatible with the apparent structural require-
ments. As with the preliminary selection pure counterflow heat exchanger core,
this selection was subject to review with continuing detailed design investi-
gations. Particular attention had to be given to the manufacturing and
structural problems involved in the use of the very low fin densities. (
Continuing studies into the manufacturing, structural and axial con-
duction problems in the main counterflow section of the heat exchanger
resulted in a change in core configuration. Due to these various consider-
ations the overall width of the core increased to 26.1 in. while the length
increased to 7.89 in. and the number of fin passages on each side increased
to 76. The plate material also changed from Hastelloy "C" to stainless
steel and the thickness of the plates increased from 0.005 to 0.008 in. In
addition to these changes in counterflow core configuration, manufacturing
studies conducted in another program indicated that the minimum acceptable
number of fins in the triangular end sections was 10. A further advantage
derived from this parallel study program was that fin dies were produced
which were suitable for the fabrication of p l a i n rectangular fins 10 per in.
in both the 0 178 in. high and 0.153 in. high fins used for the Brayton
cycle recuperator.
On the basis of 10 fins per in. in the triangular end sections and a |
more precise definition of the counterflow core configuration a reevaluation
of the end section pressure drops was conducted to determine the optimum
spli t between high and low pressure side face areas, and also to determine
end designs that would result in the best flow distribution. Optimum s p l i t
between high and low pressure side face areas may be defined as that s p l i t
which results in the lowest total pressure penalty to the recuperator. In
order to determine this optimum, a large number of end section designs were
prepared and their pressure losses evaluated. The results of this study are
shown in Figure 34 where the sum of the end pressure losses is plotted against
the ratio of low pressure side face area to total available face area. This
figure clearly indicates that the minimum pressure loss occurs at the ratio of
0.75. This ratio was, therefore, adopted for the design of the flow d i s t r i -
but ion test unit.
Up to this point, all the preliminary designs that were considered
u t i l i z e d i d e n t i c a l end bections. It was realized thdt while all flow paths
followed by the f l u i d s in these identical end sections, were of equal length
they did not i c s u l t in equal pressure drops because of density difference-.,
at the i n l e t and outlet, this is illustrated in Figure 35. These nonunifoim
pi assure chops give ,1 nonuniform flow thtough the counterflow coie, that has
an adverse <il f e c t on heat exchanger porfounnnce To mimmi/e t h i s adverse
eflrci on hi'o t exchanger pcrfotmance it is dcsitablc to balance the prcssuie
lossus m the i n l e t end wi Lh the pressure diop in the outlet, end Ih.-s balancing
flow lengL!-, with density difference. By varying the end section height t h i s
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balance may be achieved. The end section computer program was, therefore,
used to investigate a large number of end section designs to determine the
most suitable height. Results of this investigation are shown in Figure 36 ;
where the four i n d i v i d u a l pressure losses are plotted against triangular end
height. Based on this study, a height of 7 in. was selected for the hot end
of the heat exchanger and a height of 2.25 in. was selected for the cold end.
A perfect balance of both sides is not possible but The heights selected
provide the most reasonable compromise. With the selection of these end
section heights on increase in pressure drop occurred. The hot end height of " '
7 in. is identical to that used in the preliminary selection end design. In '
order to provide the required pressure drop balance, it was, however, neces- !
sary to considerably reduce the height of the cold end triangle. This resulted - '
in a consideiable pressure drop increase in this end. Thus the overall heat j
exchanger pressure drop increased from 2.0 percent to 2.59 percent. I
Figure 36 shows that the selection of the 7 in. and 2.25 in. height does
not result m the best possible pressure drop balance. The best possible
pressure drop balance occurs at heights of 4.0 in. and 2.0 in. However, this
results in an overall pressure drop of approximately 2.84 percent. The selected
7.0 and 2.25 in. heights gave good pressure drop balance on the cold side and
approximately 30 percent imbalance on the low pressure side. It was believed
that this low amount of imbalance in pressure drop would not seriously com-
promise the heat transfer performance of the recuperator and, therefore, this
was selected as the solution that best satisfies both the heat transfer and
pressure drop requirements.
TU~ -,k^->a <•! • c-f, i c corl ror-i irxa i-a t~r\ r HocJnn i la <; nc<=><H fo fphrirafp t"hf> f 1 nw
Q I Str I DUt lOn VebL Unit. me lesuits Ul Ull S I IOW ui M.I i uui iun i.c-><.iiiy ait
discussed in Section 6 while the effects of this testing on overall heat
exchanger configuration are discussed in Section 8.
TRIANGULAR END SECTION, HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Throughout the preliminary design analysis of the recuperator no allow-
ance was made for the heat transfer that occurs in the triangular end
sections Although the flow in these areas is cross flow and is, therefore,
less efficient than the main body of the heat exchanger some heat transfer
w i l l occur in these sections. It was assumed that this heat transfci would
compensate for any loss in performance due to nonuniform flow distribution.
An analysis was conducted to determine this heat transfer, which also
gove the temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n of both exiting f l u i d streams. The re-
s u l t s of t h i s analysis indicate the overall heat transfer conductance (UA)
of the complete heat exchanger is approximately 15 percent greater than
thai of the jiuie counter-flow section alone. Ficjure 3/ shows the gas outlet
tcraperdt ui e d i s t r i b u t i o n obtained fioio this analysis. The increase in heat
ei peifoimonce and the gds outlet temperature distribution snown in
37 veie obtained assuming Hut the flow throughout the heat exchanger
un i f 01 m
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The method of analysis used to determine these outlet temperature dis-
tributions was to d i v i d e the heat exchanger into five flow width sections
as illustrated in Figure 37. Consideration is first given to flow section I
where the deviation from the pure countcrflow performance is only affected by
a single small triangular section at either end. The effect of the small
triangular end section is determined by an iterative procedure and the
outlet temperatures from these small triangular sections then provide input
for the first increment in the flow section 2 flow path. The same iterative
procedure is then u t i l i z e d for flow path 2 until all temperatures through-
out t h i s path are determined. This procedure is then followed successively
through flow sections 3, 4, and 5 u n t i l the complete temperature distribution
has been calculated. Throughout these calculations each of the small tri-
angular sections shown in Figure 37 are treated as small individual crossflow
heat exchangers.
. • J MM MARCH HJivln'Ci DIVISION
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SICTION 8
AXIAL CONDUCTION TESTING
IMPORTANCE OF AXIAL CONDUCTION
•*»•
In any high effectiveness pure counterflow heat exchanger, the effect
of axial conduction can result in appreciable weight penalties In order
to appreciate this effect, consideration should be given to relationship
between effectiveness and overall heat transfer conductance. A convenient
method of evaluating t h i s relationship is shown in Figure 38, which shov/s
a curve, effect i veness versus NTU, for counterflow and capacity rate ratio
of 1.0 The d e f i n i t i o n of NTU is given on Figure 38; and it is important
to realize that this parameter is a thermodynamic measure of heat exchanger
size From Figure 38, it can be seen that as effectiveness increases above
0 8, the increase in NTU is rapid. Therefore, if axial conduction results
in even a r e l a t i v e l y small change in effectiveness, the change on heat ex-
changer size is much greater.
Appendix A of this report presents an analytical method of allowing
for the effect of axial conduction in pure counterflow heat exchangers. In
order to further i l l u s t r a t e the importance of this axial conduction effect
Table I was prepared. This table shows how heat exchanger effectiveness is
influenced by the total axial conduction parameter X,
where X =
KA
The values shown in Table I apply to conductance and heat capacity ratios
of I only and an i n f i n i t e metal to f l u i d capacity ratio. Conductance ratio
is the ratio of the hot side and cold side T| hA's (fin effectiveness x heat
transfer coefficient, x heat transfer area) w h i l e capacitance ratio is the
ratio of the hot and cold WCp (mass flow x specific heat). For the recuperator
the capacitance ratio is
Typically for a value of
(not considering a x i a l conduction)
reduces the effectiveness from 0.9
poiulinq icduction in NTU is from 9
I and the conductance ratio is very close to I.
0.02 at a heat exchanger effectiveness of 90 percent
the conduction effect (&E/E) is 1.68. This
to 0.885 and from Figure 38, the corres-
to 7.7. This in turn would increase the
heat exchanger size by approximately 14.4 percent.
From t h i s example it is apparent that consideration must be given to
the eflecl of axial conduction and that every endeavor must be made to
reduce the effect With the selection of a pure counterflow plale fin
heat exchanger for this eipp heal ion the main pi obi cm to be resolved in the
nrej of a x i a l conduction is a r e a l i s t i c value for the axial conduction
par.imei IM , X.
1 lu- bjsic problem associated with estimating t h i s axial conduction
pdi^iuU'i i- o b t a i n i n g the nropor value of KA (vhere K is the thermal '
com'uc I i vi ly of the overall m o t i i x and A is the true conductivity cross
66-0207
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sectional area). This parameter is difficult to obtain for a plate fin
matrix as, where offset fins are used the true metal conduction area is
not easy to define, and also as the fin-plate-braze material cross section area
\s unknown A further factor influencing the determination of this thermal
conductivity parameter is the effect on the basic materials of the brazing
operation. Changes in thermal conductivity may be caused by the diffusion of
the braze alloy into the parent materials. Therefore, the type and thickness
of the braze alloy used, and the time and temperature of the braze cycle may
influence the KA parameter.
In order to determine a r e a l i s t i c evaluation of the effect of axial con-
duction on the selected heat exchanger design, a test program was conducted to
determine t h i s KA parameter. Details of this test program are given below.
TEST PROGRAM
The intention of this program was to determine the KA product from
electrical resistance measurements. Experiments have demonstrated that
electrical and thermal conductivities are related by the following empirical
equation•
I
K = AoT + B (I)
The work of Smith and Palmer (Reference 2) was done with copper alloys,
- - - - • " - •£--— »•> *-~ r--^i^~r\* ••/•> I i «• i In r\ lor SO n<arr o>">l fnnnor I n«i K — II n , or
- ' • ' • • ' f .
was linear to oT values of approximately 9 x IO"7 °K/ohm cm and all experimen-
tal values fell w i t h i n 10 percent of the line shown in Figure 39. Subsequent
to the work of Smith and Palmer, the constants JL and B have been determined
for aluminum beryllium, iron, magnesium, nickel, and titanium base alloys
(References 3 through 10 respectively). A compilation of these constants is
included in Reference 10.
Since the basic problem is to determine the KA parameter of the plate
fin matrix, three specimens were made from materials considered for the pro-
gram. Fiqure 40'shows an isometric sketch of the test specimen, a schematic
of the test setup for measuring the specimen electrical resistance, and an
isometric of rectangular offset fins.
Table 2 l i s t s the equations for estimating thermal conductivity for
nickel and iron base alloys.
Equation (6) shows that the calculated KA value should be m u l t i p l i e d by
the ratio of calculated to the experimental resistances. Again it is pointed
out that the expression is an approximation only.
In order to calculate the KA parameter, the cross sectional orca of the
p l a t e cind hra/e alloy, the conductance path foi flow down the fins, ond the
the 111131 conductivities of the m a t e r i a l s must be obtained. Conduction thiough
hi.ulci bai • and side plate must also be evaludled Each KA value is calcu-
lated, the total KA parameter for the heal exchanger is the sum.
„—n 66-0207
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TABLE 2
EQUATIONS FOR ESTIMATING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR NICKEL AND IRON BASE ALLOYS
Equations for conversion of electrical to thermal conductivit/
Alloy System Thermal Conductivity
Iron (347 stainless steel) K = 27 x IO'8 To + 2.84
Nickel (Hastelloy C) K = 33 x IO'8 To + 1.25
Electrical resistance and conductivity are related by Equation (2).
R =
o-A (2)
By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (I), the relationship between
electrical resistance and thermal conductivity results:
(3)
The lattice conduction constant (B) in Equation (3) is approximately 20
to 30 percent of the thermal conductivity. As a first order approximation
t h i s term may be neglected resulting in the following expression
K
 ~ RA
or
KA~- (5)
By calculating and measuring electrical resistance, the following expres-
sion may be wr itten equating experimental and calculated tesistances and KA
parameters
R
KA ca lei
11 at c>d
exper imenta l ~ R KA
experimonta1 ca!culated
(6)
Ati.li'A',ril M/MJUfAf lUh'H.'" 66-0207
ji , <.e KA Parameter.
(No. of Plates) (thickness) (width) (thermal conductivity) = KA
Braze Alloy KA Parameter
(No. of Plates-l) 2 (Alloy th ickness) (width) (thermal conductivity) = KA
Fii. i>A Parameter:
2 (No. of fin passages) (f in thickness/4) (passage width)
'"hermal conductivity) = KA,
K'1 Value ' header bar and side plates = KA .
sh
Total KA = £ KA's
D i scuss ion
, hrf plate-fin samples were prepared for axial conduction analysis.
(Sd.i.i-iles ~, 4 and 5).' The results from samples prepared for another program
have also been included. Samples were between 13 and 17 in. long, 1.5 in. wide
and approximately I in. high. Table 3 is a description of the samples while
Figure 41 shows a photograph of one sample.
' isled m Table 4 are the measured resistance values of the samples, the
-
a te 
r ->f •-• I p —n r > r »• •>»* -- ^  f» — •- £.-s^ .#. -% *. A *• t- -% — -•*• -»
c . to calculated values.
lalculated resistance values were based on electrical measurements made on
stainless steel and Hastelloy C samples.
Basen on the expert cnce A iResearch has gained in brazing stainless steel
heat exchanger cores, 0.006 in. thick stainless steel tube sheets are the m i n i -
mum thickness that w i l l provide a highly reliable leak tight braze joint.
Because Hastelloy C is somewhat more resistive to braze alloy penetration, a
thickness of only 0.005 in. provides the same r e l i a b i l i t y . To show the effects
of braze penetration and obtain resistivities of the value of the metals, some
l-in. wide strips of 0.005 in. Hastelloy C sheet and 0.006 in. type 347 stain-
jp<;r <-tor-i sheet were brazed and photomicrographs were made.
..al sti ips were roller coated on both sides with Coast Metals No. 53
ukel bjse bro/ing alloy (AMS 4778). The approximate thickness of the braze
olloy cootinq was 0.001 in. The coated and uncoated strips were heated in
vacuum to I965°F, held ?0 minutes at te.nperature, and furnace cooled. This cycle
is t y p i c a l for averaqe heat exchanger brazing.
' AIU 'I MAMIKUUKlNu I1IVNON 66-0207
Samp 1e
No.
I
TABLE 3
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
6 AI f ins. I2R - 0.178 - 0. 178(0) - 0.006
7 Al plates 0.006
Dipped brazed
o ,,,ckel fins I6R - 0.153 - 1/7(0) - 0.004
.• SS plates 0.006 thick
-J with nicrobraze
II Hastelloy C plates 0.005
5 Hastelloy C splitters 0.002
10 Ni fins 40R - 0.025 - 0.050(0) - 0.001
5 Ni fins 20R - 0.050 - 0.050(0) - 0.002
3 Nickel fins I2R - 0.178 - 0.178(0) - 0.004
3 Nickel fins I6R - 0.153 - 1/7(0) - 0.004
7 Hastelloy C plates 0.005 thick
Brazed with nicrobraze
^ Nickel fins I6R - 0.153 - 1/7(0) - 0.004
7 347 SS plates- 0.006 thick
Brazed with nicrobraze
TABLE 4
MEASURED RESISTANCE VALUES
Width
in.
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
Length
i n.
17 5/8
17 II/I6
M 3/8
12 3/16
16 7/8
Samp 1 c
No.
1
3
4 (HC)
5 (SS)
Measured
Res i stance
ohms
0.00019956
0.0012732
0.001866
0.00101968
0 0012061)2
Measured
Rest stance
ohms/ft
0.000136
0.000865
0.00197
0.000928
0 000859
Calculated
Res i stance
ohms/ft
0.00146
0.00313
0.00(61
0 00146
Rat io
(measured to
calculated)
0.592
0 629
0.576
0.589
1
1V.
nicrobraze
el ect roless
ni ckel
n i crobra/e
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52256
Figure 41. Axial Conduction Test Sample
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Sections from the coated and uncoated strips were examined microscopically.
Typical microstructures are shown on the photomicrographs on Figures 42 and A3.
Braze alloy penetration of the 0.005 in. Hastelloy C sheets was about 29 per-
cent through the sheet (see Figure 42). Figure 43 shows complete alloying of
the braze alloy and the 0.006 in. stainless steel for about 10 percent of the
sheet with a further braze penetration for an additional 26 percent of the sheet
Consequently, the total braze alloy penetration is more severe on the stainless
steel sheets.
If both sheets were 0.005 in. thick, then the total braze alloy penetra-
tion from both sides would be 58 percent through the Hastelloy C sheets and 82
percent through the type 347 stainless steel sheets. Comparative bend tests
were performed on the braze alloy coated specimens and no substantial differ-
ence between the materials was observed.
Table 5 l i s t s the resistance values and physical dimensions of the above
discussed braze coated strips.
TABLE 5
RESISTANCE VALUES AND PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF BRAZE COATED STRIPS
Electrical
Strip Resistance Length Thickness Wioth Resistivity
Number ohms in. in. in. ohms in.
I (SS) 0.05425 14 3/32 0.0085 I 32.8 x I0~6
3 (SS)
4 (HC)
5 (SS)
6 (HC)
0.06474
0. 12083
0.06329
0.09750
14 7/32
14 3/32
14 1/32
15
0.0063
0.0055
0.0063
0.005
I 28.6 x I0~6
I 47.1 x IO-6
I 28.4 x I0~6
1.5 48.8 x ID'6
Sample Description
1. 347 stainless steel coated with 0.001 I in. nicrobraze on each side.
2. Hastelloy C coated with 0.001! in. nicrobrdze on each side.
3. 347 SS not coated, heated in braze furnace.
4. Hastelloy C not coated, heated in braze furnace.
5. 347 SS not coated, not heated.
6. Hastelloy C not coated, not heated.
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By comparing samples I and 3, the effective resistivity (or resistance)
- 2S by about 15 percsnt with the alloying. This shows that when stain-
brazed its thermal conductivity is reduced somewhat by the alloying. j
i ,ipo- (ng samples 2 and 4, a different trend appears to exist with Hastel loy C. ,,
6y rduing alloy to the Hastelloy samples the effective resistivity decreased '
indicating that the a l l o y i n g of Hastelloy C results in an increased thermal
conductivity. Hastelloy C is a better material for use for minimizing axial
conduction but the difference between Hastelloy and_347 Stainless Steel is not ;
large as previously concluded. i
- I
alculated resistance values listed in Table 4 were based on the measured ',
resistivity values listed above. A resistivity value of 13 was used for the !
alloyed nickel fin brazed to the tube plate material. The assumed fin area |
for reduction was that directly brazed to the tube plates. This was a first I
•nipt ion. After considerable effort was applied to the subject prob- |
lun oi axial conduction, this assumption of fin area was questioned. An j
imp' j>er ction of fin area may be responsible for the difference in calcu-
lated anu measured electrical resistances.
INFLUENCE OF AXIAL CONDUCTION ON HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN
I 'ring the parametric study (Section 2) the plate-fin heat exchangers
used • ainless steel plates and nickel fins. However, during the final
selection studies (Section 3) the plates considered were Hastelloy C and the
fins remained nickel. The increased strength of the Hastelloy C permitted
the use of thinner gauge material. This, coupled with its lower conductivity
reduces axial conduction and, therefore, the Hastelloy C is preferred for this
application. A comparison of the thermal conductivity of Hastelloy C and stain-
• ' t .MIISWI' til I I^Uli. -»-». Il lv- I l l l f W W I I W V . w I II I I w t,t lu t I *•)«- I i
d on the overall heat transfer conductance of the recuperator \s
shown in Figure 45a. This figure indicates that the overall conductance of
ths recupeiator core must be increased by approximately 5.8 percent with a 90
percent effectiveness unit to accommodate a change from Hastelloy to steel. A
comparison of heat exchanger core volumes as a function of effectiveness for
lain ess steel and Hastelloy C units is shown in Figure 45b. This second
curve reflects the 10 percent change in the physical size of the recuperator
core due to the change from Hastelloy to steel.
In addition to the change in thermal conductivities a further factor,
which resulted in t h i s 10 percent core volume change, is increased thickness
of the stainless steel plates. Based on A(Research's experience in brazing
stainless steel heat exchanger cores, 0.006 in. thick stainless steel tube
''e the minimum thickness that wi I I provide a highly rel i a b l e lea.k type
1
 int. As Hastelloy C is somewhat more resistive to braze alloy penetra-
tion o 'thickness of 0.005 in. could probably be used.
The curves shown in Figure 45weie prepared for the preliminary selected
recuperator design discussed in Section 3. The estimated heat exchanger
weight for this p r e l i m i n a r y design of u t i l i z i n g 0.005 in. thick H-jstei luy
plat PS, 0 004 in. nickel fins, hollow stainless steel header bars and no fins
in either triangular end section w.is 303 Ib. W i t h a change to 0.006 in.
th'-i. st 'nlccs steel pljtes and m a i n t a i n i n g the same 0.90 effectiveness the
I cs qci weight increased to 3b3 Ib. This i net case in wciqht was bcised
• i na I estimated values of uhc KA factor. As a result of the above
MAtJU'AUUil'KG l"v MON
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described test program, t h i s KA factor was increased. This resulted in a
weight for the Hastelloy C unit of 341 Ib while the weight of the stainless
steel unit increased to 413 Ib.
With t h i s weight increase N^SA requested that an investigation be made
to determine if the overall weight could be reduced By increasing the overall
pressure loss of the recuperator. The changes in the recuperator weight
resulting from changing the total pressure drop are shown in Table 6. All
numbers shown in this table are for an effectiveness of 0.9. This table shows
that only small savings in weight are obtainable even with f a i r l y substantial
increases in total pressure drop. This is an agreement with Figure 22,J23,
and 24 which indicated the tradeoff between weight, effectiveness and pressure
drop for pure counterflow plate fin heat exchangers. Also shown in Table 7
is the reduction in effectiveness which results from the increased KA factor
if the o r i g i n a l designs are maintained.
TABLE 6
EFFECT OF PRESSURE DROP ON RECUPERATOR WEIGHT
AP/P Stainless Steel Hastelloy C
Decrease
in Weight,
Total
Weight,
Decrease
in Weight,
Total
Weight,
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
0
2
5
7
413
405
392
384
0
2
5
7
341
334
324
317
W i t h (he increased effect of the KA factor from the test program, either
the heat exchanger size must increase or effectiveness must decrease. Both
alternatives are il l u s t r a t e d below.
Recuperator Type
Urns i el loy C
Stainless Steel
Recuperator
Weight, pounds
341
303
415
353
Effectiveness
percent
90
88.9
90
88.6
AlKIM Al,\ I. \\ ,NUIA(. Ill t 66-0207
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As a further means of attempting to reduce the overall recuperator weight
while allowing for the increased effect of axial conduction, consideration
was given to the fin material. Throughout the study, to this date, nickel
was used as the fin material. Nickel was selected for this application owing
to its higher thermal conductivity thar. steel thus increasing fin effective-
ness. Increasing fin effectiveness results in decreasing core size but at
the sane time increases the effect of axial conduct i-en which may increase core
size. In order to-determme whether any weight savings would result from
changing from nickel to steel fins, a series of heat exchangers were designed
having exactly the same performance and all u t i l i z i n g identical core matrix
geometry. The only variable in this series of core was fin conductivity.
The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 46 which shows that as fin
conductivity is reduced through the range of 30 to 10 Btu per hr ft °F, the
overall weight and size of the recuperator is reduced. This indicates that
the effect of axial conduction overrides the increase in fin effectiveness.
As a result of this analysis the fin material in the selected recuperator
design was changed from nickel to stainless steel.
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NOMENCLATURE
K Thermal conductivity
A Area
L Length
C (WC )
mm p min
W Flui d flow rate
C Heat capacity
e,E Effectiveness
AE Change in effectiveness
X Total axial conduction parameter
i Lorenz constant
T Absolute temperature
B Lattice conduction constant
Electrical conductivity
R Electrical resistance
o Electrical resistivity = I/a
<«.»»»••• r.'i AIMMAKU' WWUIAOclHuNr, DIVISION
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SECTION 6
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
In any heat transfer device the problem of flow distribution must be
considered. Any nonuniformities in flow distribution w i l l reduce the heat
Tans1'T performance and increase the pressure drop. If the degree of non-
uniformity in flow distribution is known, it is possible to make a r e a l i s t i c
estimate of its influence on heat exchanger performance. However, the prob-
lem of defining the degree of nonuniformity is considerably greater. In the
" iges of the final design program a brief analysis was made to
Jv. .. _ die effect of an arbitrary selected nonun i formi ty on the pre-
1 ii ary r, ted design configuration. The flow distribution assumed for
thi anal-, ^ is shown >i n Figure 47. The results of the analysis are also
shown in Figure 47. Although this arbitrary assumed nonuniformity in flow
reduced (.he effectiveness by only 1.7 percent this in turn reduced the
un i t heat transfer units (NTll) by 22.5 percent. In terms of heat exchanger
>-' ght "his would result in the heat exchanger weight increasing by approxi-
ni . ely 70 Ib to account for this amount of nonuni formi ty.
In the design of the heat transfer matrix every attempt was made to
provide uniform flow distribution. The specific approach utilized in the
design of the triangular end sections which provide the entrance and egress
of the f l u i d s wdi discussed fully in Section 4. Considerable design
±,1 -•.«•!.—, .=>c; ^i«;n Hirprt-fd towards the inlet and outlet manifolds for
.. _ _ - ' -f '< .CnlJr- ^,,1.4 mr . I «•
U O L I CUIII.J . A i i l . l l l \ _ i l * t i k . w» w-< t 3 — -
111 nv^nu, ormities of flow distribution through the heat transfer matrix.
Th- results of the manifold flow distribution analysis and test program
are discussed below.
i addition to the manifold flow distribution testing, flow distri-
bution testing was also conducted on the heat transfer matrix. The flow
d i s t r i b u t i o n test core design resulted from the work conducted during the
parametric survey and also during the triangular end section analysis and
axial conduction testing. W h i l e this test program was entitled "Flow
D i s t r i b u t i o n Test" the objective was mainly to obtain the performance capa-
b i l i t i e s of the heat transfer matiix. Although instrumentation was
inrl mlpH on the test unit to obtain flow d i s t r i b u t i o n information directly,
i emphasis placed on the test results on th i s unit were on its heat
poiformance and pressure diup. As the analysis leading to the
selection of the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n test unit has been discussed completely
in Sections 7 and 8 only the n»suli«; of the actual testing are discussed
in t h i s section.
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Un i fot in Flow Nonumform
IIA
Heat transfer units (NTU = 77?v
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Hot temperature out (T, °R)
Cold temperature out (T, °R)
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877
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Cold inlet pressure, ps iq
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MANIFOLD FLOW DISTRIBUTION
In order to ensure that satisfactory flow d i s t r i b u t i o n would be ob-
tained through the heat transfer matrix a complete analysis was performed
to determine the best shape and any required Internal arrangement for the
inlet and outlet manifolds to provide uniform flow. "*
Man? fol d Ana I ys i s
The i n i t i a l analysis of the anticipated manifolds for the Brayton
cycle recuperator indicated that in order to provide uniform flow over the
entire i n l e t face of the recuperator, vanes would be required in the mani-
fold While these vanes provided uniform flow they had the disadvantage
that they increased pressure drop. Consequent 1 y, the continuing analysis
of the manifolds concentrated on providing uniform flow without the addition
of vanes. These continuing studies were conducted using the recuperator
layout shown on AiResearch Drawing 198005 which describes the relative
position and flow directions of the entrance and exit ducts. Throughout
the analysis low pressure side duel diameter was maintained at the NASA
specified 8-in diameter w h i l e the high pressure side diameter considered
was 6-in. The analysis considered box-type inlet and exit headers, as
shown in Figure 48, for both the high pressure and lav pressure sides. A
two-dimensional analysis was conducted to determine the static pressure
dis t r i b u t i o n in the header regions and to determine the effect of header
design on flow distribution. When conducting this two-dimensional analysis,
M«;P »,<;«: mflrlp nf thp rlAf^ nf M Pf r \ rnn t i-p r and A I . I nnrlon (References I I
onu * t- ) » i i ic Ci L I ma LCU :> La L i <~ pi cs au i c u i :> t i IL/UIIUIIO in LIIC i n i >- <. uuu V.^IL
headers for both high and low pressure sides of the recuperator are shown
in Figure 49. The estimated flow d i s t r i b u t i o n resulting from these pressure
distributions is shown in Figure 50. Since box-type headers are used, the
static pressure distributions follow the square law, that is, the static
pressure is proportional to X2 where X is the distance along the surface of
the core as shown in Figure 48.
Because the flow exits from the center of the exit header with the
direction perpendicular to the i n l e t direction, the exit region may be
considered to consist cf two identical but opposite parts. The flow model
is, therefore, a composite one if parallel flow plus rounterflow, as i l l u s -
trated by the typical streamlines shown in Figure 48, the static pressure
d i s t r i b u t i o n in the exit region is therefore, also a composite curve of
tswo parabolic shapes symmetric to the axis of the exit duct as shown in
Figuii e 49.
The header pressure d i s t i ibutions and flow d i s t r i b u t i o n r e s u l t i n y from
this p r c l i m i n a t y analysis wcie unacceptable and consequently the analysis
wtis continued to improve the manifold configuration from the o r i g i n a l assumed
box typo The main cause of the estimated nonun i f 01 mi 1 1 es in flow distn-
bulion is ii 1 1 1 i butab Ic lo the combination of the centrally located exit duct
,- ! 66-0207
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in the constant cross-section of the box-type inlet headers As the exit
duct location is fixedrimprovement in flow d i s t r i b u t i o n should, therefore,
be obtained by redesigning the i n l e t header shape. This, in fact, is the
approach u t i l i z e d by both Perlmutter and London in the above references.
Using the analytical techniques of these references new inlet manifold
headers were designed These new header designs are-illustrated in Figure 51
The header cross-sectional area decreases l i n e a r l y to approximately half of
the core height, from which point the area is constant to the end of the core.
The exit header configuration maintctins the original box-type configuration
except that a plate d i v i d e r is being incorporated to redjce m i x i n g losses.
The larger manifold curvature was used to increase the exit area and the
junction of the exit header and exit duct.
Characteristically, the pressure in the inlet header decreases first,
then increases according to the square law. The pressure distribution
profile of each pair of inlet and outlet headers are now matched more ef-
fectively, as shown in Figures 52 and 53, for the low pressure and high pres-
sure sides respectively The flow d i s t r i b u t i o n curves resulting from this
pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n for both high and low pressure sides are shown in
Figure 54. Minimum nonuniformity in each case is w i t h i n a 2 percent tolerance.
Manifold Flow D i s t r i b u t i o n Tests
In order to verify the above analysis, f u l l scale manifold d i s t r i b u t i o n
tests were run The actual manifolds constructed for the flow distribution
tests aie shown in Figure 55. All manifolds were full size. As no full
b i . e - lie HI pxc tHnnt -T w, s HVH i i an i *» TO r rnf^r rpsrc ir Wflc n*»i~r«;<;srv rn r inn
a method of simulating heat exchanger pressure losses. The method selected
for doing this was to u t i l i z e several layers of fine mesh screen with the
same pressure drop as the heat exchanger matrix at the same flow rates.
Photographs of the screen matrices s i m u l a t i n g both the high andlow pres-
sure sides of the core are shown in Figure 56. The test setup used for the
low pressure side manifold tests is illustrated in Figure 57. The high
pressuie side test setup was essentially the same and the same amount of
instrumentation was used for the tests.
The test manifolds and associated test hardware used for the high and
low pressuie side tests are shown schematically in F i g u r e 58. The test
manifolds are i d e n t i c a l to the design configuration, i n c l u d i n g structural
shapes and reinforcement As stated above, flow resistance s i m i l a r i t y
was obtained with screen matrices and the test fluid was ambient air, at
flow rates which gave the Reynolds numbers close to the design condition
Pressure probe grids were placed upstream and downstream of the simulated
cote On the low piessuie side, ten traversing probes were used to reco.d
the pressure over the f u l l matrix area Pressuie was measured at lateral
(no flow direction) i n t e r v a l s of 2.5 in. and l o n g i t u d i n a l (flow direction)
increments of 2 in Three permanently located pressure probes were pldced
in the i n l e t , qioup to assure i d e n t i c a l test conditions at the start of
each recording sequence Inlet static pressure and static pressure drop
--" -1 66-0?07
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were recorded at each of the 60 points The high pressure system was
arranged s i m i l a r l y to the low pressure system except that fewer probes
(6 traversing) were used, since the frontal area is appreciably smaller.
The average low pressure frontal area is approximately 21 in. by 26 in.,
the high pressure frontal area is 9.5 in. by 26 in.
fW
Test Results
On the high pressure side preliminary results indicate that the tapered
inlet pan in combination with the center outlet pan produces fairly good
flow distribution, however, the 2 percent (max) nonuniformity target was
exceeded.
A slight manifold modification could effect the improvements necessary
to achieve the desired uniformity. Improved uniformity could also be obtained
by modifying the duct s l i g h t l y with an insert.
Preliminary results on the low pressure side indicate that tapering the
inlet pan was effective, however, the 2 percent (max) nonuniformity target
was again exceeded. The results indicate that s l i g h t l y more acute taper on
this manifold is required to give the necessary flow distribution. Further
improvements in flow distribution would also be achieved on this side of
the unit by the addition of the gas to l i q u i d heat exchanger.
At the conclusion of the above described manifold testing consideration
was aiven to running further tests. These tests would have included the
I UW I I WO W » '
exchanger core impedance. However, at this time the final design configur-
ation was not fully defined and as it was known that the modifications re-
quired to the ducts and manifolds were minor it was decided that these
additional tests were unnecessary. This decision not to run further tests
was later substantiated as the f i n a l l y selected design configuration re-
quired overall geometry changes to the manifolds. With the pressure drop
reduction investigations, described in Section 8, with the aspect ratio of
inlet and outlet face of the counterflow core changed from 1.0 to 2 25.
This, of course, increases any flow length w i t h i n the manifolds and re-
duces the cross-section area. From the methods of analysis used to predict
the prcsbure and flow d i s t t i b u t i o n in the manifolds and from the test data
obtained from the above described program it is believed that satisfactory
manifold designs can be made without further testing.
HEAT EXCHANGER FLOW DISTRIBUTION
The analytical studies discussed in Sections 3, 4, and 5 of this report
led io the design of the flow d i s t i i b u t i o n test heat exchanger. As a result
of the- nunufacturing and axial conduction i nvcst i qat ions the size of the
basic count i-i fl ow core increased s l i q h t l y from the p r e l i m i n a r i l y selected
con f i run at ion The triangular end station analysis ?nd design discussed
in Sec i ion A qtivo the f i n a l configuration for the triangular ends
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The intent of the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n test was to evaluate the performance
c a p a b i l i t i e s of this f i n a l selected design. The test u n i t used v/as f u l l
size in all but one dimension. In order to reduce cost and to ensure satis-
factory test operation the no flow dimension (or stack height) of the test
core was l i m i t e d to 2 in. In the full size heat exchanger t h i s dimension
is approximately 26.2 in. From the results of the axial conduction analysis
and test program the entire flow distribution test unit was fabricated fro-n
stainless steel. The low pressure side fins used in the counterflow core
are the o r i g i n a l l y selected 12 rectangular fins per in 0.178 in. high and
the fins used in the hig h pressure side are the o r i g i n a l l y selected 16
rectangular fins pei inch 0.153 in. high. Both fins are fabricated from
0 004 in thick stainless steel. The tube sheets throughout the test core
are 0 008 in. thick stainless steel and the overall width of the counter-
flow core is 26.2 in. and the flow length of the counterflow core is 7 85 in.
From the t r i a n g u l a r end investigations the hot end triangle height is 7.0
in. and the cold end triangle height is 2.25 in. There are 10 p l a i n rec-
tangular fins per in., 0.004 in thick in both the high and low pressure
triangular end sections. The ratio of the low pressure side i n l e t face
area to total a v a i l a b l e face area is 0.7'3. Definition of hot and cold end
together with d e f i n i t i o n of hig h and low pressure side flows is shown in
Figure 59.
Special manifolds were designed for this test core to ensure that the
nonuniformitIBS in flow dist r i b u t i o n occurring in the tests were the result
of the heat exchanger matrix and not of the manifolds or ducts. These heat
exchanger manifolds are shown in Figure 58. Also shown in Figure 60 is the
/- omr» 1 o t* o -F 1 CM t r l i e + - t - i K i i 4 - i < - \ » - * 4- £» r- 4- t-»« -^ 4- *-k\sr*U-M>%<->n** « » « * - U •m<>»^ -£-»1^J*- »*-4-«*11«t«-J
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I n i t i a l l y two complete series of tests were conducted on th i s unit.
Figure 61 shows the unit installed in the test setup and clearly indicates
the different inl e t and outlet flows. In the first series of tests a hot
side inlet temperature of approximately 400°F was used while in the second
series of tests the hot side inlet temperature was increased to approxi-
mately 600°F In both series of tests the cold side i n l e t temperature was
room ambient and the flow range covered by the test was from I to 4 Ib per
min This range of flow rate covers both the equivalent mass flow and the
equivalent Reynolds numbers to the design point operating conditions.
D i f f i c u l t i e s ucrc encountctcd with the data obtained from these first
two runs In both scries of tests conducted, i n l e t and outlet temperatures
of both f l u i d s to the heat exchanger were measured in m i x i n g boxes which
were sonic distance from the unit. As all ducting, m i x i n g boxes, arid the
hc.it cxchnnqer it s e l f were well insulated it was o r i g i n a l l y believed that
the heat leak 1 i om tins setup should be n e g l i g i b l e . However, d u i i n g a
numbci of the runs a d d i t i o n a l temperatures were taken by a traversing thermo-
coup'e ncioss the i n l e t and outlet faces of the heat exchanger and the re-
sults of these temperature traverses differed considerably fiom the values
rcc i in the i r i x i n g boxes. In order to e l i m i n a t e t h i s type of uncertainty
f i o i % 11 if test results a c a l i b r a t i o n of the heat leak between duct.ng and
m i \ i r i v > bo1-•=" wns conducted
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1 lie two areas where duct and m i x i n g box heat leak have a substantial
effect on the data obtained are the hot i n l e t and the cold outlet At the
other two locations, that is, the hot outlet and the cold inlet, the gas
temperatures aie close to ambient and, therefore, the heat leak is very sra11.
In order to evaluate the heat leak from the hot inlet duct and the cold outlet
duct, thermocouples were in s t a l l e d ot the hot inlet—and cold outlet faces
of the heat exchanger as well as in the normal locations in the mixing
boxes The unit was then insulated, as it was throughout all heat trans-
fer tests, and hot gas passed through the heat exchanger on one side only.
W i t h a hot gas miet temperature of 600°F flowing through the hot side of
the heat exchanger it was established that, with a flow rate of 1.8 Ib per
mm the temperature loss between m i x i n g box and heat exchanger was approxi-
tridtely 12 5°f". This data then established the amount of heat flowing away
from the hot ml el duct while operating at a temperature of 600°F. This
test was isothermal and as readings were taken for over an hour after sta-
b i l i t y had been achieved it is believed that t h i s is a very accurate eval-
uation of the heat leak from t h i s duct A s i m i l a r test was conducted to
determine the heat leak from the cold outlet duct, only during this test a
gas temperature of 520°F was used In t h i s case, with a flow rate of 1.8
Ib per mm through the system the temperature loss was approximately 46°F.
The much greater heat leak on the cold side ducting was apparently due to
the use of less insulation around this section and also to the fi n a l method
of mounting the unit w i t h i n the test setup. There is no support structure
between the hot i n l e t mixing box and the inlet face of the heat exchanger.
However, there is a metal support stand located between the cold outlet
face of the heat exchanger and the m i x i n g box. This stand supports the
tests were being --un it was observed that the metal of this test stand was
too hot to touch, thus indicating a substantial heat leak from this area.
W i t h this heat leak evaluated further heat transfer tests were conducted
on the two inch stack-height heat exchanger core. After the conclusion of
the heat leak evaluations four different flow rates were run through the
heat exchanger to establish its heat liansfer performance The hot inl e t
tc-mpcratui c w<u, iiici in tamed at approximately 600°F w h i l e the cold inlet
I empci a ture vas room ambient. In examining the data obtained directly froi.i
the niixmi) boxes the heat balances ranged from approximately 5 percent to
approximately 15 percent. However, when the duct temperature loss cor-
rections weie app l i e d to t h i s date) all heat balances were below 2 percent.
FIJI (her conf i i ma t ion of the accuiacy of the heat loss c a l i b r a t i o n was ob-
tained by compar i rig t h i s data with the data obtained from the first set of
tc^ts whcie the i l u i d temperatures were measured by a traversing probe at
the out I ft faces of the heat exchanger. Both the data obtained from the duct
loss ca1 i bipI ions and the da I a obtained from the temperaturv probe travelses
is shown in rigure 62. Also, shov.n in t h i s f i g u t e is an estimated effective-
ness curvt- for the actual test conditions. In all cases the trst data i n d i -
cates b l i g ' i t l y higher effect ivenc-ss than predicted.
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As it i^ not pobsible to test the two inch high core at actial design
conditions it is believed that the daia shown in Figure 62 provides the
most t o l l a b l e means of determining heat exchanger performance The method
of analysis used to obtain the predicted curve of Figure 62 is exact!/ the
same as that used to design the f u l l sized unit. Therefore, a comparison
between t h i s curve and the test data obtained provides adequate confirmation
of overall heat transfer performance of the f u l l size unit.
From the temperature probe traverses, run during the i n i t i a l series
of tests on t h i s u n i t , it is possible to obtain the outlet temperature
d i s t i i b u t ton. Owinq to the small amount of heat transfer occurring in the
triangular shaped ends t h i s outlet temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n is not uniform.
This is a result of the fact that the heat transfer in the triangular ends
is the cross-flow type which imposes a definite temperature profile. A
comparison of the actual outlet temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n obtained with the
theotetical outlet temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n gfves a fair indication of the
nonuniformity in flow which exists w i t h i n the heat transfer matrix. Figure
63 illustrates the cold side outlet temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n as a deviation
from the mixed mean outlet temperature. Both the test distribution data and
the theoretical d i s t r i b u t i o n data are shown on this figure. The theo-
retical d i s t r i b u t i o n is taken from analysis described in Section 7. Where
the test temperature is higher than the predicted, less flow than average
has passed through this section of the heat exchanger, where the test
temperature is lower than is estimated more flow has passed through that
section of the heat exchanger The difference between the test and esti-
mated temperature cistribjtions indicates that the flow through the center
^w. t . iun >-/ i kni m_<j L t,- \v.nai ivici 13 . c.; s ii Id I) cM f l i l l K T S I (If
In addition to the extended heat transfer tests further tests were
performed on the 2-in heat exchanger core to obtain a more accurate evalu-
ation of flow d i s t r i b u t i o n and pressure drop. .The overall test setup used
for these extended tests is shown in Figure 64. Much of this extended
testing to examine the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n in the exchanger was conducted
at isothermal Conditions. A very large number of static pressure taps
were added to the heat exchanger core to obtain both overall flow d i s t r i -
bution and flow d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h i n the pure counterflow section. Figure
64 i l l u s t r a t e s the lartje number of taps used. It is the flow dis t r i b u -
tion w i t h i n the pure counterflow section that is of greatest interest and
over a f a i r l y wide series of flows it was determined that at isothermal con-
d i t i o n s the r a t i o of maximum to minimum flow rate on the cold side of the
heat exchdnqei was approximately 1.25 The ratio of the maximum to minimum
flow uito on the hot side was cippi ox nnately 1.45. At all of the isothermal
conditions examined a pi e d i c t ion was mode of the overall heat exchanger
p i o b s u i o drop c«nd th s "olue was coi.ip red with test data The deviation
bctvoun test and p i c J i i t c d values varies s l i g h t l y w i t h flow rate but at the
equivalent llo.1 rate to the dcsiqn conditions (equal Reynolds numbers)
the UM pros sine drop on the rold t i d e of the heat exchanger is 52 per-
cent grcvtei th^n the p i c d i c t e d va1 IK The hot side variation fron test
is 63 pc.roi.ni q i c d t i ' i t h . n the p r e d i c t e d . Tins laroe difference between
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test and predicted values may be attiibuted almost entirely to non-uniform
flow d i s t r i b u t i o n . It is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the differences
between the test and predicted values under heat transfer conditions to
obtain any accurate evaluation of the design performance. As pointed out
in previous reports the use of non-equal triangular shaped ends for this
recuperator is desirable to obtain uniform flow distribution. The inequality
in the ends compensates for the large density difference between the hot
and the cold ends of the core and, therefore, when isothermal tests are run
the unequal ends tend to increase the non-uniformity of flow rather than to
decrease it. A careful examination was made of all pressure drop data ob-
tained dunnq heat transfer tests and it was determined that the deviation
between predicted and test values was much lower under these conditions
thus confirming the improved flow distribution. Throughout the heat trans-
fer tests conducted the hot side i n l e t temperature was maintained al approx-
imately- 600°F w h i l e the cold side i n l e t temperature was maintained at —
approximately 80°F. Under these conditions the cold side pressure drop
exceeded the predicted pressure drop by only 20 percent w h i l e the hot side
test pressure drop exceeded the value by 35 percent As the ratio of inl e t
'to outlet densities during these tests is almost identical to the density
ratio which occurs at the design conditions it may be anticipated that the
predicted heat exchanger pressure drops w i l l increase by these values
While'every attempt was made in the design to balance the pressure drops
in the triangular end sections to obtain uniform flow the practical l i m i -
tations in the construction of the heat exchanger has not quite met the
'theoretical requirements and therefore some small amount of non-un i formi ty
in flow distribution s t i l l exists, causing this increase in pressure loss.
SUMMARY OF FLOW DISTRIBUTION TESTS
The design of the unequal triangular ends achieved its main objective,
obtainment of the required heat transfer. As stated in Section 7 the use
of the unequal t r i a n g u l a r ends resulted in a pressure loss increase from
2.0 percent to 2 6 percent. With the data obtained from the flow d i s t r i -
bution tests the overall pressure drop for the flightweight recuperator at
design conditions would be estimated to be 3.13 percent. This overall esti-
mate of pressure loss, as with all pieviously discussed values includes a |
0.63 percent loss for the manifolds. Owing to the careful aerodynamic design '
of the manifolds and from the test data obtained on the manifold tests it j
appears that t h i s allowance for manifold losses is s l i g h t l y generous. It is, j
thcicfore, concluded that if the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n heat exchanger core con- - '<
if-iguroMon is extended to the f 1 i ghu rc i ght recuperator design, overall
piessuie loss for t h i s flightweight iccuperator at f l i g h t conditions would * i
be approximately 2 9 percent. The majority of the difference between the \
o r i g i n a l design c;oal of 2.0 percent and this 2.9 percent is due to deliber-
ate design changes a.id not to a failure of the test results meeting the ' '
prod icU'd.
l.'i
Since it Wiis realised that thi . increase in pressure loss m.ny be unac- >
cepUiblc to NASA l u i t h e i consideration was given to methods of reducing t o t a l
pi ei-i.ui'_ diep The .c methods of rcf'urmcj pressure diop together w i t h the
f i n a l l y -elected htot exchanger configuration ore discussed further in
Sec Li o n 6.
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SECTION 10
MECHANICAL DESIGN
CONFIGURATION CHANGES
Throughout the foregoing sections of this repor_t various aspects of the
heat exchanger mechanical design have been referred to in their relationship
to the specific pioblem under discussion The o r i g i n a l l y selected heat
exchanger resulting from the parametric design study was a pure counterflow
plate fin unit. At the time of t h i s selection, the heat exchanger design
mcorpoiated 0 005 in. thick Hastelloy tube sheets, hollow stainless steel
header bars, all nickel fins in the counterflow core and either five fins
per in or no fins at all in the triangular end sections. Through the
deta i l e d design investigations all of these parameters have changed. Detailed
investigation of the axial conduction problem resulted in the replacement of
the nickel fins with stainless steel. Manufacturing design investigations
further revealed that the use oi hollow stainless steel bars would both,
increase the cost of the recuperator considerably and also reduce its struc-
tural integrity. Therefore, solid bars have been used for the final design.
Perhaps the major mechanical design change between the o r i g i n a l l y
selected cote and the un i t which to be fabricated is the change from 0.005 in
thick Hastelloy tube sheets to 0.008 1^1 thick stainless steel tube sheets.
The or i g i n a l selection of Hastelloy "C" was discussed in some detail in
Section 5. However, when NASA reviewed the effects of changing from Hastelloy
to steel, they decided to accept the weight penalty in favor of the develop-
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material. As greater experience exists with the use of stainless steel, re-
l i a b i l i t y is improved by the use of this material. At the time of this deci-
sion, the stainless steel plate thickness under consideration was 0.006 in.
Information obtained from manufacturing studies in another program for the de-
velopment of a pure counterflow plate fin heat exchanger indicated that d i f f i -
culties are encountered in brazing a recuperator if t h i n tube sheets and low
numbers of fins per in. are used in the triangular end sections. Structural
and pressure considerations determine that at least 5 fins per in. should be
used on both sides of the triangular end sections, but manufacturing considera-
tions indicated that t h i s was insufficient to produce a r e l i a b l e leak t i g h t
unit. In the above referenced p a r a l l e l development program, attempts were
made to biaze cores using 5 fins per in. in the end sections with 0.006 in.
tube sheets. Where this combination was used the tube sheets were, in many
ca^es, drawn into the spaces between the fins thus forming a wavy edge to the
plate which did not result in the satisfactory braze joint between the tube
sheet and the header bar in the adjacent passage. Continuing development in-
dicated that, the minimum combination to ensure satisfactory brazing was 0.008
in. thick tube sheets and no less than 10 fins per in. on both sides of the
triangular end sections. This configuration was, therefore, adopted for the
f i na 1 un it de^ i gn.
STRESS ANALYSIS OF RECUPERATOR STRUCTURE
In 01 dci to ensure that sntisfactoiy structural integrity would be
mjiniaincd' in the fmol design un 1 1 attention was diiected to two areos of
r:
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stress analysis. These two areas of analysis are pressure stresses, partic-
u l a r l y in the manifolds, and thermal stresses.
Pressure Stresses
The f i r s t stage in the pressure stress analysi s_ considered the o r i g i n a l
manifold designs to determine if the shapes selected for aerodynamic purposes
were adequate structura- designs. As a result of this stress analysis
several changes were made to the o r i g i n a l manifold configurations. Aero-
dynati'icully the outlet manifolds play l i t t l e part in the determination of
flow d i s t r i b u t i o n . Therefore, the o r i g i n a l box shape outlet manifolds were
changed to incorporate semicircular rather than rectangular cross sections
The tequirod aerodynamic conf igui at ion for the i n l e t manifolds coupled with
their aspect ratios precluded the implementation of circular elements.
Analysis showed that e l i p t i c o l cross sections would require approximately the
same external stiffening as a rectangular cross section; therefore, the
optimum aerodynamic box shapes were retained. Figure 55 showed the f u l l size
actual p.dniiolds, constructed for the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n test. The outlet
man'folds shown in this figure have the semicircular cross section described.
The low pressure inlet manifold shown in this figure has the structural
stiffening required 'for pressure containment while m a i n t a i n i n g the aero-
dynamical |y ideal box configuration.
To complete the pressure stress analysis the plate fin structure was
checked for stresses due to internal pressuie at operating temperatures.
These compute'd stres'ses were found to have a safety factor in excess of 5.0
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material dt maximum normal operating temperatures. The heat exchanger core
structure was also checked for an external pressure condition of 14.7 psia
at loom temperature and with the appropriate design internal pressures and
was found to be satisfactory.
Recupciatoi Thermal Stresses
The nonl i near i tv in temperature profile from the hot end to the cold end
of the heat exchanqoi produces thermal stresses in the plate fin structure.
In particular, each triangular section at the end of the pure countc>rflow
core is at a nearly uniform temperature, whereas, the counterflow core is
expoioo to a lineai temperature rise fiom cold to hot end. Any structure
is free fioin thermal stresses only if the free thermal expansion of every
point in the structuic can be written as a l i n e d i f i r s t order function of
its c a i t o s i a n coordinates. Any d i s p a i i t y from t h i s condition leads to a
state of mtrinal thermal stress.
Tlucmfihoul the sttess analysis conducted on this Biayton cycle rccuper-
atoi oi- 1 In in assumptions weie maintained and these assumptions are listed on
the I oi I owi no page.
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a. The temperature differences between fluids and netal do not cause
sig n i f i c a n t stresses in the plates, or equivalently, there is no
temperature variation in the stack height direction.
b. The fins do not have an appreciable effect on the plates as far as
thermal stresses are concerned.
c. The counterflow core has linear temperature gradient along the flow
length and no appreciable temperature gradient in the width.
The i n i t i a l analysis of the two dimensional thermal stress problem
involved the solution of a stress function that satisfied the bi-harmonic
plate differential equation with free boundary conditions along the plate
edqcs. This type of problem is frequently encountered by AiResearch in the
manufacture of plate fin heat exchangers and consequently a computer program
wii t t e n in Fortran for a high speed d i g i t a l computer was used to solve t h i s
problem
In i t i a l l y thermal stresses were calculated for the most extreme temper-
ature condition of 926°R at the cold end and I685°R at the hot end, which
constitutes a temperature differential in the metal of 759°R. A l i m i t e d
amount of heat exchanger matrix restraint was also assumed. This is consider-
ably more severe than the actual worst case. The resulting maximum equiva-
lent stress of 34,800 psi occurs at the cold end of the unit. This stress
s l i g h t l y exceeds the local y i e l d strength, which w i l l produce a small amount
of local yieldinci on the first rvrlp wi fh no Arlx/prcp *»ff»r«-c ^n »-KE> fat-.r,,,n
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to a yield strength of 30,000 psi w i l l not jeopardize the cycle l i f e expect-
ancy of the heat exchanger. The recuperator thermal stress cycle with this
peak stress valve is shown in Figure 65. With ductile materials such as
stainless steel, a total stress range equal to the y i e l d strength w i l l
produce y i e l d i n g on the first cycle onl/. Upon returning the unit to uniform
temperature a residual stress w i l l remain in the local y i e l d i n g region that
w i l l be equal to the difference between the indicated stress and the local
yield strength. During subsequent cycles of usage, the residual stress w i l l
f i r s t be relieved, and the part w i l l be exposed only to the y i e l d stress
without further p l a s t i c flow of metal, as illustrated in Figure 65. No
physical damage vn 11 occur to the recuperator during the 0-1-2 portion of
the f i r s t cycle or during any subsequent cycle. Brazed joints, though not
as ductile, have a higher y i e l d strength than the parent material. In all
cases of destructive testing on stainless steel heat exchangers where good
bra7ing has been obtained, failure occurs with the parent metal not at the
brazed joint.
The stress analysis was continued with use of a more accurate metal
tcmpfirture p i c d i c t i o n In t h i s continued analysis an a v a i l a b l e AiResearch
compi'ler proqiam "Matrix Mo to I Temperature.-" was used to determine the tempor-
al IMC d i s t r i b u t i o n throughout the un i i. This temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n is
showi* in f i line b'o. Assuming that constant f l u i d temperatures exis t in chc
11 Kiurju hi i IMC! sections the m e t a l tempo i a tures of the recuperators change
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ID;
DURING THE 1ST CYCLE, THE PATH FOLLOWED WILL BE 0 - I - 2. ON ALL
SUBSEQUENT CYCLES THE STRESS-STRAIN PATH WILL BE 2 - 3 - 2, AND THE
HEAT EXCHANGER WILL BE WELL WITHIN THE ENDURANCE STRENGTH OF THE
COMPONENT.
(f + y) = YIELD STRESS
e, = STRAIN THAT CORRESPONDS TO INDICATED THERMAL STRESS, a(
a2 = RESIDUAL STRESS = INDICATED STRESS - (f + y)f
(f + y) = 30,000 PSI
STRESS
RESIOUAL STRESS
AT UNIFORM TEMP.
INDICATED
STRESS = 34,800 PSI
ACTUAL STRESS
"2
1
••••«•••••«
u«. /
 STRAIN
F igu ie 65 Recuperator Thermo 1 St ress Cyc le
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from approximately I055°F at the hot end to approximately 367°F at the cold
end. The temperature gradients differ from point to point along the flow
length. Depending upon the degree of recuperator restraint, the maximum
thermal stresses resulting from this temperature distribution may be as low
as 1/4 of the yield strength for no constraints or go beyond rupture point
for completely fixed constraints. ,,
From the above described temperature distribution, the two dimension
thermal stress computer program was used to determine the stresses. The
maximum stresses and their locations are illustrated in Figure 66 and are
summarized below.
Yield Rupture
Hot Cold Stress Stress
End End at Max at Max
Temp, Temp, Temp, Temp,
°F °F psi psi
1055 367 46,000 60,000
Max Tensile Stress, Max Compr Stress
psi
No Fixed No Fixed
Constraint Constraint Constraint Constraint
+17,300 +84,000 -16,900 -211,000
As indicated by the above, where no constraints are encountered, the
thermal stress is only 1/4 of the yield strength and, therefore, w i l l cause
no damage to the heat exchanger. This case is closely resembled by a heat
exchanger with good expansion joints between the heat exchanger and the duct-
ing. In the case of absolutely fixed constraints, the thermal stress is
l.t~iy ll M= 1*1.; I ID I I O I IL W i l l IU, I.
exist, in a heat exchanger with a large temperature gradient, plate buckling
and s p l i t t i n g between fin and plate could occur if allowances are not made
for thermal expansion. It is, therefore, recommended that no completely
r i g i d method of mounting be used for this recuperator. Should a limited
amount of restraint.be used the stress w i l l fall between the fixed and no
constraint cases. This is i l l u s t r a t e d by the values calculated in the above
described p r e l i m i n a r y stress analysis.
Summarizing the result of the stress analysis indicate that satisfactory
structural integrity may be maintained throughout the recuperdtor providing
that no fixed method of mounting is used.
SUPPORT BRACKET DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
This task required that the environmental loads specification be inter-
preted m relation to the method of mounting the recuperator, the location
of the mount points and the loading interaction with other components through
the interconnecting ducts. Hence, a careful review was made of the load
spec.ficat ion to determine the load levels that should be used to design the
brackets. The bracket locations were specified by NASA Lewis, and the fi r s t
phase ot the analysis was the determination of bracket reaction loads at the
mount points. Next the s i 7 i n g of the brackets was carried out, and this
requntd matching the already existing iccupciator structural design at the
s p e c i f i e d ipou-it locations with respect to load i n t e n s i t y and load d i s t r i b -
ution. A fnuil task tint \-as carried out was the determination of allowable
duct lodds as Applied to the tecupcrator by the interconnecting pipes
AIM °,l Am 11 M AMI JI AC I IJKINCi fJIVK'ON
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Data was not provided rcgatding magnitudes and direction vectors of these
externally applied forces and moments. This work was accomplished by
computing the maximum permissible forces and moments that could be safely
applied to the recuperator at the duct flange points without jeopardizing
the ducts, support brackets 01 any c r i t i c a l part of the recuperator.
Environmental Input Loads
The environmental specification for the Solar Brayton Cycle Space Power
System was used to determ.ne applied loadings at the mount points of the
recuperator. In r e a l i t y the specified inputs related to a particular loca-
tion in the launch vehicle, and these inputs w i l l be greatly altered by
transmission from the vehicle structure through the supporting truss structure
and into the recuperator. The size, method of mounting and location of the
other components in the power system w i l l heavily influence the response
characteristics of the entire power system as well as the recuperator. It
w i l l therefore be eventually necessary to conduct a s i m i l a r analysis on the
whole Solar Brayton Cycle Power System to determine the structural perform-
ance of the i n d i v i d u a l components and the system taken as a whole. The
design and analysis approach that was employed on the recuperator bracketry
has led to a r e a l i s t i c bracket design, and one in which the bracket strength
is well matched to the overall structural strength of the recuperator. The
systems work that must yet be carried out should lead to a supporting truss
structure and possibly to a primary isolation mounting concept of the entire
truss that w i l l not amplify the vehicle applied loads.
uii ..in- vt J i iwuo ofjc>_ i i i GVJ iuaus, LUC ci i v i i 01 nut: n td i conditions aue to
manufacture, storage and transportation do not influence the bracket design.
The launch, lift-off and boost forces produce the major loads on the recuper-
ator and therefore the brackets. A r i g i d load transmission from the vehicle
structure to the recuperator mount points was assumed to be the most logical
starting point in the design. The following text was taken directly from
the Environmental Specification No. P0055-I (Revision A - June 19, 1964),
which was supplied as part of Modification 5 to Contract No. NAS3-2793 .
(ihe paragraph numbers shown below are those written in the specification).
2.2 Launch, Lift-Off, Boost
The nonoperating system and components shall be capable of with-
standing without performance impairment the following simultaneous
launch loads applied at the system mounting points and in the
directories and magnitudes specified:
2.2." Shock
35 y shock along eac n of thiee mutually perpendicular axes w i t h i n
one of the following wove shape and pulse times -
FM angular pulse of 10 millisecond,. Ma If sine pulse of 8
nn I 1 i second s,. Rcctongulai pulse of 5 m i l l i s e c o n d s . i
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2.2.2 Vibration
Sinusoidal input applied at the system mounting points along each of
three mutually perpendicular axes
16 - 100 cps at 6 g peak ^
100 - 180 cps at 0.018 in double amplitude
>•
180 - 2000 cps at 19.0 g peak
'ii<- 2.2.3 Acceleration
The nonopeiating system and/or each of its components shall be
capable of withstanding each of the following combinations of
longitudinal and lateral accelerations for five minutes duration
each.
2.2.3.1 Max 0, - 2 g's longitudinal and 0.25 g's lateral
I- 2.2.3.2 Max boost acceleration - 4.6 g's longitudinal and no lateral
acceleration. The longitudinal accelerations are positive along
*< the vehicle l i f t off axis. No negative longitudinal acceleration
w i l l be experienced during the launching phase.
2.2.3.3 4.5 g - all directions in plane normal to l i f t off axis.
me effects ot acoustic noise w i l l not be consequential because the
recuperator w i l l be an interior component that w i l l be isolated from the
acoustic effects by the surrounding vehicle shell structure. The orbital
operation w i l l also produce shock, v i b r a t i o n and acceleration loads, but
these are very small compared to launch, lift-off and boost effects, and
they do not influence the structural design of the recuperator or its support
brackets.
Envi ronmc-nlal Applied Recuperator Loads
The p o s s i b i l i t y of hard mounting the recuperator to the supporting truss
structute was considered first. The calculations of loads applied to the
recuperator, and the structural analysis of the bracket mounts are shown in
aii appendix to t h i s report entitled "Stress Analysis of Recuperator Mounting
andnSystem Intcgrrtion of Solar Brayton Cycle Space Power System." Since
amplification factors due to vibratory inputs are generally as high as 10 to I
at icsononce and frequently 20 to I or higher, the minirrum reasonable design
loading would be 10 x 6 g's = 60 g's (provided the fundamental resonant
ficquonLy does not exceed 100 cps. Adding to t h i s the d i t e c t transmission of
35 g's shock ond approximately 5 g's acceleiat ion, the total g load on a noro
mounted unit would lie 100 g's. Then further assuming that only two of the
support buckets would carry load under lateral loading (this requirement is
a d i i i - i l r e s u l t of the need for providing for free thermal expansion of the
V-CH 66-0.i07
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recuperator), the load applied to each bracket would exceed 25,000 Ib. This
would be combined with longitudinal loads in excess of 15,000 Ib. These
localized loads exceed the structural c a p a b i l i t y of the recuperator plate-fin
structure in the region of the specified bracket locations. Even if the
brackets were located in the most favorable mount positions, it would present
a very serious design problem. In summary the desigrr d i f f i c u l t y arises due
to a combination of effects related to the structural l i m i t a t i o n s of t h i s
type of component and the extremely severe environmental loads.
It was concluded that an isolation mounting system would be mandatory
to preseive the structural integrity of the recuperator, and that t h i s could
reduce loads at the recuperator biaclxOts to tolerable values. Acutally the
entire system w i l l require soft mounting because other components in the
system such as the turboa1ternator are much more sensitive to shock and
vibration inputs than the recuperator. The soundest design concept would be
to isolation mount the entire system rather than providing i n d i v i d u a l isolation
mounting of system components. This would e l i m i n a t e the potential problem of
large relative displacements between components.
The isolation mounts w i l l have to be designed to accommodate loads and
displacements due to both shock and vibratory inputs. Isolation is obtained
by designing the resonant frequency of the mounted system to f a l l in the low
input portion of the frequency-load specification. For the purposes of
vibration input, a natural frequency of 70 cps or less would be acceptable.
The 70 cps is sufficiently well removed from the increased inputs above
100 cps to keep the maximum applied loads on the recuperator w i t h i n the 6 q
inuu 3 :;LIC.>_ i T i ~u IDI i i » m i F n r i P « - nn fn 11 in <-r>«- ' h<* »-i---i i-^J ^ _ ' ;; ; _l ';._'
out in the specification w i l l require mounting system frequencies less than
30 cps to obtain some degree of isolation from the shock loads. Progressively
greater shock isolation is attained when the resonant frequency of the
mounting is lowered, but th i s necessitates that provisions be made to accommo-
date the large relative displacements between the mounting structure and the
system components. It was determined that a system mounting frequency of
10 cps would satisfy the various problem sources cited above, and that dis-
placement requirements would not exceed 2 inches. It was assumed that the
specification cut-off point of 16 cps was not entirely realistic, and that
it would be more reasonable to consider the vibratory input level of 6 g's
to apply to the 10 cps frequency. For the soft mounting concept to be
effective, it must o1 so provide adequate damping to prevent excessive a m p l i -
fication at the icsonant frequency. A damping coefficient equal to 20 percent
of c r i t i c a l ddmping was assumed which would l i m i t the a m p l i f i c a t i o n factor
at resonance to 2.5 to I. The shock isolation factor was also determined to
be 0 3 for the thice different shock pulse v,ave forms delineated in the
specification. Hence the total load factor for combined vibration, shock and
acccl ( i fit ion is
V i b r a t i o n 6 g x 2 5 - 15 g
Shock 35 g x 0.3 = I 0 5 g
U 5 g x 1.0 = 4.5 q
30 q
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A 30 g load vector in the vehicle longitudinal axis w i l l be combined with a
30 g load vector in the lateral direction to establish the maximum loading
on each of the four support brackets.
Support Bracket Reactions "
Loads due to unit I g vectors at the four brackets were computed for the
longitudinal vehicle axis and for each of two orthogonal transverse axes.
The nomenclature for these three axes as related to the recuperator orienta-
tion in the launch vehicle is shown below;
Recuperator width axis X| (transverse)
Recuperator depth (no flow) xz (transverse)
Flow axis (vehicle longitudinal) xj
The four bracket stations have been denoted as brackets S|, $2, $3 and S4.
The recuperator duct locations, reference coordinate axes and the support '
bracket locations are depicted on Figure 67. The supports provide f u l l I
restraint for applied loads and thermal freedom of expansion by u t i l i z i n g the !
following design approach: |
f
Bracket S| Slotted hole in the x( direction. This bracket provides |
support for longitudinal forces and for the X2 traverse f
•» \f i it
Bracket $2 Full restraint in all directions. This becomes the j
reference point for all thermal expansions. I
i
Bracket S3 An oversize hole. The bracket supports vertical loads,
but it provides f u l l thermal growth freedom in the x(
and X2 axes.
Bracket S6 Slotted hole in the xz direction. This bracket provides
support for longitudinal vehicle forces and for loads m
the X| transverse axis.
A tabulation of vector load diagrams on each of the four brackets due to
combined longitudinal (xj axis) with each of the two transverse axes is
shown in Table 7.
Bracket Slicss Analysis
The d e t a i l e d stress analysis and design approach is shown in Appendix E.
The* cIc'SKin problem was p i i n v i n l y one of determining brdcket height, width und
pei nil ss i hi e overhang dimensions that would keep the load intensity on UK
i ocupc r >i lot pUiic I in 'jtructuie w i t h i n sale linn Is. The l i m i t i n g loading
on lhi- fur., V.MS detoimincd to be 250 p _ > i comprcssive crushing force to
~ -N! 66-0207
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DUCT A
DUCT B
DUCT C
DUCT D
HIGH PRESSURE INLET (COLD)
LOW PRESSURE INLET (HOT)
LOW PRESSURE OUTLET (HOT)
HIGH PRESSURE OUTLET (COLD)
A-2A374-A
Figure 6/. Duct and Support Locations on Recuperator
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TABLE 7
LOAD RESULTANTS
Support
Station
CASE I
30g LONG. + 30g IN X, AXIS
CASE 2
30g LONG. + 30g IN X2 AXIS
F2-9070
FJ « 0
«»• X.
F, -0 ••X,
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The l i m i t i n g a x i a l force at each duct v/as determined from the ma/ imum pressure
d i f f e r e n t i a l m u l t i p l i e d by the duct area. To make an allowance for the possi-
b i l i t y of oversized bellows in each duct the pressure force was increased by
50 percent to arrive at air upper bound limitation. Since allowable shear
stresses are generally 35 - 60 percent of the allowable direct stresses, the
permissible shetr load at each flange was taken to be equal to 60 percent of
the direct load. Concurrent application of these lo~ads at the duct flange
points was used to determine the support bracket reactions. The support loads
were found to be much lower than the launch and lift-off forces. The allowable
loads and moments are shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8
ALLOWABLE DUCT FLANGE LOADS
Duct Location
(See Fig 71)
A
B
C
i
D
Effect i ve
Diameter,
i n.
6
1 1.7
8
6
Al lowable Moments
Bend ing,
1 b- i n.
5100
19,500
9060
5100
Torsion,
1 b-in.
5100
19,500
9060
5100
Al lowable Forces
Direct,
Ib
550
UOO
6SD
550
Shea r,
Ib
330
840
•*QO
330
RECUPERATOR 180636 FABRICATION
The overall configuration of the final recuperator is shov/n on AiResearch
Drawing 180636 included with this report. The physical appearance of the
manifolds and mounting brackets is clearly illustrated in Figure 68.
The f i n a l recuperator selected for the Solar Brayton Cycle System is a
pure counter flow plate-fin heat exchnnqer. This type of u n i t is constructed
of nuil U pi e-l>rared sandwiches of plates and fins. The flow configuration
chosen for t h i s application results in a rectangular counterflow center section
and two ti uinqular end sections to p e r m i t entry and exit of the two gas streams
fioin the son e facr. Although the f i n s in each section may be different each
p l a t e is shaped to cover both t r i a n g u l a r ends and the center section. All
sunniest sloi-1 construction is used lor t h i s u n i t and the plate thickness
ucec! is 0.008 in. w h i l e the fin thickness throughout is 0.004 in The fins
ir.cd idi the hot argon How in tho countciflow coit have 12 fins per inch w i t h
? heujhl of 0.1/8 in The- cold aiuon f i n s in the conn U rf low uore have 16
I I M S pei in. w i t h n height of 0.15'j in Doth thus^ f'ns are offset p e r i o d i -
c a l l y in th" I low d i l u t i o n To i improved lunt tionr;fer. The fins used in tir-
L i i ^ i i i i u ) n ' i. '~\<! ^eclicns on bo'h s i u o j.r p l a i n rcc l..'ii_,u iu r and they imvt
i v ' l ! ' , , A P ( U I.' (NIIIAC III J!V,
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Tigure 68. Final Recuperator 180636
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10 fin? per inch. The tube plates and header bars (which provHe closure of
the sandwiches) are coated with a nickel base braze alloy prior to stacking.
The i n d i v i d u a l plates, fins and bars are then stacked in a fixture which rerair.s
integral with the core through brazing. The core is pressure loaded through
the fixture to maintain pressure in the stack height dimension during brazing.
•**•
The final configuration of the recuperator Is a face aspect ratio of 2.25
which results in a width of 17.5 in. and a total stack height of approximately
39.7 in. The counterflow center section has a flow length of 7.89 in. whi l e
the overall length of the core is 14.94 in. (one 5 in. high triangular end and
one 2.05 in. high end). With this large stack height the core is brazed in
three separate modules as illustrated in Figure 69. This figure also shows
the mounting bracket provisions which are brazed to the core sides.
Final assembly of the heat exchanger first welds the three cores together, ~^
then adds the four manifolds and the mounting brackets. The basic c y l i n d r i c a l
configmation of three of four manifolds avoids the requirement of any addi-
tional support structure. The supporting ribs used on the rectangular
shaped hot side (low pressure) inlet duct are shown in Figure 68.
START-UP RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE RECUPERATOR
The recuperator proper (i.e., plates, fins, header bars and pans) is fab- j
ricated of material 'gauges which are compatible, thusly, severe temperature j
gradients which might result in excessive thermal stresses are inherently j
avoided- |
i
The mounting brackets, however, which were designed to meet NASA specif ied
launch and f l ight environmental loads, are fabr icated of substant ia l ly heavier
ma te r ' a l - This d ispar i ty in metal thickness, though perfect ly su i table for j
slow start-up machines such as this Brayton cycle system, requires that cer ta in {
precautions be exercized during start-up in order to avoid thermal s t i c s s prob-
lems. Previous analyses on s imi lar heat exchangers, combined w i th actual test
and operational experience, indicate that safe operation of th is recuperator
is assured if the tempeidture d i f ference between the recuperator and bracket
extremit ies does not exceed 200°F.
An ana lys is was performed to determine the required start-up character-
i s t i c s Based on this ana lys is , it is recommended that during system start-up
the q^s tempeialuie should be increased in IOO°F increments and a minimum t ime ^^
of 25 nun he a l lowed between s t e p increases. The ana lys is which indicoteci the
25 nm lime period assumes thot the argon design point f low w i l l be passing
tnioucjh the unit throughout the s ta r t -up period The analys is a lso assumes
thiH only the mnso of the brackets is beinq heated If these brackets ate
a t t < i c h v d to much a l a rge i mass wi thout thermal insulat ion, the t ime for temp-
eratuMJ s t a b i l i t y is inciedsed To ensure safe operation, icc ja rd less of
mount i nc ariongemcnt ?nd teir.p«.'i aturc increase, it is suggested that theiiro-
touplt-" be a t t a c h e d Lo the c o i e and brackets, and tin. tcmperdlure d i f f e r e n c e
b e t w e e n the two kept below 200°f al dll t imes
-^
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SECTION 8
PRESSURE DROP REDUCTION STUDIES
AND FINAL DESIGN SELECTION
The results of the flow distribution test described in Section 6 pro-
vided a complete evaluation of the preliminary selected heat exchanger design.
The summary of the results of this test program is given in Figure 70. This
summarizing figure shows that while satisfactory heat transfer performance
was achieved the final design test pressure drop was considerably greater
than the design goal of 2.0 percent. It must be emphasised that the majority
of this d.ffercnce is caused by design changes rather than by variance from
the prediction. Owing to this considerably greater pressure drop than the
design goal AiResearch conducted a brief study to determine methods of re-
ducing this pressure drop.
PRESSURE DROP STUDIES
There are various methods available to reduce the overall pressure drop
in this type of recuperator. The most obvious method of obtaining this re-
duction is to simply increase the size of the heat exchanger core to reduce
the pure counterflow core losses. Associated with the increase in heat
exchanger size is a definite weight penalty. Other methods which may be
considered are to change the aspect ratio of the pure counterflow section
face area. In this instance no pressure loss or weight chanqes are encoun-
pressure loss can be achieved in the triangular end sections. Further ex- J
tension of this reduction in triangular end section losses is the use of '
a split end design illustrated in Figure 71•> Each of these p o s s i b i l i t i e s I
was investigated and the results of the candidate designs are summarized |
in Table 9.
For each of the three different aspect ratio designs shown in this
table, two solutions are presented. The difference between these two solu-
tions is in the degree of pressure drop unbalance allowed between the hot
and cold ends of the recuperator. As stated in Section 4 and Section 6
the recuperator design u t i l i z i n g unequal size triangular end sections was
derived to provide the most uniform flow distribution w i t h i n the heat ex- ^
changer. However, to obtain this uniform flow distribution, penalties
were paid in increasing the pressure losses in the cold end triangle. To
avoid confusion in the d e f i n i t i o n of hot and cold ends Figure 72 is in-
cluded Fiom the investigations conducted to provide uniform flow distri-
bution it was decided that some degree of pressure drop unbalance would be
acceptable to oblam lower pressure drops. This compromise in pressure
drop unbalance for the reference design is illustrjtcd in the table. If
the best possible pressure drop balance is obtained between the hot and
cold t r i,tiif|lcs the cstmolud ov e i a l l pi<.-ssure loss for the heat exchanger
is 2 83o percent In t he. actual lefercnco design selected a unbalance
~3 66-0207
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COLD GAS OUT COLD GAS OUT
HOT END
COLD END
HOT GAS OUT HOT GAS OUT
A-I 5232
Figure "/I. "Split End" Recuperator Conf igurat ion
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COLD OR HIGH PRESSURE
ARGON OUT
(TO ABSORBER)
HOT OR LOW PRESSURE
ARGON IN
(FROM TURBINE)
7.9 IN.
HOT OR LOW PRESSURE
ARGON OUT
(TO RADIATOR)
COLD OR HIGH PRESSURE
ARGON IN(FROM COMPRESSOR)
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of approximately 30 percent was selected and this reduced the overall
pressure losses to 2.591 percent This compromise was obtained by increas-
ing the heights of both triangular ends, as shown in the table. A slight
weight penalty was also accepted to achieve this lower pressure drop.
As clearly indicated by the test results this degree of pressure drop
unbalance in the reference design s t i l l permitted the achievement of the
required 0.9 effectiveness. Consequently, as the heat exchanger configur-
ations vere varied, solutions were determined for both the best possible
pressure drop balance and for the same degree of unbalance used in the
reference design
In a d d i t i o n to the candidate designs shown in Table 9 consideration
was also given to decreasing the pressure losses in the pure counterflow
section of the core. Core designs were prepared which reduce the pressure
losses in the counlerflow core from the present value of 0.71 percent to
0.42 percent and to 0.28 percent It was determined that to reduce the
overall pressure losses to 2.0 percent by simply allowing the counterflow
core to increase in size, the counterflow core pressure drop should be
approximately 0.35 percent This approach should not be considered as a
r e a l i s t i c method of obtaining the required reduction in pressure drop as
a very substantial weight penalty is associated with this change From
the designs prepared it is estimated that the weight penalty involved in
this type of change would be from 100 to 150 Ibs.
An examination of the information presented in Table 9 clearly indi-
rarpc; r-.^r in ,-.rn<-'r rri -enntf-1 i ri(J ovKTii I I iire^siirt: uruu UJ c.u UCICCIIL LIIC
aspect ratio of the pure counterflow core face must change from 1.0 (square
face) to a value of approximately 4 0 (approximately 13 by 52 in.). A
second moans of obtaining this reduced pressure drop is the use of the
s p l i t end design, which is essentially the same as the 4.0 aspect ratio
with two halves of the core placed side by side. The 4.0 aspect ratio '
introduces manifold flow d i s t r i b u t i o n pioblems and would also result in
a less convenient packaging configuration. Attention is, therefore, drawn
to the solution w i t h the aspect ratio of 2.25 percent (counterflow face
dimensions of I 7 6 by 39.6 in.) U t i l i z i n g the data a v a i l a b l e from the
test program the overall pressure loss of this configuration is estimated
to be appioximately 2.3 percent There is no weight penalty involved in
t h i s design, in fact, a stiall weight reduction is achieved and the face
dimensions of this core should not increase the manifold flow d i s t r i b u t i o n
problems appreciably.
FINAL DESIGN SELCCTION
At the conclusion of the above described pressure drop studies, Table 9
was picsentcd to NASA and it was recommended that f i n a l selection be the third
soluvion on t h i s tallr. This is a hc-at exchanger core with a face aspect ratio
oi 2.?5 and w i t h an overall pressure loss, bcised on the results of the test
picu' c-ii.i, oi P.286 D-'rccnt. The est im? L°d weight of t h i s u n i t is 388 Ib and it
has ihe i-ainc cernee ol pressure crop unbalance used in the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n
tost i'n i t A bioakdu'.'rt of the predicted and test pressure losses for this
f i n a l l y sclented roi f i gurnt ion dre given on Table 10.
1 66-0207
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TABLE 10
PRESSURE LOSSES FOR FINAL RECUPERATOR CONFIGURATION
Predicted $ Test*
Hot Side(low Pressure)
Counterflow core
Triangular end sections
Overal l core 0.848 0.848 I.
Cold Side (High Pressure)
!
Counterflow core
Triangular end sections
Overal I core
Manifolds 0.628
Overal l Heat Exchanger
^Change in pressure losses from predicted to test based on |
J»«-_ C —_ £1- J • , «. _ u «.•„_ ».,..-« _ .. J _ - _ _ M 1 • „ < • _ - « . • J
o. r i
iI
This was, in fact, the unit selected by NASA. AiResearch Drawing 1806^ 6 j
thr ove-all dimensions of this f i n a l l y selected heat exchanger. This
o u t l i n e drawing is included with this report. Official confirmation of the
NASA btlerlion was received in a letter from Mr. John E. Oil ley of NASA,
identified as No. U42. This letter was received by AiResearch on January 28,
1966.
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SECTION 9
RECUPERATOR ACCEPTANCE TEST
The final task, as required contractually, was the performance of a l i m i t e d
acceptance test on the fin a l configuration recuperator. The overall configura-
tion of the final recuperator was discussed in Section 8. The purpose of the
acceptance test was to obtain information on the overall heac transfer
perfoimance capab i l i t i e s of the recuperator and to determine the overall
pressure losses at equivalent design pressure and gas flow rate and at 1/2
and 2 times the design point.
TEST SETUP
The test setup for the heat transfer performance test is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 73 and photographically in Figure 74.
The test setup on the hot side included a hot air source, a flow regu-
lating valve, laboratory inlet and outlet ducts, a mixing box and a back
pressure valve. The test setup on the cold side included an ambient temp-
erature ait source, a flow regulating valve, inlet and outlet laboratory
ducts, a m i x i n g box and a back pressure valve.
The air flows were measured by calibrated orifice measuring sections,
upstream of the heat exchanger Pressures were measured by manometers and
u V I 1 1« i i ' icu mo 1 1 oil
mocouples, connected to a direct reading potentiometer. Four thermocouples
were placed at the hot side inlet and four at the outlet and two thermocouples
were placed at the cold side inlet and two at the outlet. The unit outlet temp
erature was calculated by adding the mixing box temperature loss to the mixing
box outlet temperature. M i x i n g boxes were necessary to use in t h i s testing
since the unit outlet temperature is not uniform, inherent to the triangular
end section design, and even a number of thermocouple readings would not be
su f f i c i e n t l y accurate to obtain the mixed mean outlet temperature of the
un 1 1 .
The pressure taps and the thermocouples were located two inches upstream
and four inches downstream of the unit inlet and outlet flanges, respect rvely.
The test u n i t was insulated with Refrosil insulation as shown on
F igure 7/» .
The test setup for the isothermal pressure drop tests was identical with
that of the peifoiniance tests except only one side of the test unit was in
ope K' l i 0,1 at a time The pressure drops for the isothermal pressui e drop tests
uei e nicasui ed by micronidnometers.
TEST PROCEDURE
The recuperator va'j placed in the tebt setup and was subjected to the pcr-
fon,''ir.i c- If-ts. The tost conditions at representative test points are shown
on Tanl e II.
-,.,,!
. •"»- J
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TABLE I I
SAMPLE TEST CONDITIONS
Hot Flow, Ib per mm
Cold Flow, Ib per mm
Hot Inlet Temperature, °F
Cold Inlet Temperature, °F
1
Hot Inlet Pressure, in. HgA
Cold Inlet Pressure, in. HgA
207
23.7
22.5
644
93
43.5
59.3
Run Number
404
1 1. 1
12.0
629
75
36.8
44.5
405
46.5
45.5
653
76
57.4
86.2
403
22.9
23.4
81 1
75
43.5
57.6
r A m r* I
TYPICAL TEST DATA
Low
Temp.
(Cold)
High
Temp
( f-h« ^
Unit Data
Inlet
Temp
°F
1
92.5
643.8
Inlet
Stat ic
Press,
in. HgA
2
59.3
43 6
AP
in- H20
3
0.88
0.79
Mixing Box
Outlet
Temp.
°F
4
590
153 0
Orifice Data
Inlet
Stat ic
Press,
in. HgA
5
60.3
88.5
AP
in. H20
6
6.75
8.8
Inlet
Temp.
OF
7
92.5
718
Duel
Dia.
in
8
6.07
4.0
Or if ice
Die.
i n-
9
2.5
2 5
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At each test point condition at least three sets of data was taken after
establishing steady-state condition.
The isothermal pressure drop tests were run with ambient temperature
air on both sides of the recuperator.
TEST RESULTS
As indicated above, the purpose of the acceptance tests was to verify
the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the final design I
recuperator The performance test was carried out using air as the heat,
transfer f l u i d - The temperature and pressure levels of the tests were
compatible with the values available from standard AiResearch testing sources
The test conditions, therefore, do not simulate the actual design point require-
ments during the operation of the recuperator within the Brayton cycle. I In
ordei to verify the performance of the recuperator at the actual design point,
the following procedure is adopted-
Randomly select several operating conditions for which test data is
available, and from thi s data, determine the overall heat transfer conduct-
ance of the recuperator A typical set of data taken from the final design
recuperator test data together w i t h a sample calculation is shown in Table 12.
Note that actual data reduction was made by an AiResearch data reduction
computer program.
Readings of room temperature and barometric pressure ere also taken. In
r?>t,t j<s. . DM i CM ut n-IL i uii ->IIUWM un LIIC auuvc iaL>lv. ,3 Cn-- <ys . iu M ^ ^T ..w,
eral readings taken at the same location.
Barometric Pressure = 29.69 in. HgA, Room Temperature = 80°F
For Low Temperature Flow Rate
Using Orifice Data (Columns 5, 6 and 7)
P = 60 3 in HgA
T = 92.5 + 460 = 552.5°R
o
Q = 17 35 ( |~~ ) 6.75 = 12.8 in- H20
Ftom standard ASME orifice curves for a 2.5 in. dia. orifce in a 6 07 in
dia duct
Flow Rate = 22 53 Ib per mm i
i
Th is c a l c u l a t i o n is icpcoted us ing high temperature data and the High Tenip-
c i . i t me Flow Rale - 23 72 Ib per mm
66-020/
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Now From Unit Test Data
Cold outlet temperatue = Mixing box outlet temperature + Mixing box
AT = 590 + 9 = 599°F
Cold AT = 599 - 92.5 = 506.5°F
-«• i OF> rwn nrsr rran^r°r V=»IUPS f\m WILIIMI
data point.
p r( -
dit ^ Thermal Effect iveness (Cold) = fc?'» = °'92
pi '
- i Thermal Effectiveness (Hot) = c' = 0>89
From conventional log mean temperature relationships for counterflow units
,' Log' Mean A! = -095 x 551.3 = 52.4°F
' 'Overall Heat Transfer Conductance (UA) . = HH = 53.3 Btu per min °F
e cold 52.4
! I. I r
UA: = 54.4 Btu per min °F
hoti '
The next step is to predict the pei fo imance of the recuperator at t h i s set
of tes t c o n d i t i o n s by the same technique that was used to design the unit
„ -i 66-0207
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Hot outlet temperature = Mixing box outlet temp. + Mixing box [
: > . ' " * - AT = 153 + 1.2 - 154.2 j
•Hot AT - 643.8 - 154.2 = 489. 6°F
L ™~ IT i (i si I I I
Overall AT = 643.8 - 92.5 = 551. 3°F i
, < j , , |
Heat rejection (Cold) = WC AT = 22.53 x 0.244 x 506.5 !
M R j
FQ|
 " ' = 2787 Btu per min !i b c , i r i :I
Heat rejection (Hot) = 23.73 x 0.245 x 489.6 = 2845 Btu per min \
a
~ C is evaluated at the average temperature.Q ^ i r i p .
Cold Side
Recuperator geometry is determined.
Total Heat Transfer Surface Area (AT)
Free Flow Area (Ac)
Hydraulic Radius ( r, )
Effective Fin Length (L )
Ratio of Extended Surface to Total Surface (AF
u ii i . fr>\ Flow Rate / W\Mass Velocity (G) = r ;r: ( —)
'
 v
 Free Flow Area \Ac/
Hvdraul ic Diameter (4x r. ) x G
Reynolds Number = T, r—7—: r7
 Viscosity (at average temperature)
Colburn Modulus (j) and Friction Factor (f) are then read from standard
AiResearch data curves for the appropriate heat transfer surface at the
Reynolds number calculated-
j G C
Heat Transfer Coefficient (h) - 7-^
where C (specific heat) and P (Prandtl No.) are determined at the average
temperature in the heat exchanger.
Fin effectiveness is then determined.
m = / —- where K = metal conductivity
V K §
6 = fin thickness
Tanh (m L )
Fin Ef fec t iveness (tlr) = —7 j—\!f (m LQ)
Overa l l E f fec t i veness (l] ) = I - Ap/AT (' "
Heat T rans fe r Conductance = j|o h AT
^-r, 66-0207
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This is repeated for the hot side of the unit and the Overall Heat Transfer
. ) is determined.
ca
U A . ' T l h A , . - n h A . . j
calc ''o cold to hot _ j
i
This \.alue of UA . must now be modified to allow for the effect of Axial
calc ,
Conduction. This is done by following the procedure laid out in Appendix A
of t h i s report.
ii
For the representative test conditions shown above, the prediction j
technique resulted i n a UA . = 53.0 Btu per mm °F. The unit, therefore,
performed approximately 1.6 percent better than predicted at this condition
The prediction of the overall pressure drop of the unit is as follows
For the pure counterflow section of the core, the fractional pressure drop
is calculated using the Fanning friction factor (f) previously obtained.
The triangular end section pressure drops are estimated by an AiResearch j
computer program, HI400. The duct and manifold pressure losses are estimated
as shown in Section 6 of t h i s report. The pressure losses are then added to [
obtain the overall predicted pressure loss on one side of the recuperator. |
I
n i Qrncc inn r»f Heat Transfer
The above sample calculation illustrates and validates the method of
predicting the performance of the recuperator at the design operating con-
ditions, by predicting test data obtained at off-design conditions. To
provide a complete comparison of test to predicted data for the final design
configuration at the conditions tested, Figure 75 was prepared. The solid
curve shown on Figure 75 represents the predicted performance for the recu-
perator over the range of airflow rates shown. This curve is essentially
the same as that shown in Figure 70 for the estimated performance of the
2-m high test core. The performance of the 2-in. high test core and the
final design configuration are identical at equivalent mass velocities. Each
of the actual data points taken during the performance test are elso shown in
Figuie 7b The majority of the data was obtained at an airflow rate which
tesulted in the same Reynolds number w i t h i n the heat exchanger core as exists
at the actual design point operating conditions. The airflow during this
condition is approximately 23 Ib/min and the Reynolds number is approximately
80 Dnla was also obtained at half of t h i s flow rate and twice of t h i s flow
rote and tins data is also shown on Figure 75.
At the actual operating conditions of the recuperator, the flow rates
on both Sides of the recuperator are i c l e n t i c d l and as the effectiveness of
UT> -inn is h i r,h «.md the actual operating Hind is argon the s p e c i i i c heats
of the Muic's on both sides oie elso i d e n t i c a l - As a result, the effectiveness
on both side-, of the u n i t is the same During the acceptance test, the flow
j 66-0207
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rates of air on both sides of the recuperator were set to give equal Reynolds
numbers to those existing in the actual design point operation. As a result,
throughout the testing, the flow rates on both sides of the recuperator were
not identical. This Resulted in slightly different effectiveness on each
side. The values shown on Figure 75 represent the average of the two flow
rates and the average of the two effectivenesses. This is not a completely
accurate evaluation of the data. However, it does sFrye to illustrate the
basic comparison between predicted and tested data. To obtain a true evaluation
of this comparison, the overall heat transfer conductance (predicted vs test)
must be examined. The inaccuracy of the average effectiveness is emphasized
at the lowest flow rates of approximately II Ib/min. At this reduced flow rate
the deviations between the two sides of the heat exchanger in flow rate and
effectiveness are greatest and consequently the r e l i a b i l i t y of the average ef-
fectiveness and of the average overall heat transfer conductance obtained is
most suspect to error. Figure 75 indicates that the average effectiveness is
below the predicted value, while, when the comparison is made on the basis of
average overall heat transfer conductance, the test performance is in excess
of the predicted value;
The comparison between the overall conductances predicted to those ob-
tained during the test was made for all test data points shown. The test deta
ranged from approximately 8 percent above the predicted value to approximately
5 percent below the predicted value. At the condition which most closely
simulated the design point, that is, an airflow rate of approximately 23 Ib/min
and a hot side inlet temperature of 640°F the overall heat transfer conductance
test value was approximately 2 to 4 percent greater than the predicted value.
At the same inlet temperature but at the reduced flow rate of approximately
' i i i
greater than the predicted value. At the flow rate of approximately 46 Ib/min
the test value of overall heat transfer conductance is approximately 5 percent
below the predicted value. The overall characteristics of the heat exchanger
are therefore, slightly different from the predicted values. This is almost
entirely the result of flow distribution throughout the unit. The triangular
end sections of the final recuperator configuration were designed to impose the
best possible flow distribution at the design point operating conditions. During
the tests at conditions other than the design point either improved or much
worse flow distribution may be obtained. It is estimated that at the reduced |
flow rate of II Ib/sec the nonuniformity in flow distribution is essentially j
zero, and consequently better performance is obtained. j
At the higher flow rate condition, 36 Ib/min, the flow distribution is con- |
siderably worse than at the design point. The unequal triangular ends were |
si?ed to match the pressure drops with the density differences that existed be- " |
twecn the hot and cold ends. At an airflow rate of approximately 23 Ib/min with !
the hot air entering the unit at 640°F the density differences between the two
ends are essentially the same as those that exist at the design point operat-
ing condition. Therefore, at t h i s test condition, essentially the same
perfoimance should be achieved As the flow rate is increased, the pressure
diops m the end increase by approximately the square of the flow rates while
the density difference remains essentially the same. Consequently the
boldncing between pressure loss and density difference achieved for the
design condition by the use of the unequal size triangular ends is negated
dm i m, the hiyh flow tebt condition and the flow d i s t r i b u t i o n is much less
un 11 01 in
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This same effect is reflected in the comparison of the test data to
predicted values obtained at the flow rate of 23 Ib/min and a hot side in l e l
temperature of 8IO°F. In this case the increase in hot side inlet temperature
alters the density ratio between hot and cold inlet ends while the pressure
drops remain essentially the same. Again the balance is negated and s l i g h t l y
nonuniform d i s t r i b u t i o n occurs. The influence of t h i s s l i g h t l y nonuniform
flow d i s t r i b u t i o n on performance is shown in Figure 75 as the test data
points obtained at t h i s condition on the averaqe are lower than those obtained
with the 640°F inlet temperature.
The results of the heat transfer testing on the final design recuperator
were completely satisfactory. Although some scatter exists in the test data
and although the heat balances obtained are approximately 3 percent, which is
s l i g h t l y greater than desired, the test data clearly indicates that the
recuperator satisfies its required performance. The majority of the scatter
in the test data point can be explained by the variation in flow d i s t r i b u t i o n
resulting in the different operating conditions tested
Discussion of Pressure Loss Results
The same procedure is employed to determine the pressure drop charac-
teristics of the recuperator at the design point as used for the heat trans-
fer data. That is, a direct comparison between test and predicted values of
pressure drop is made at the test data conditions and providing this compari-
son is in close aareement. then the predicted performance at the design point
VVI I I LS^» U V r f l l l V . V \ - l 4 * t-/SU W V I J- t. I I w .SUIM*. It k_ wl <O wi Wt U | * - M l * » k . i w i * I — « irf — »-.
 w *. *. , _ « ^ ^, —
point and at the test data conditions.
For all the test data points obtained, t h i s comparison between test and
predicted values of pressure drop was made for both sides of the recuperator.
Reference is made to Table 9, where it is noted that the pressure drop
measured for the two inch test core is 2.865% This number corresponds to
an aspect ratio of I (square face, 26 in. x 26 in.) as discussed in the section
e n t i t l e d "Pressure Drop Studies". A change in the aspect ratio was clearly
indicated in order to reduce the pressure drop. The u n i t selected, finally,
by NASA and which was fabricated and tested has an aspect ratio of 2 25 to I
(face dimensions of 17.6 in. x 39.6 in.). It was anticipated that the pres-
sure orop would be lower, down to 2.28$, as shown in Table 9.
The pressure drop data resulting from tests on the 2 in. test core were
consideied h i g h l y accurate and reliable, since an extensive m u l t i p l i c i t y of
inst r u m e n t a t i o n was used to obtain t h i s data (see Figure 64).
„. i I 66-0207
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In all cases the test values, obtained during the limited performance test
on the full scale unit were considerably in excess of the predicted. As the
test values were in some cases approximately 2.5 times the predicted values
and as t h i s is in complete contradiction with the test data obtained from the
2-m. test core, it is assumed that the test data from the performance test
was h i g h l y unreliable. A possible explanation is drscussed below.
The data was obtained from two static taps located at both the inlet and
outlet of the unit. The pair at the inlet and the pair at the outlet were con-
nected in parallel and the pressure drop measured was the difference between
these two pairs. Since the predicted test AP is in the order of I in. HjO,
any unusual local pressure from conditions which might exist at the static tap
location or if either of the static lines is even very s l i g h t l y plugged, the
inaccuracy in pressure drop recorded could be substantial. Figure 76 shows
the actual pressure drop points recorded during the heat transfer tests on the
hot (or low pressure) side of the unit. Also shown on Figure 76 is the pre-
dicted piessure drop at heat transfer conditions. This predicted curve is
based on the data obtained from the 2-m. test core and consequently reflects
the anticipated flow d i s t r i b u t i o n characteristics. The third l i n e shown on
Figure 76 is the isothermal pressure drop data obtained from the f i n a l design
configuration during the performance tests. This isothermal test data was
obtained after the heat transfer tests had been completed. The instrumentation
used to record pressure drop for these isothermal tests was changed, from
manometers to a much more accurate water micromanometer which w i l l record
pressures to w i t h i n 0.001 in. HjO. A comparison of this isothermal data with
the predicted heat transfer pressure drop characteristics shows the a n t i c i -
„-. t-r-H - <-4-o.-f-
The recuperator was designed to provide uniform flow distribution during
operating conditions with high density differences between the hot and cold
ends, therefore, uniform flow d i s t r i b u t i o n cannot be achieved at isothermal
conditions. This effect is reflected in the comparison of the estimated
pressure drop with the isothermal, as nonuniform flow w i l l result in sub-
st a n t i a l l y hiyher pressure drop. It could, therefore, be assumed that the
isotheimal pressure drop data obtained is v a l i d and represents the true
characteiistics of the recuperator. However, the difference between this
isothermal data and the data obtained during the heat transfer testing is very
larqe and could not be entirely accounted for by the improved accuracy of the
instrumentation and it is, therefore, submitted that the pressure drop data
obtained during the performance tests is not representative of the recuperator
performance at a l l . The data obtained from the 2-in. high test core was of
a much more meaningful nature as a great many more pressure taps v/ere a v a i l -
able on the u n i t and much greater attention was directed to obtaining h i g h l y
accurate data.
The data for the cold (or high pressure) side of the recuperator e x h i b i t
the same differences between i so t he t ina 1 and heat transfer data obtained w i t h
the hot side and aqam both values are greater than predicted. This riota is
sho\'n on fiqure 77. At a flow rate of 23 Ib per mm, where the majority of
the test dot a \as obtained the ratio of test to predicted pressure loss is
appi ox i MO Lc 1 •) 1.44. At t h i s same flow rate the maximum scatter in the test
L
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data is 1.55. Consequently, as tne data scatter is greater than the differ-
ence between test and predicted values l i t t l e confidence can be placed in the
data. Also as indicated for the hot side, the heat transfer pressure drop on
the cold side is greater than the isothermal pressure drop which is in direct
contradiction with the design characteristics of the recuperator. The instru-
mentation and methods of connection to the test unit .were again not sufficiently
accjrate to establish reliable pressure loss information and consequently the
2 in. high test core data must be believed.
Three different values of pressure loss for the recuperator have been
evolved during the course of the program. A purely analytical value was
first calculated, and then this was amended by the data from the 2 in. high
test core (described in Section 6). It was anticipated that the final recup-
erator performance test would confirm the 2 in. core data, however, due to
the reasons discussed above this confirmation was not achieved and a third
value of pressure loss was evolved. Although this latter value from the per-
formance test is completely discounted the three values are summarized below.
Overal l Heat Exchanger
Pressure Drop, Percent
Predicted
2.093
2 in.
Test Core
2.286
Final Recu
Isothermal
2.83
perator
Heat
Transfer
5.45
Be 1 i eved
Value
2.286
The two values shown under Final Recuperator indicate clearly that
the difference between the test isothermal and heat transfer data
is very large. If the isothermal data is corrected for the a n t i c i -
pated improvement in flow distribution at the operating condition
the overall pressure loss is 2.35 percent which is very close to
the believed value.
NASA Schedule requirements pteclucled reduction of the data prior
to shipment of the recuperator and theicfoie a rerun of the pressure
drop tests at AiResearch was not possible.
It is anticipated that test data w i l l be obtained at some future time
at NASA Lewis f a c i l i t i e s during component testing.
Foi any future testing, it is recommended that a greater number of static
taps bo used to preclude 01 m i n i m i z e the p o s s i b i l i t y of grossly erroneous
reodinqs due to some unusual local condition, at any single top. Also it is
probably advisable to use several traversing probes in order to obtain a
good p res sine average.
'v"^ ."' , IAKCH MANllfACIUKING DIVISIONlu A i^te (i n j
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To assist NASA in evaluating the pressure loss characteristic!, of the
recuperator throughout their component and system testing AiResearch pre-
pared pressure drop curves for both air and argon. The air pressure drops
ate shown on Figure 78 and the values correspond to the predicted curves of
Figures 76 and 77. Figure 79 shows the estimated pressure losses for the
recuperator with argon as the working flui d . These Curves correspond to the
design point overall pressure loss of 2.286 percent.
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AXIAL CONDUCTION EFFECT
In all heat transfer devices, temperature gradients exist in the structure
of the device. In any material where such a temperature gradient exists, there
is a flow of heat from the high temperature portion of the structure towards
the low temperature .section. In many heat transfer devices, this leakage of
heat through the heat exchanger material is very small and is generally ignored
in the design of heat exchangers. In heat exchangers where high effectiveness
is required, it is generally necessary to use some form of pure counterflow
device, the temperature gradient that exists in the material structure is at
a maximum~value,_fas the hot end of the heat exchanger is essentially at maximum
flu i d temperature and the low end is at minimum fluid temperature. The flow
of hea^ through the metal in th'is type of situation results in a loss of heat
'from ^ the~ hot end and addition of heat to the cold end, both of which have
adverse ejffects on heat exchanger performance. In order to compensate for the
reduced temperature difference at both ends of the heat exchanger, the heat
exchanger size must be increased.
Seek i i.g Su ! M I i "i i' < M *
In order to determine exactly how much it is necessary to increase the
heat exchanger siiize to account for the effects of axial conduction, it is
necessary to conduct an energy balance over the entire heat exchanger and a
rjjjprous mathematical, analysi s is required to permit the accurate evaluation
of" these effects. During the period when the parametric design study was
Papers by H.' W. Hahnemann (Reference I) and by G. D. Bahnke and C. P. Howard
^Refcrejice,-, 2) presented-two .methods of analyzing this effect.r Both these
p^ p.ers, were sufficiently general to permit their adaption to the specific
problem of axial conduction in a pure counterflow plate-fin heat exchanger.
In addition to considering the information presented in these references,
AiResearcl^ al so conducted an analysis to obtain a simple closed-form solution
to the problem. This analysis is presented below.
where
I !
W
C , Cpi' pz
W,,
temperature of hot,
cold f l u i d
wall temperature of
surface separating
hot and cold fluids
specific heat of
hot, cold f l u i d
f i 1 m heat transfer
coefficient on hot,
cold side
flow rate of hoi,
co 1 d f 1 LI i H
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L heat exchanger length
A metal cross-sectional area available for heat conduction
(in direction of flow) ,
(hA)| (hA)2 heat transfer conductance on "Rot, cold side
k metal thermal conductivity
The conditions of steady state, constant specific heats and constant
f i l m heat transfer coefficients were assumed. Also, the thermal resistance
of the metal surface separating the hot and cold f l u i d s was assumed to be
n e g l i g i b l e compared to that of the f l u i d films. In other words 3T /dy = 0.
The problem thus becomes one-dimenslonal.
For a di f f e r e n t i a l length Ax of the heat exchanger, energy balance equa-
tions may be written for the hot and cold fluids and for the surface separating
them. By allowing AX -• 0 one obtains the differential equations of temperature
di s t ribut ions,
9
*
9
 ' - T2) - C(T, -
A (hA)i
where A = l .
W t L
I pi
B =. W C L2 pa
kA L
m
kA L
m
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By introducing dT /dx = u the above equations are changed into four first
w
order differential equations. That is, in matrix notation
{T1 = [M] {T}
(T) =
and [M] =
0
0
0
I
-c
A
0
0
-D
0
-B
0
Seeking solutions of the form
leads to the characteristic equation
U. LM" ~ (H ~ & J \i ~
If u,2, ^ 3 and M>4 are the nonzero, real and distinct roots of the expression
in brackets above, then the solution of the differential equations is
= IK,}
where
The coefficients \ are determined from the equations which result from
the substitution of the boundary conditions into the solution above. Hahnemann
(Rofrrcncc 2) carried this through and then proceeded to find an e x p l i c i t
cxpiossion for the heat exchanger temperature effectiveness. His results aie
rather lenqthy ond therefore, w i l l not be repeated here. However, it must be
pointed out that when the characteristic equation has m u l t i p l e roots the
b o l u i i o n cibovc. must be modified according to well established lules. M u l t i p l e
roots occur for instance when A/D - C/D or when A = B and C = D.
* All ( M AlvCH f.'ANUI- \UURINO D'M'
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The heat exchanger temperature effectiveness was found for the case when
A = B and C = D, that is, when W( C ( = W? C 2 = WC and (hA)| = (hA)2. It is
E =
where C
(NC + i)
(i + N - *;
2
kA
m
m L W C
N = NTU =
(UA)
WC
_ J_[0_t
2p Ll -
V + NC
m
0 =
cosh 2Np - I
sinh 2Np
If thermal conductivity is negligible, the above equation for effective-
ness reduces to the familiar equation
E = I - I + N
When C - co) the effectiveness equation becomes
m
1 im E = I -
m
I
cosh 2N - I
sinh 2N + I
and when N -• <*>, the effectiveness equation is in the l i m i t
C
hm E
N - oo
m
2 C +
m
If in the above equations N -» <= and C E -* 1/2 as expected.
The effectiveness equation discussed above was verified by comparison
with results obtained by G. D. Bahnke and C. P. Howard (Reference 2). Bahnke
ond Howcitd used a numerical finite-difference method to calculate the effec-
tiveness of a periodic flow (rotary) type heat exchanger when heat conduction
in the d i i c c t i o n of flow is allowed for. Their case of " i n f i n i t e rotor speed'1
is equivalent to a direct transfer type counterflow heat exchanger. The
vci i f i c d effectiveness equation was used in the design of all pure counterflow
heiil cxch inget s determined during the parametric desion study. Both the
A. I t I A I \ C M MMUIAUUMNt.. OIVISION 66-070?
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plate-fin and tubular-type of pure counterflow heat exchanger were designed
by use of high-speed d i g i t a l computer techniques. The tubular heat exchanger
design program was written as part of this program and incorporated the above
effectiveness equation to allow for axial conduction. The previously-existing
plate-fin pure counter flow heat exchanger program was also adapted to u t i l i z e
the above expression for the determination of axial conduction.
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BASIC DATA FOR AXIAL FLOW OUTSIDE TUBE BUNDLES
A literature search was conducted to obtain ei ther-^analyt ical or empirical
on the f l u i d friction and h'eat transfer characteristics of gas flow
l l e l to, and outside of, pla in tube bundles. Most of the pertinent papers
bundles in nuclear
in gathering the
low tube spacing
Al 1 of the avai1-
data falls i n Ijthe turbulent flow region. Only a theoretical
frict 1 • fact T expression has been obtained for flows in the laminar region.
that were found dealt with the problem of cooling fuel rod
reactors. As a consequence the jtest models that were used
f- impntal data presented in these papers had relatively
ratios and also lowflength to diameter ratios
Figure B-l gives a summary of these data. Cruves (I) are from Kays and
London (Reference I) and they are for gases flowing inside of p l a i n round
tubes when the wall tempei ature is constant. Except for curves (l); all
ot'-' ct'i ves and data points are for flows outside of tube bundles. The data
POM icated w i t h i n 'the triangles and circles were obtained from tests
conducted at AiResearch. The test' conditions were discussed in detail in
AiResearch Report L-3895 (Reference 2). It w i l l suffice to mention here that
the tubes were arranged in a triangular bundle u t i l i z i n g an equilateral tube
spacing. Curve (2) was calculated from Sparrow's (Reference 3) analytically
derived curves and it seems to be in fairly good agreement with the plotted
A 7 -„-.„!, rf^fa
 near the transition reqion.
fubes.
spaced
:n
i
u v . j (3) are Palmer's (Reference A) data for very closely spaced smooth
The test fl u i d was air. The test lattice consisted of seven rods
in an equilateral cluster within a hexagonel chamber with circumferential
segme ts of tubing attached to the chamber walls to simulate the adjacent rods
cf - 'a -je array. In Reference 5, test data has been correlated for water
flowing parallel to a bundle of tubes arranged equi lateral ly with a center
spacing to diameter ratio of 1.4. This test core also included tube' sections
at the outer l i m i t s of the tube bundle to simulate a large array. The recom-
mended correlation is
j = 0.0205' Re'0'16 Pr'0'209
nut
Ids numbers from I O4 to 1.2 x I05. The equation is plotted as curve
aforementioned provision of tube sections to simulate large arrays
made in any of the other tests discussed here.
Cut vcs (A) aic Kattchce's (Reference 6) data for a symmetrical and
c i i c u l a r cluster of 19 tubes. Equal spacing between all tubes and the channel
walls was mm ni d i tied by mer.ns of h e l i c a l l y applied spacer wires. The heat
tujnslei data was obtained with air, the friction data with water. Curve (5)
is Mackewic/'i. (Reference '/) data for a symmetrical circular clustei of
The tubes were equally spaced, but without mechanical spacers.
wn«- wato.i . F i n a l l y , curve (6) is Le Tourneau's (Reference
o e test cote consisted of 19 rod* equi lateral ly spaced to form a
, <_, -n. il ( hivtei. A s p e c i a l test section with a hexagonal in t e r i o r crobc sec-
tion i\iib cons tii ic ted to accommodate the coie. Wetter was, used as the test f l u i d
19 tubes.
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1In summary, a considerable amount of data is available in the turbulent
flow region (Re > 5000) and no satisfactory data has been obtained for the .{
fully developed laminar flow region (Re < 2000). However, at high effective-
ness and low pressure drop conditions the pure counterflow tubular heat
exchanger is certainly an attractive possibility.
During the parametric study of pure counterflow tubular heat exchangers
the data used for outside the tube bundles was that of flows inside a plain
round tube (Curve I of Figure B-l). This was adequate for the comparison of
problem conditions and heat exchanger types but it was recommended that if j.
further consideration was given to pure counterflow tubular units a test «
program to establish reliable data should be conducted. With the selection I
of the plate-fin type for the final design this test program was unnecessary ',
and no further work in this area was conducted. v\
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APPENDIX C
COUNTERFLOW TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN PROGRAM
Throughout the parametric analysis four types of*heat transfer matrix
have been considered, pure counterflow and cross-counterf low plate and fin
heat exchangers and pure counterflow and cross-counterf low tubular heat
exchangers. At the time of the proposal AiResearch was able to analyze and
design heat exchangers of three of those types rapidly and accurately, uti-
l i z i n g IBM d i g i t a l computer programs. No computer program was available at
time to analyze pure counterflow tubular heat exchangers in sufficient
detdil to permit their accurate design. A proqram was therefore written for the
IF 074 D i g i t a l Computer which would permit the rapid and accurate evaluation
of pure counterf low, tubular heat exchangers. This computer program is described
br i ef ly be low.
Pure counterflow, two f l u i d heat exchangers are designed by an iteration
procedure. Any f l u i d combination of l i q u i d s and gases can be utilized. Five
f l u i d properties for the f l u i d s on both sides are available in the form of
Lagrangian tables. These five fluid properties are specific heat, viscosity,
Prandtl number, compressibility and density. If the fluid being considered
is a l i q u i d , density is estimated from the table and no use is made of the
compressibility table. If the f l u i d is a gas then compressibility may be read
from the table and u t i l i z e d in an equation to calculate gas density. In this
^ot-r. nr\ i.co !c marlo nf the Hpns i tv t ah 1 p . Th p Laaranaian tables utilized are
curves ui uie pai i i c u i c t i i i u i u pi wpci L /• vo i.ciiifjc,> u >.ui «, jt.^ .,^  ... i.' „ Z-
 r _ l _
in the form of pairs of points. When u t i l i z i n g these tables the computer
interpolates between the stored values to determine the fluid properties at
the actual temperatures required. In addition to being able to consider
bundles of p l a i n round tubes the computer program is capable of analyzing
surfaces with longitudinal fins on the outside of the tubes and turbulators
insi d e the tubes. Heat transfer and fr i c t i o n factor data for both inside and
outside the tube bundle is fed into the machine in the form of Lagrangian
tables of Reynolds number vs Colburn modulus and Reynolds number vs Fanning
friction foctoi In all designs formulated by this computer program the
effect of axial conduction on heat exchanger performance is calculated. An
option is a v d i l o b l c in the input to this program as to whether or not it is
desiicd to resize the heat exchanger where the effect of axial conduction
is appreciable.
Problem condition input parameters required include flow rate, inlet
tempcrat ui c, i n l e t pressuie and pressure drop a v a i l a b l e on both sides of the
heat exchanger. It is also necessary to specify either effectiveness on one
side of the heat exchanger or total heat rejection required. Pressure drops
may he specified cither in ps i or as a peicentagc of the i n l e t pressures.
The f l u i d propn tics are evaluated at bulk average temperatures and gas
d e n s i t i e s die calculated on the basis of the perfect gas law, but as mentioned
above ioi.ini <.ss> i b i I i ty factors (Z) con also be u t i l i z e d . Bulk average tempera-
l i n e was selected os in oil designs formulated for solar Biayton cycle a p p l i -
c a t i o n s iis the I low r c q i m o > \ i l l i i n tli-" h-cit exchnnrjcr is laminar The program
designs only the actual he fit tiansfcr inntrix and the computer docs not
.?n«, / All!' si AI>C H MftNUIAUUUiNG DIVISION 66-0207
--ft_ J '• *"*•* r"'""" Pa9e C-l
formulate manifolding or packaging concepts. Allowances are, however, made
for shock losses at the entrance, and exit of the tube bundle and momentum
pressure losses on both sides of the heat exchanger are calculated.
In addition to supplying the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics
of any surface being analyzed in the form of Lagrangian tables, other surface
property parametets are required. The surface input information required
includes tube diameter, tube spacing, number of fins and fin height (where fins
are u t i l i z e d ) and all material thicknesses. Material densities and thermal
conductivities are also supplied in order to determine the weight, fin effec-
tiveness and axial conduction parameters for the heat exchanger design. Options
ate available as to the type of overall heat exchanger configuration required
B a s i c a l l y the program merely sizes the heat exchanger in terms of the number
of tubes required and the length of tubes required. It is, of course, possible
to arrange this tube bundle into almost any shape and s t i l l have a heat exchanger
with the same peiformance capability. Heat exchanger face area may, therefore,
be expressed either in terms of aspect ratio or in terms of one controlling
dimension.
Output data from t h i s computer program is available in two forms. Both
of these forms clearly specify the problem conditions being examined, that is,
flow rates, temperatures and pressures. In the short form output all the
information that is specified, is the surface geometry being considered and
the actual solution obtained with this geometry. This type of output form is
shown in Ftgure C-1. The second or long form of output that is available is
in FiaureC-2. Th i s lona form cutout shows the same information as the
additional quantities include mass velocity, Reynolds number and heat transfer
conductance on both sides of the heat exchanger. In the examples illustrated
in Figures C-l and C-2 there are two answers given for each surface considered.
The f i r s t of these answers is the solution obtained by the program for a heat
exchanger without allowing for axial conduction. The second solution is the
resized heat exchanger which allows for axial conduction.
The design technique u t i l i z e d by the computer program is very straight
forward For any given problem condition and specified matrix surface the
program determines a minimum number of tubes and tube length required to meet
the heat transfer requirements w i t h i n the allowable pressure drop l i m i t s . The
progiam f i r s t applies what is known as the i m p o s s i b i l i t y equation to determine
the fiee-tlow area for inside the tubes. This so-called i m p o s s i b i l i t y
equation is a paiametei which links the neat transfer and pressure drop require-
ments of one side of a heat exchanger into a si n g l e parameter. The name
i m p o s s i b i l i t y equation stems from its most common use which is to determine
whethci 01 not it is possible to b u i l d a heat exchanger to the given conditions
w i t h i n a s p e c i f i e d envelope Having determined a free-flow area ins i d e the
tubes on the tube side of the he^t exchanger, the program then calculates the
length oi" luLcs corresponding to t h i s fiee-Mow area. With t h i s now established
tube bundle tht. p i o g i o n next checks whether or not the a v a i l a b l e pressure drop
on th • ou'bKJfc. of the U'he bundle is c -cceedcd If t h i s allowable pressure drop
is e ^ c i e c k d (do piorjic'-in then si/cs a new tube bundle- ba'.ed on the outside the
ttibi condition (Living noi' determined a tube bundle which docs not exceed
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the allowable pressure drop on either side and which u t i l i z e s all the ovailable
pressure drop on one side, the program then calculates the heat transfer
c a p a b i l i t i e s of this tube bundle. If this estimated value of the heat transfer
c a p a b i l i t i e s is not sufficient to meet the required problem conditions an
adjustment is made to the free-flow area on the controlling side of the hedt
exchanger and the pressure drop and heat transfer calculations repeated. This
process is repeated u n t i l a satisfactory solution is found which meets both
the heat transfer and pressure drop requirements. The effect of axial conduc-
tion on this heat exchanger desi gn is then calculated. The method utilized
to determine the effect of axial conduction on this heat exchanger is that
determined by AiResearch and described in some detail in Appendix A.
At the present time the method u t i l i z e d by the program is the l i m i t e d case
solution, that is, the case that requires the capacity rates and heat transfer
conductances to be the same on both sides of the heat exchanger. As the
capacity rate ratio for the recuperator for the solar powered Brayton cycle
system is one, this is a v a l i d approximation for calculating the effect of axial
conduction in this particular application.
Having determined the effectiveness of the heat exchanger design with the
allowance for axial conduction, the program then compares this effectiveness
with the effectiveness required. If the two values of effectiveness, that is,
the required effectiveness and the calculated effectiveness, do not fall w i t h i n
one tenth of one percent of each other the program then designs a second heat
exchanger As in the previous design iteration, a factor is applied to the
controlling side free-flow area, a new tube bundle size is determined and its
effectiveness allowing for axial conduction again compared with the required
is determfned. Ail loops (iteration processes,/ are counted and if no conver-
gence is found w i t h i n the specified number of iterations the attempt to find
a solution for that particular problem is abandoned. When this occurs a
message informing the program's user of this failure to converge is printed
out together with a solution available in the machine at that time. The
program then moves on to the next problem condition. With the f i n a l l y accepted
solution for ony problem conduction, heat exchanger weight, actual dimensions,
and performance margins (always present due to tolerances or convergence) are
estimated and the solutions made available as output data sheets in either the
short or long form described above.
The above described computer program was written for the IBM 7074 Digj_tal
Compute) (an AiResenrch in-house facility). U t i l i z i n g this program on this
machine, it is possible to obtain solutions for approximately 25 different
m.itrix s u i t aces in one minute of operating time. This program can,- therefore,
be u t i l i z e d to deteimme solutions for a large number of surfaces and a large
i.iboi of problem conditions with minimum usage of either engineering or
1 1 me.
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END SECTION PRESSURE LOSS COMPUTER PROGRAM
There are two types of end section design, triangular and rectangular,
which may be considered. The program w i l l calculate the pressure losses in
the four i n d i v i d u a l ends of either type of design. The approach taken to
determining the pressure losses in the two types of design is slightly differ-
ent, and they are desciibed separately below. The approach used in this com-
puter program is theoretical only, but- it is believed that the theory used
w i l l accurately determine the true pressure losses. However, the overall
pressure losses determined by use of this program were treated as approxima-
tions during this program and final definition of the pressure drop was not
made^until the completion of the flow distribution tests. While the para-
graphs below describe both the approach used for triangular and rectangular
end shape' des igns, throughout this program only triangular end sections were
considered. This is due to the very low available pressure losses in the
Brayton cycle application.
fc /i. ' -.
TRIANGULAR END SHAPE DESIGNS
It is first necessary to define the geometry of the ends. Some of this
is obtained directly from the design of the counterflow matrix. Information
used from the core design includes core widths, stack-up height, number of
passages on both sides and plate spacing on both sides. In addition, the
KO i <•»»•««• i > i ,->f «- KO ar*fic mi'ci h>o nor ' r»»«i r onpr r\f r w i r n r re3 nnmnp r or i i MS mo
the fin thickness to be used on both sides of the ends. One further parameter
is, required to define end geometry, and the one chosen is the ratio a/w defined
in Figure D-I. With the end geometry defined, the effective flow width and
length in the ends for both the high pressure and low pressure fluids is cal-
culated. These effective dimensions are also defined in Figure D-l. With
both flow rates and all terminal pressure and temperature conditions of the
heat exchanger known, the pressure losses are computed by the following steps.
Mass velocity on one side of one end is computed using the appropriate flow
and based on the effective flow width. Reynolds number is computed from
viscosity (read curve) and from hydraulic diameter of the fin spacing selected
(calculated w i t h i n the program). Friction factor is also obtained from an
appropriate stored curve (Reynolds number versus friction factor for surface
to be considered is part of the program input). An entrance shock loss
coefficient is deteimmed from the area ratio (end section free flow area to
frontal area) from a stored curve. Other curves used by the computer program
arc the I'ominar expansion and construction coefficients and the turbulent
expansion mid cont ract ion cocef f icicnts taken from "Compact Heat Exchangers"
by W. Kays and A. L. London (Reference I). If the end section Reynolds number
is 1ouor Ihon ?000, the laminar curves are used. For Reynolds numbers above
t h i s value the tuibulent curves arc Ubed. A second expansion or contraction
loi-c- is cillov.cu for bi twoen the end section ond the straight countertlow core
basrd on the i-ic.i rotio between the end section free flow area and the counter-
flou core free Mow ore.-. At t h i s junction, there is also a turning loss based
on the jnqlo 0 dclmeci in 1'iqure D-l. The coefficient for t h i s turning loss
is token ito'ii the SAS Aeronautical Information Report No. 23 (Reference ?).
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EFFECTIVE FLOW WIDTH (I?) - y
EFFECTIVE FLOW WIDTH (HP) -- x
EFFECT IVF FLOW LtNGTH (LP) PER END - x/2
LRmiVE FLOW LENGTH (HP) PER END - y/2
TURNING ANGLE (LP) - 0. ")
L
 J SIN 9 IS USED IN PROGRAM \
TURNING ANGLf (HP) - 0., \
H J |
i
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The overall pressure loss is then computed from the sum of the friction term,
the inlet face shock loss, the velocity head change and turning los_s at the
junction of the ends with the core. Each of the four ends, low pressure inlet
and outlet and high pressure inlet and outlet, are computed separately at the
appropriate f l u i d properties and with the appropriate type of shock loss
(expansion or contraction). The two ends of the heat exchanger are identical
in the calculations, but if non-similar ends are required, the results obtain-
ed from different solutions may be combined.
RECTANGULAR END SHAPE DESIGN
With this type of design and with the core geometry specified, only the
height (h) and the fin characteristics of the end need be defined. In the
straight through (low pressure)side of the unit, the pressure loss in the ends
is computed from a friction term and from a single shock loss based on the
free flow to frontal area ratio. In the high pressure side where the flow
enters at right angles to its flow path in the core, the pressure losses are
more complicated. Two velocity heads are computed, one based on entrance and
exit areas "that is, based on h), and one based on the second set of fins in
the end (uses core width, w). Using the velocity head based on h, a friction
term is calculated for the first set of fins, a shock loss for the entrance or
exit, and a shock loss (expansion or contraction) from these fins into the
second set. A turning loss coefficient, also based on the "h" velocity head,
is added to the pressure loss. This coefficient is an input quantity and
should normally be based on a 90° turn (1.6 from SAE 23). The turning coef-
ficient was left as an input quantity so that it may be varied at the users
unti l agreement with the
set of fins is used only
test data is
to compute a
achieved.
friction
as the coefficient may be varied
The velocity head and the second
drop through that section.
INPUT REQUIREMENTS
The above described computer program was written in Fortran for use in a
high speed d i g i t a l computer. The complete l i s t i n g of the input parameters
requited for this program is shown in Table I. This table defines the name of
the parameter as used in the program together with its physical meaning. In
a d d i t i o n to the parameters defined in Table I, further information is available
in the program in the form of the Lagrangian tables. This method of providing
input information permits the computer to interpolate accurately, information
noimally in a curve form. There are a total of nine tables of information
given in the computer program and these are listed below.
Table I. Temperature (°R) vs Viscosity (ib per sec ft) for pressure
side fluid. '
Toble 2. Temperature (°R) vs Viscosity (ib per sec ft) for high picssure
s ide fluid.
Toble 3. Reynolds nimibei vs friction factor for low pressure side fins.
I / V M M MANUIA( IIWINI, UVISION
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TABLC D-l
CARD I
Insert
CARD 2
Jl
JZ
JJ
CARD 3
VIDTH
ANPL
ANPM
ALN
HPL
HPH
TEST I
BWL
CARD 4
BWH
WTF
AK
CARD 5
WL
TINL
TINH
TOUTL
TOUTH
PINL
PJNH
CARD 6
POUTU
POUTH
ROEL
ROEH
CARD 7
HEIGHT
RATIO
ANFL
TFL
TOI
END SECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT
Title of Job to be Run
Tobies at this point
Control Card for Other Variables (515)
No of sets of cards 3 and 4 (5 max)
No of sets of cards 5 and 6 (12 max)
No of sets of cards 1 (50 max)
Heat exchanger core width - In
Total Ho of passages on low pressure side of heat exchanger
Total No of passages en high pressure side of heat exchanger
Stack-up height of heat exchanger, In
Plate spacing, low pressure side, In
Plate spacing, high pressure side, In
0 0 If triangular ends = I 0 If rectangular ends
Ac/bw for fins In counterflow core, low pressure side
Ac/bw for fins In counterflow core, high pressure side
Weight factor, Weight of ends = WTF X Volume
Turning loss coefficient for rectangular ends
(Normally = I 6 rectangular 0 0 triangular)
Flow rate, low pressure side, Ib per sec
Inlet temperature, L P side, °R
Inlet temperature, H P side, °R
Outlet temperature, L P side, °R
Outlet temperature, H P side, °R
Inlet pressure, L P side, psla
Inlet pressure, H P side, psla
Outlet pressure, L P side, psla
Outlet pressure, H P side, psla
Density factor, L P side p » ROEL
Density factor, H P side
Height of triangle or rectangle, defined in Figure 36
o/w as defined In Figure 3a if greater than 0 5 wider face w i l l
be low pressure side, If less than 0 5 wider face w i l l be high
pressure s ide
No of fin?* per inch, in Inw pressure ends
No of fins per inch In high pressure ends
Fin tMcknrss of f i n^ i ri low pressun ends, In
Fin thicknt.s of fins In hiiih picture cndj, In
II i/LMinl iii look it fiio flnt on either side AHf =00 and also TF «• 0 0
Cir<, luulil IIL ( il < 11 m t h i s cii< to be. sure lliiit f i ictlon factor Is for
f U» L"Mw-i n I lot platt'
!, t)!"ISION
I v. A >h !fs t » ! . 1
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Table 4. Reynolds number vs frict ion^ factor for high pressure side fins.
Table 5. Area Ratio vs Laminar Expansion Coefficients.
Table 6. Area Ratio vs Laminar Contraction Coefficients.
Table 7. Area Ratio vs Turbulent. Expans ion Coefficient.
Table 8. Area Ratio vs Turbulent Contraction Coefficients.
Table 9. Turning Angle vs Turning Coefficient.
The data used in these tables may be stored up to 30 pairs of points and
interpolation of tables is performed by the computer by drawing a second order
curve through the nearest three points' to the table entrance value.
OUTPUT INFORMATION
A typical output sheet from this computer program is shown in Figure
The first line of data shows the flow, temperature, pressure data being deter-
mined. The second line defines the end -geometry being evaluated while the
third line identifies the counterflow core. The fourth line of computer output
presents the solutions for all four end pressure drops. Here, pressure drops
are shown in both psia and as a percentage of the inlet pressure on the appro-
priate side. The fifth and last line of the output presents some additional
vTt- i nn wh i rh m^v hp of henpfit to the user. This information includes the
V W I UMIC <J I I/I IU ClIU^ til*- I V~ I llj L I I W I Ll It i. "VS J I UW J U I U I K- LI I C»My U I U I X. MVI W l t W CJ | J W
the appropriate hydraulic radii and the Reynolds number in all four end sections.
REFERENCES ' ' '
1. Kays, W. M., and London, A. L., Compact Heat" Exchangers. McGraw-Hill, 1958
2. SAE Aeronautical Information Report, No. 23, Fluid Dynamics, October 15,
1951.
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APPENDIX E
STRESS ANALYSIS OF RECUPERATOR MOUNTING
AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
(41 Pages)
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ASSUMPTIONS
1. Consider the whole unit, including the pipes connected to the
pans, as a rigid body.
«*»
2. The positions of the centers of mass are picked up by estimates
based on the NASA Drawing dated July 20, 1966.
3. The whole unit is supported at S. (I = I, through i = 4) as
shown in Figure E-I.
U. Attach a set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors £. (i = I, 2, 3)
to the unit and let OX. (i = I, 2, 3) be the associated axes.
LOADS FORMULATION
Inertia Forces
Suppose there are n rigid bodies B (i = I, n) of mass m., and B.^ the
corresponding mass center. Let £ be the acceleration vector of the system,
E. the inertia forces exerted at B.* due to a, theni i —
£. = -m._a (I)
) • • )
where
3
a = Z a.n. (2)
J J
i = I, .., n
wri te
F. = E F. n (3)
j-l IJ~J
where
F - -m a , (4)ij i-j ! v
i
i = l , . . , n j - l , 2 , 3 I
" ~ 1 66-0207
«i4i .1*1 MI> I AMU MuMJFAntllMsti DIVISION i r- i
.. -«- . J l,*«n, n C«M .rn PagC, t-l
. ! on ! ,j
 L r s ' ?n i
1
L.P. OUTLET
(41.8 LB)—
Xs VERTICAL
LINE -
CORE
(400 LB)
In a r J
1 o (. •> nt ^ ,
> 3; c L i i.. I
-
' H.P.i OUTLET
(44.8 LB)
I 2
H.P. INLET
(31.1 LB)
L.P. INLET
(28.6 LB)
L i>c <
>(1 H.'PVi-_JLIGH PRESSURE
L.P. - LOW PRESSURE
Lt i
Figure E-I. Loads Formulation
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Let r_ (i = I, .., n) be the position vectors of 8.* relative to 0. The
"equivalence" of this set of inertia forces relative to 0 can be repre-
sented by a single force F_ and a torque T^,
F = Z F
n 3 3
Z Z F. . n. = Z F
Z F n
J J
(5)
where
n
Z F. (6)
and
n
T = Z r. x F.
1 = 1 "' ~'
(7)
£. can be resolved into three components parallel to _n. (i=l, 2, 3), i.e.,
r. n
'
J
~
J
substitution Equations (3) and (7a) into (7) yields
(7a)
T = Z T n.
"
 J
"
J (8)
where
Z [r gF. 3
• • i i r. 3F. 2]i i
Z [r
 3F ,
1 = 1 '
r ,F
 3] (9)
,Vr''F<! - r.2F^
'« ~. it-1> Ali.l M Al.'i tl M^NlllACHII(l'-JG DIVISION
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Reaction Forces P an"d P.*
— i —i
(C) (D)
(A)
S2
(B)
In order to allow the expansion due to thermal growth, we make two
slots at S| and S4 with their longer axes parallel to OXi and OX2 axes
respectively, an oversized hole at S3 and a fixed hinge at S2 as shown in
Figure E-2. Consequently, the£.'s and£.*'s are under certain restrictions,
i.e ,
S| Can not resist the forces in ±jit direction
$2 Can resist force of any direction
$3 Can only resist the forces in ±rt3 direction
S4 Con not resist the forces in ±jn2 direction
Based on the above assumptions, we may write the reaction forces Q. (i = I,
., 41 as '
.0.1 "= Ql? H2 + Ql3 Jl3
_Q2 =-- Q? I Hl| H Q22 HZ + Q23 H3
(10)
Q* i Hi £"3
lNCi 01VIMON
^ A uilii, I* lu«'»'4
66-0207
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Let S. (i = I. through 4) be the supports and £ be the reaction
forces due to £ alone, and they can be resolved into three components
parallel _n_|, n2, r±3, i.e.,
P = E P . n
' ~
i = I, .., 4
from equilibrium, we obtain
(ID
£ P. = F (12)
Furthermore, let TJ be the position vectors of S. relative to 0, then
3
11. = £ 11. n
' -
(13)
.* = T
where £.* are the reaction forces at S. due to J alone.
I. Due to F
£, = P,
 2 jn2 + P, 3 £3
I
£2 = P2i Hi + PZZ H2
£3 = P33 H3 !
(14)
(15)
PI? + P22
P|3 + P?3
= -F (16)
j 66-0207Page E-5
Si nee
Then
P|2
P|3
P 2 2
P23 = PSS = PAS
P2, =
P|2 =
P|3 =
2. Due to T
£l* = P |2* £2 + P|3* £3
£2* = Pa i* HI + P2 2* ji2 + P2 3* £3
(17)
(18)
(19)
D — L> iv n - U M , « n -
3. Due to Tj ( T | )
T.n .
I i
[(2 Pl3)(2b)] = T,
I
p
P | 3
-- T
4b
4. Due to
II II _ II II
~
P I3
II _
l O f - ? 3 I;
.1 T,
\'At'.««ii| Ahil M AK( H n.vNIIIA* IUKINM {HVfSlON
(20)
( 2 1 )
(22)
(23)
66-0?07
Puge E-6
5 Due to TJJ ( T 3 )
I l lP 2 2
p'"., --
III _ p i l l
r I 2 - - " 22
2 a P I H 2 l
Figure E-3
= T
(24)
(25)
(26)
S u b s t i t u t e ( 2 7 ) into (25) and solve for
( 2 7 )
,
 D , , / v D T2aP 12 + 2b (-) P 12 = T3
2a( P I H , 2 =
P'11,^—k-rr- (28 )
. . t .M ,,'K' ' > K ( ! I ^ ^ N l l l / ^ ^ HII ' INC. O'VISION
l , N « y l i s I . I ' 1 1J '
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From Equations (19) ~ (28), we obtain
2a( I
= C,TI '3
P
'»=7b-£ a C' T' -C'T>
- (b/a)
2
*c <£>
T =
'22 =
*
P23 =
2a( l
-,- T3 = - C,T3 = P*- P| 2
(29)
(30)
P33 = -
tt
P4I
b 4a
(b/a)
) = -
T, = - P.
2a(
( 3 1 )
(32)
#
P43 =
= p | 2
Ql3 = P|3
Q2I = Pzi
•tt
Q33 - P33 « P33
Q«l - Pi I ^ P*l
2
0-22
(33)
'j AlKI^IARdl f-ANHIAClUKlNG OIVI^I
U An, rtf
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LOAD CALCULATIONS
TABLE E-l
1
Name
Co ic
High pressure
t nlet
High pressure
out let
Low pressure
inlet
Low pressure
/•si.fr } ^  t-
1
High pressure
in p i pe
High pressure
out pipe
Low piessure
in pipe
Low pressure
out pipe
Center of
Mass
Bi
B2
B3
84
B5
B6
By
B8
B9
Ma
M
LOAD DATA '•
as
i
M2
M
M
M
M,
M
M,
i
i
5
S
1
M9
Estimated
Maximum
Weight, Ib
400
31.1
44.8
28.6
41.8
10
5
15
20
X|
 ; in.
0
(10.97)
7.75
(-1.12)
-8.95
(0.5)
4.00
(-0.53)
-4.23
-n IQ
-1.52
-2.35
-18.80
O.I
0.80
-1.50
-12.00
X2, in.
0
0
0
0
0
-It QS
-39.50
0
0
-4.45
-35.60
-1.63
-13.05
X3, in.
0
(i.24)
9.92
(-1.05)
-8.40
(-1-1)
-8.80
(1.58)
12.62
1 QO
t i
15.20
-2.35
-18.80
-1.07
-8.55
-4.13
33.00i,
, IWIS'ON
to* A»,«ir«. I Mir <i
I I
\
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a. F = - M a
U ' J
F| | = - M | a l = - = - 400
Therefore, F are given as fo l lows
b.
Fij
i = 1
i = 2
i = 3
i = 4
i = 5
i = 6
i = 7
i = 8
i = 9
F andi
j = '
-400
-32
-45
-29
-42
-10
-5
-15
-20
T
, (J "
j - 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
', 2, 3)
j = 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
g = - 598 Ib
F2 » 0
F3 = 0
T
' " -
 r
.3F.2]
rl
r 23
|2 = 0
2 = 0
• " j z F j S - r33' :32 = 0
r
 < 2 F « 3 ~ r 4 3 F « 2 _ Q
I 5 2 r . , j - I 5 j F 5 2 = 0
I 6 2 ^ 6 ' - . '63F62 = 0
^JG DIVI
66-0207
Pa ge F - 10
r ? 2 F 7 3 - r 7 3 F 7 2 = 0
r8 2^83 ~ r8 3^6
 2 = 0
I" 9 2^9 3 ~ ("9
 3F9 2 = 0
T, = 0
i , 3 = 0
- r,
- r a i F a » =O I O J
r 9sF9 i - r9 |F9 3 =
T? = - 805 Ib-in.
(9.92)(-32) = -317
(-8.4)(-45) = 378
(-8.8)(-29) = 255
(. 12.62)(-42) = -531
(H5. I2)( - IO) = -152
!
(!-!8.8)(-5) = +94
(-8.55X-I5) = +128
(i33)(-20) = -660
r
-'
 ri2Fil ]
niF,2 - r ,2FM = 0
r 2 , F2 2 - r 2 2F2 1 =
r 3 | F 3 2 - r 3 2 F 3 i = 0
r4|F42 - r42F<| = 0
= -395
' 7 | F 7 2 - I 7 2 F 7 I - 0
v •*• J I > & ,ru>i Cl itl> "^
66-0207
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r e i F e 2 - r 8 2 F 8 l = - (-35.I6)(-15) = -534
r,,F,2 - r 9 2 F 9 l = - (-I3.05)(-20) = -261
T3 = - I 190 Ib-in.
Take a_ = gjn?
a( = a3 = 0
a? = 9
a. F. = - M a
U • J
F|2 = -400
F22 = -32
F52 = -45
F«2 = -29
F52 = -42
I A > — * ' V
F72 = -5
F82 = -15
F92 = -20
F . -- F _ = 0i I i3
b. F and T (j = I, 2, 3)
F, = 0
F2 = -598 Ib
F5 =- 0
) AIKIMAKIH MANUIAUUKINC. DIVISION
66-0207
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TI = • * ~ C r i 3 F r i 2 + r 2 3 F 2 2 + r 3 3 F 3 2
= - r (0) ( -400) + (9.92)(-32) + (-8.4) (-45) + (-8.8)(-29)
+ ( ! 2 . 6 2 ) ( - 4 2 ) + I 5 I 2 ) ( - I O ) + (-!8.8)(-5)
-i- ( -8 .55)(- l5) + (33)(-20)]
T| A 805 I b - i n . , I
T2 = 0
\
T > = = . C r « , F , 2 - r , 2 F , . ]i= i
= [ " " n F i z + r 2 i f : 2 2 + r 3 , F 3 2 + r 4 , F A 2 ^ r s , F 5 2
+ r 6 l ^ 6 2 + P 7 l ' r 7 2 + r B | F 8 2 + r9l ' :92]
= [(0)(-400) + (7 .75)(-32) + (-8.95)(-45) + (4 .0) ( -29)
+ ( .4.23)(-42)
+ (0 .8 ) ( - I5 ) + ( - I 2 X - 2 0 ) ]
T3 = -<553.2 I b - i n .
Take =
a, = a2 = 0
ai = 9
a. F. = - M.a
»J ' J
F
 0 - F , -= 01 2 i3
for i = I, •-, 9
- -
 } 66-0207
•« ni.M.i/i A m i s i A D C . 1 M\ I \U , ACTUR'N", DIVISION Page C- 13
_-':?• I '" « »'"> r^'w..
F(j j = 3, i = I , - - - , 9
F,3 = -400 F63 = -10
F23 = -32 F73 = -5
F33 = -45 F83 = -15
Fo = -29 F93 = -20
F53 = -42
b. F and T (j = I, • • • , 3 )
F, = -Mai = 0
Fz = -Ma2 = 0
F3 = -Ma3 = -598 Ib
9
T
' =. t r i2F i3 - ri3Fi2]
, 3 = 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 * z t z 5 2 3 3= [r,2F
+ r62F63 + r72F?3 + r82F83 + •"92^93]
= [ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + (-39.5)(-IO) + 0
+ (-35.6)(-l5) + (-I3.05)(-20)]
I 190 1b-in.
T
^= =
 [r
,3Fi. - ril Fi3 ]
= - [0 + !7.75)(-32) + (-8.95X-45) + («)(-29)
• (0.8X-I5) H (-I2)(-20)]
r -SST.? I-m.
l.*»»MI»i 1 »'}L_~ J
66-0207
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« 0
TABLE E-2
UNIT VECTOR FORCE AN'D MOMENT
 4 RESULTANTS AT REFERENCE CENTER
3|
ig
0
0
az
0
'g
0
a
0
0
'g
F,
-598
0
0
F2
0
-598
0
F3
0
0
-598 .
T,
0
805
1190
T2
-805
0
-553.2
T3
-1 190
553.2
0
p
,j for
a = 0.9 x 8
b - 2.9 x 8
7.2 in.
23.2 in.
Compute
—2a(HJ}r)
= °-
61 x lo
" '"•
C, = vr = = 1.08 x 10 z in.
3
 ~ 4a 4(7.2) = 3.47 x IO'
2
 in.
C« = - (j)C, = -
a
= - 1.96 x IO"2 m."
Substitution of above values into Equations (29) ~ (32) leads to the following
^ ' '
P,2= C,T3 = (0.61 x IO"2) x (-1190) = 7.27 Ib I
n '
P13 = C2T, - C3T2 = - (3.47 x IO~J)(-805) = + 27.9 Ib
PZI - C4T3 = (-1.96 x IO-2)(-U90) = + 23.3 Ib
P?2 = 7.27 Ib
i C3T2 -- -27.9 Ib
f - -1!(«-.**.»•»«» 1 4 I 'V,^ ' *,l
I b T. J
MAMUbV HJi.iflC, O.Vb.O
I , »„„,,,* v,i>,
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P..
r« I = -
«
P«3 = -
P. 2 = -
P.3 = -
P2. = -
P22 = -
P23 = -
P33 = -
P4I = -
P«3 = -
P.. for a =
U ~
21
= + 27.9 Ib
= - 23.3 Ib
p?3 = - 27.9 Ib
1/2 F2 = - 1/2 (0) = 0
|/4F3 = 0
I/2F, = - l/2(-598) = + 299 Ib
1/2 F2 = 0
|/4F3 = 0
I/4F3 = 0
I/2F, = + 299 Ib
I/4F3 = 0
3 = C2T, - C3T2 = (1.08 x I0~2)(805) = 6.69 Ib
*, = C4T3 = (-1.96 x I(T2)(553.2) = -10.85 Ib
^2 = - P*z = - 3.37 Ib
^3 = C2T, + C3T2 = (1.08 x I0-2)(805) = 8.69 Ib
s = - 8.69 IbP33 = -
A i = - Pn = + 10.85 Ib
= - P*3 = -8.69 Ib
- - I/2F2 = 299 Ib
- I/4F3 = 0
= 0
= - !/2F2 = 299 Ib
Pi 2
P,3
P Zi
P ? 2
66-0207
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Of-
P23 = 0
P33 = 0
P«i = 0
P«3 = 0
( J > P ( J
P,z = C,T 3 = 0
P?3 = C2T|- C3T2 = (1.08 x IO-2)(II90) - (3.47 x IO"2) (-553.2)
= 12.85 + 19.2 = 32.05 Ib
P*i = C*T3 = (-1-96 x I0"2)(0) = 0
* *
P22 = - PI2 = 0
P*s = C2T, + C3T2 = (1.08 x I(T*)(II90) + (3.47 x IO'2)(-563.2)
= 12.85 - 19.2 = - 6.35 Ib
P33 = P'2r3 = 6.35 Ib
P!I - - P*i = 0
P^J = - P*3 = -32.05 Ib
P.2 - 0
P,3 - - I/4F3 = - 1/4 (-598) = 149.5 Ib
P2I = 0
P22 = 0
P23 ' - ' /4F3 = 149.5 Ib
P33 = - |/4F3 = 149.5 Ib
P«i -- 0
P«i - - I/'«F3 - 149.5 Ib
60-0207
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10 A 1, ( PS C^ 'I "M
For ^ =
Q,2 = -7.27 + 0 = -7.27 Ib
Q,3 = +27.90 + 0 = 27.90 Ib
Q2, = +23.30 + 299 = 322.30 Ib
Q22 = +7.27 + 0 = 7.27 Ib
Q23 = -27.90 + 0 = -27.90 Ib
Q33 = +27.90 + 0 = 27.90 Ib
0_ 4 , = -23.30 + 299 = 275.70 Ib
0.43 = -27.90 + 0 -27.90 Ib
For jj = gj}2
Q,2 = 3.37 + 299 = 302.37 Ib
Q,3 = 8.69 + 0 = 8.69 Ib
viz i
0.22
Q33
0_4,
IW«U*S T V — — t V • O*/ I U
-3.37 + 299 = 295.63 Ib
8.69 + 0 = 8.69 Ib
-8.69 + 0 = -8.69 Ib
10.85 + 0 = 10.85 Ib
-8.69 + 0 = -8.69 Ib
For
Q|
2 -
Qzi
Q22
0+0 = 0 Ib
32.05 i U9.5 =
0 M 0 - 0 Ib
040 = 0 Ib
-6.35 H 149.5 =
181.55 Ib
142.15 Ib
B: AIM I \KOII M»NUrAflUKING OIVHON 66-0207Page E-18
Q33 = 6.35 + 149.5 = 155.85 1b
Q 4 , = 0 + 0 = O l b
0.43 = -32.05 + 149.5 = 117.45 Ib
s (£3)
X 2 ( n 2 )
Figure E-4.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS OF BRACKETS FOR SHOCK AND VIBRATIONS
Design of Bracket Mounting
I • Assutnpt i ons ^
1. Vibration TransmissibiIity = 2.5 (See Reference I)
2. 10 cps Isolation System Shock Response (See Reference 2)
• = 0.005 sec T = 0.01
T
1
' I""2 
2. Total Load
0.01
= O.IT " O.I
Shock Factor = 0.3
T = 0.01
~ = 0. I
iiiucn. rcn,Loi - u.3
T = 0.008
Y = 0.08
Shock Factor = - (0.25) ^  0.3
Vibratory, 2.5 x 6 = 15 g
Shock, 0.3 x 35 = 10.5g
Steady Acceleration 5 g
30.5g
Use 30g in r>3 combined w i t h another 30g in t\\ or n? direction.
. DIVISION
A i,»rf" tJiillifnil
66-0207
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3. Reactions at S ( i = !, .., 4)
Case I ja = 30gji| + 30gji3
Case II £ = 30gn2 + 30g_n3 _ -
Forces are shown on Table E-5 for these two load conditions.
*• Structural Integrity (Figure E-5)
For 0.004 in. thick Fin, 20 Fins per in., I in. high specimen
A = 20 x 0.004 = 0.08 in.2
E = 28 x I06 psi
SL = 1.25 in. (length of the specimen)
k. = 7^ = r^ x 28 x I06 = 1.79 x I06 psi
Xi \ . dj
From the test results of these fins (Reference 3)
..,. = 1.5 x 10* psi
Assume
„ AEk2 - C 7- = ck.
C - & -
 - k, -
In the actual recuperator, the fin geometry is
0.006 in. thick Fin, 16 Fins per in., H = 5 in.
A = 16 x 0.006 = 0.0096 in.2 per in.
E = 28 x I06 psi
SL - 5 in
k , C - [0 84 x IO-2] x x 28 x 10*
%> 0
- 0 45 x I04 psi
Use- k 0 45 x 10* psi
[""•-- 1 i 66-0207(« »•-•., ».N «iK|MAKil I'IIM I'lA1 MR.IUi PIVNON I
 r ,i«»,^r.i«.j Page L-
TABLE E-5
LOAD RESULTANTS
Support
Slat ion
CASE I
30g LONG + 30g IN X( AXIS
F( = 9680
CASE 2
30g LONCv, + 30g IN X AXIS
F, =0
66-0207
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°-
060l
 r 0.125
—*- r
T
3/16 IN.
//V/t//>V
0 ^
r 3 JIN.
Vy'V/y./V
,p
— - 2 -
T U
7(
1
(//J
B»
X|
2 - l / <
{
1 ' I1-3/16
IN .
! IN.
3/16 IN. 1
A 1-1/2 IN
^S$^TT%^S^^^
Figure E-5. Struclural Integrity A n a l y s i s
' A K C i l MANUIAClURINd DIVISION
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Find X (See Reference 4)
X = 4 f- (See P.4, of Reference 4)
where
- k
; ' E
: I
X = I . '22
0.45 x 10* psi
28 x I06 psi
- (0.06)3
& = (See P. I I of Reference 4)
\oad
TlM-
F2 = 9,070 lb
F3 = 5,710 lb
I. Due t'o F_?
(4 •»«..
r- r A.
»« ..... ,01,1 ,' .\lv( H M \Ni l lA< IUMnG DIVISION
i : , | ' i l l II ' ' , I ' il.^ «n,Jl( Tal lo i i
-4
IN.
pz = F2/8, LB/IN.
P2
- 2
IN.
7 9.5 IN.
f i g u r c E-6
66-0207
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p = p2/8 = 9070/8 = 1134 Ib per in.
• (6 X q2)(4) + (1.93 x qf) x
I2q2 + 6. A3 q2 = 2 X I 134 Ibs per in.
I8.43q2 = I 134 x 2
= 1134 x 2
qz
 ~
I
18.43 x I 134 x 2 = 0.108 x 1134
= 122.5 psi
.'. qz = 122.5 psi
2. Due to F3
Reaction force distribution
along the vertical line through
Point C (see Figure E-5) is assumed
as shown opposite and horizontal
distribution is assumed the same
as that in Figure E-6.
L
8 IN.
.. MnlM/WUI MANUIAC HIRING DIVI'JON
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iniTrft ilhfl i in Wi in fn i\fVf
!f («)(f)(8) = (57IO)(2) (Assuming OC = 2 in.) j
= 5710 x 2 x 2 x 3 = |Q70 ,„ Jn> !3
 4 x 2 x 8 «. j
q3 = (0. I08)(I070) = 115.5 psi • j
q = q2 + q3 = 122.5 + 115.5 = 238 ps! i
Tf F3 is applied 1.5 fn. away from the side plate of the core instead of
-• in.
^ P 3 x 4 x | x 8 = 5710 x | ^
q3 = (0. 108) x (805) = 87 psi
*qTOT = q2 + q3 = 122.5 + 87 = 209.5 psi
This is safe compared to estimated fin crushing load of 250 psi (based on
s from Reference 3).
-». Let OC be 1.5 in. Then
P2 (p due Fz) +-5 (7.93 x 122.5) = 1134
q = 209.5 psi
2
P2 = 1134 - 485
= 649 Ib per in.
ir)
= 0.572 x 805
= 460 Ib per in.
P = PJ + Ps = 649 + 460 = 1109 Ib per in.
r of Support i rig Plate
3 x 3 x q = 5710 (3 x 3 x y^)
q - 635 ps i
Alli l l tAKOI MANUIAl ILIIcNG DIVISION
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If use 2 -r x 3 in.2 instead of 3 x 3 in.2
3 x | x q = 5710
q = 760 psi
From Timoshenko's "Theory of Plates and Shells" P.210, (Reference 5)
a = 3 in. ,
b = 2.5 in.
b
 = 2.5 = 0 833
a 3
From Table 39 on p. 210
•s
At x = ^ y = b (x = 1.5 in, y = 2.5 in.)
Mv = (0.076)(qa2)
/\
= (0.076) x (3)2 x (760)
= 520 in. Ib
At x = | , y = 0
M = 0.169 x q x b2y M
= (0.I69)(760)(2.5)2
= 802 in. Ib
At D, (x = 1.5 in., y = 0)
o-' = (M ) (•£) = 802 x 1.71 x I02 = 13.7 x 10* psi
CT " - 9°7° = 16,100 psiy , 3 t Y
3 X T 6
CT = 137,000 ^ 16,100 = 153,100 psi
,\l,,, Miil.CH MAHllfACIUKINC, IWISION
 nni«.V"-sc. ' Page E-28
At F (x = f , y = b)
M ^ 520 in. Ib
a ' = 1.71 x I02 x 520 = 88,900 psi
a = 88,900 psi
If use - x 2.5 x 3 supporti ng plate
= 42.7
At D, (x = 1.5 in., y = 0)
,.,,, a ' = 802 x 42.7 = 34,200 psi
HI 9070
= 8060 psi
- If, n«:i
At F (x = 1.5 in., y = 2.5 in.)
a = 520 x 42.7 = 22,200 psiy
,
• x 3 x supporting plate
= 42
'
26
° Psi
6x
4 X 6 X TT16
o I T 32 ^  x 3 x-
Reinforcement Plate
Base Plate of the Bracket
Supporting Plate of the Bracket
Core
q = 209.5 psi ]
p = I 109 Ib per in. f
= 42,260 psi - Supporting Plate
max
,*} AIKISI AKfpllf,AiNUfACrURINGiD!VISION 66-0207Page t-29
Design of the Bolts, (At S|)
Use | bolt
Z/lV
" * W = 0.306 in.
2
I. Tens i on
*t = 0§6 = I8'67° P5i
2. Shear
*b = ?7556 = 29'600 psi
3. Pr inc ipa l Stresses
nn
18670
M » /
= 9335 + 31 100
CT = 40,435 psi
a = 31,100 psi
Compression at Contact Area
9070
= 38,700 psi x 4 = 155,000 psi
Use 5/8 bolts
£ x 2 x 10 bolts
o
•^ -N!jon..i.. it) Alinsl Aliill MANUFACIURINC DIVILION
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p
Thermal Expansion
a = 6.5 x ICT6 °F
£, = 2.3 x 8 = 18.4 in. (in. O X , )
j&2 = 5.05 x 8 = 40.4 in. ( in. O X 2 )
T = 1200 °F
6, = <*£|T = 6.5 x 10-' x 18.4 x 1.2 x I03
= 0. U34 in.
2 = = (0. I434) (40 .4 / ( I8 .4 )
= 0.315 in.
The sizes of the slots are shown in Figure E-7.
ALLOWABLE LOADS AT DUCT FLANGE LOCATIONS
Assumptions
1. System start-up and operation does not coincide with launch and
i • r . , r «•
2. Pressure forces at flange points w i l l be due to Ap = 13 psi max.
3. Interconnecting ducts w i l l be self sufficient for launch and
lift-off loads, i.e. The pipes and possibly valves must not be
supported from the flanges.
4. F l e x i b i l i t y in the form of expansion joints or pipe expansion
loops must be provided in the interconnecting ducts to control
flange loads induced by thermal expansion.
5. The allowable loads determined here are limitations that the
recuperator can withstand. If these loads are reflected back
, into the system, they may exceed the capability of other system
components.
Duei and Support Locations
An isometric drawing of the recuperator is shown on Figure E-8.
"v 66-0207
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17/32
1.03
I 1/32 = 0.344 IN.
I 1/32 R (Sz)
3/16 = 0. 1875
SUPPORTING PLATE FABRICATED FROM INCONEL 718
BOLTS ARE 5/8-IN. DIAMETER
Figure E-7. Mounting Bracket Slot Sizes
AIM lA^UI MWUIACHJRINOi DIVISION
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D (NOT SHOWN)
53 /NOT \
54 VSHOWN/
DUCT A
DUCT B
DUCT C
DUCT D
HIGH PRESSURE INLET (COLD)
LOW PRESSURE INLET (HOT)
LOW PRESSURE OUTLET (HOT)
HIGH PRESSURE OUTLET (COLD)
A-24374-A
Fiqure E-8 Duct and Support Locations on Recuperator
k*:' '.V I > v l ' i l S llr_-_^T_LJj MANUIAlTURINt. DIVISION1,0 *i.c. IN lillmiu
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Duct and support co-ordinate locations are tabulated below.
H.P. Inlet (Cold)
L.P. Inlet (Hot)
L.P. Outlet (Hot)
H.P. Outlet (Cold)
Al lowable Stresses
Support
or
Duct
SI
S2
S3
S4
A
B
C
D
Co-ordi nate
X|
-7.2
7.2
-7.2
7.2
7.3
3.8
-5.0
-13.8
Locations Relative
-*2
-23.2
-23.2
23.2
23.2
-25.0
-25.0
0
0
to Point
*3
0
0
0
0
8. I
-10.
20.9
-U.
0
0
5
L i m i t stress to 17,000/2 = 8500 psi for No. 347 stainless steel 10,000
Assume simultaneous bending and torsion. Let this be equally shared
and assume maximum shear theory,
= 2t
aD ALL - 8500//^  = 6000 psi
D
= 300
°
 psl
Forces and Moments at Ducts A, B, C, D
I. Duct A
a - nr
2
 = n (3)2 = 28.3 in.2
F. = pan2 = (13 x 28.3) n, = 368 Ib n2
—/\ ~~ "~
DlVlilON
u, rjiio".! Page E-
Sectional modulus for bending, zb =(TT x 32)(0.03) = 0.85 in.3
Sectional modulus for torsion, z = 2TTr2t = 2zb
zt = 2rr(32)(0.03) = 1.70 in.3
Allowable moments, M. = M
Mb = (6000)(0.85) = 5100 in. Ib
Mt = (3000)( 1.70) = 5100 in. Ib
M. = ±5100 i, ±5100 nz
2. Duct B
t = 0.03 in.
a = (2 x 6 .75) (2 x 4) = 108 in.2
Ttr2 = 108
eq.
| — +S • l/*S I I I *
***1'
•a - ( I3 ) ( I08)n 2 = 1400 Ib nz
-B — —
z = n r
2 t = (Ti) (5 .85) 2 (0.03) = 3.24 i n . 3
z. = 2z. = 6.48 in.3
t D
Mb = Mt = (3.24)(6000) = 19450 in. Ib
M. = ±19450 n, ± 19450 n2
~o ~* °~
3. Duct C
t = 0.03 in.
r =
 r4 i n.
a =-_ nr
2
 = 50.3 in.2
•w N
t •#•«. I i^
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£ = -( I3)(50.3) ri3 = -653 Ib in3
zb = 1 z = TTr 2 t = (n)( l6)(0.03) = 1.51 in.3
Mb = Mt = ( I .5I ) (6000) = 9060 in. Ib
M = ±9060 n2 ±9060 n3
—-C """ —
4. Duct D
t = 0.03 in.
r = 3 i n.
a = TTr2 = 28.3 in.2
Fn = 260 Ib n, + 260 Ib n3
—D — —
I
z. = -r z. = TTr z t = (TT) (3 ) Z (0 .03) = 0.85 in.
D c. i.
Mb = Mt = (6000)(0.85) = 5100 in. Ib
"M — -t--iiiiu n, T^ l i " ! i c i n &.•*• n- + roc ^i-^1- n( I
= ±3600 ji| ± 5100 ji2 ± 3600 ji3
5. Equivalent Force System at 0
F = 13 x 28.3 (cos 45 _r, 4- sin 45 r3)
= 368 n2 + 1^00 r\2 - 653 ri3 + 2600 ji, + 260 j}3
= 260 ri| + 1768 nz - 393 _n3 = E F.£
F,
F2
F3
T =
M =
= 260 Ib
= 1768 Ib
= -393 Ib
M H G
M. i Mt t- M + Mn
-A -B -c -D
r A x f : A t r D x F n + r x F - » r . x F .
-A -A -B -B -c -c -b -b
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where _rfi, _r , £ , _r_ are posit ion vectors of A, B, C, D. Respectively,
f\ ~~*D ~"C ~™U
and w r i t e !
=
j n. i = ., 2, 3, A
F. n i = I, 2, 3, 4
'
J J
where r .
 D|( i - I , . . , 4, j = 1 , 2, 3)
7.3 -25.0 8.1
| f\
[ru] •
s1 •
-5.0
-13.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
260.0
0.0
0.0
368.0
1400.0
0.0
0.0
20.9
-14.5
0.0
0.0
-653
260.0
From Fquat ion (9)
Gi - ( r ! ? F | 3 - r t 3 F | 2 ) + ( r 2 2 r 2 3 - r 2 3 F 2 2 )
-i ( r 3 2 F 3 j - r 3 J F 3 2 ) H ( r 4 2 F 4 3 - r«3F4
- - (81 1X368) - (-I0)( 1400)
- II0?0 in. Ib
66-0207
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IA = n JLA  JLI I
—D —4 —b —4 i
GIZ = (n3F|| - r M F| 3 ) + ( r 2 3 F 2 , - r2 ,F2 3)
+ ( r 3 3 F 3 l - r 3 ) F 3 3 ) + ( r 4 3 F 4 , - r 4 |F 4 3 )
= -(-5)(-653) + (-I4.5)(260) - (-13.8X260)
= -3320 in. lb
GU - (n i ^ ia ~ f | 2 F| | ) + c r 2 | F 2 2 - r 2 2 F 2 | )
+ ( r 3 iF 3 2 r r 3 2 F 3 , ) + c r 4 f F 4 2 - r 4 2 F 4 ! )
= (7I3)(368) + (3.8)(1400)
= 8010 in lb
Since T equals the vector sum of M and G, we have
3
T = M + G = E T.n
4
T i l i f * _ P i ^ L *| = M | + b | = b|+ L rl|
4
T2 — M2 + G2 — G2 + H M 2
T3 = M3 + G3 = G3 + 2 M ; 3
i = l
Choose the sign of M (i = I, .., 4, j = I, 2, 3) such that the
magnitude of T (j = I, 2, 3) wi 1 1 be maximum. Therefore, we select
= M = 5100 n, - 5100
M """
I. M,. n.
= 1 J ~J
19450 n, - 19450 n2 = I M 2 .n
:_• J-J
M3 = Mr =• -9060 n2 + 9060 n3 = E M3 n
Mn -- 3dOO n( - 5100 r,2 f- 3oOO n3 =
_D _ _
3
Z M4. n.
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As the set to he combined with £ then.
TI = M| | -i- M21 + M3| + M4 | + GI
= 5100 + 19450 + 3600 + 11020
= 39170 in. Ib
Ta = MIZ + ^22 + M32 + M42 + £2
= -(5100 + 19450 + 9060 + 5100 + 3320)
= -42030 in. Ib
T3 = M35 + M43 + G3
= 9060 + 3600 +8010
= 20670 in. Ib
6. Reaction Forces at Si, Sg, S3J S4
a. Due to F
£ = FI^I + F2^2 + F3-n3
= 260 _Q| ^ I76B J12 -
From Equation (18)
PZI = PA I =
I
= -130 Ib
P. 2 - P Z2 = = -884 Ib
P.
 3 = P23 - P 33 = = - F3 = 98 Ib
b. Due to T
Use Equations (29) - (32) and note that
Ci = 0.61 x IO-2 in. - l
C2 - 1.08 x IO"2 in.'1
C3 = 3.47 x IO-2 in.'1
C4 -= 1.96 x I0~2 in."1
r -1 c nil
r •*••
 n 11 nit) AM.l '' IK II f." iNl'IAl MK'Nt, DIVISION
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c.
n _ D
_ OO/ i IOA 0 _ . Til O 1U
,3 = P. + P,3* = 98 + 1883 = 1981 Ib
D
At S2;
Qzi
0.22
0.23
At S3;
Q33
At s<;
PZI + PZI* = -130 + 405 = 275 Ib
Pzz + Pz2 = -884 - 126.2 = -1010.2 Ib
P?s + Pas* = 98 - 1037 = -939 Ib
= P33 * = 98 + 1037 = 1135 Ib
i + P*i* = -130-405 = -535 Ib
3 + P«3* = 98 - 1883 = -1785 Ib
PIZ* = C(T3 = (0.61) x ID"2 x (20670) = 126.2 Ib
P|3* = caTi - C3T2 = (1.08 x IQ-2)(39I70) - (3.47 x IO'2)(-42030)
= 1883 Ib
i
P2|* =: C4T3 = (-1.96 x I0'2)(20670)
= 405 Ib
P22* = -Piz* = -126.2 Ib
P23* = C2T, + C3TZ = 423 - 1460 = -1037 Ib
P33* = -P23* = '037 Ib
P43* = -Pi3* = -1883 Ib
Reaction Forces under operation conditions
From Equation (33), we have the following:
At Si;
\
,1,/tlll* V >) Ml,l ' i Mil H MANID A( UIKINu DIVISION
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The loading we used to design the bracketry is
£D£ = 9070 Ib _n2 + 5710 Ib ji,
comparing this with the magnitudes of the reaction forces under operational
^condition, it is obvious that the bracketry designed from the lift-off
conditionals sufficient to guarantee a safe structural integrity under the
most adverse operating condition.
of i'
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APPENDIX F
ADDITIONAL TASKS COMPLETED DURING THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Throughout the complete design end development program conducted to
determine the optimum Brayton cycle recuperator design, AiResearch con-
ducted a number of l i m i t e d studies to investigate some specific design
areas None of these additional tasks in any way contributed to the design
of the f i n a l l y selected unit, however, there are included in this report
to provide a complete history of the development program.
METEOROID PROTECTION
Immediately after the conclusion of the parametric design study, the
effect of protection against meteoroid impact damage on heat exchanger
weight was examined. Two protection concepts were considered, the armour
type and the bumper. In the armor approach the heat exchanger was assumed
to be exposed to an isotropic meteoroid flux. Moreover, the armor thick-
nesses were calculated from the following equation given by I.J. Loeffler
et al. (Reference I)
a
2.54 TT
-1/3
62.4
oAr
-In P(o)
1/30
2
3n6P •+ 2
1/30
wnert; L
a
Y
Pr
pt "
$ =
v =
c =
= I cqu I I cu b i ny i c Hid LCI i d i ainiui L
= thin plate and spall adjustment, 1.75
= 2
= meteoroid particle density, 0.44 g/cm3
heat exchanger (target) material density, lb/ft3
1/2
average meteoroid velocity, 98,400 fps (30 km/sec)
12 ,/E g/p where E is Young's modulus at heat exchanger
opeialing temperature, Ib/m.2, and g is 32 2 ft/sec
2/3
5 30 x 10""
I 3/4
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• T = mission time in days
P(o) = design probability of no c r i t i c a l damage to heat exchanger
n = I (valid for oblique penetration dependent upon the normal
component of velocity) —
A = external armor surface of heat exchanger, ft2
With steel for armor material, with probability of no c r i t i c a l damage equal to
0.99 and with a one vear mission time, the above equation reduces to
t = 0.0545 A0.2485
The heat exchanger designs discussed up t i l l now have all employed
standard shell and manifold designs and thicknesses. No allowance was made
for meteoroid protection. If the heat exchangers are provided with armor hav-
ing a thickness given by the above equation, all the heat exchanger weights
are increased. The increases are substantial for heat exchangers with large
externally exposed areas l i k e the tubular pure counterflow units. However, by
using the second meteoroid protection concept, that is, the bumper method^
these increases may be reduced.
rr,i- an of t- hp pffprt nn wpinht when bumoers are emo loved, a
f epr esei i LdL I ve uuiupci LII i V,MIC:>:> <-M HU (-/ti v,ci i L \j> v.nt~ u tmwi i n i V,IMI».> _> .,.- 7 ^_
assumed. As expected, the increase in heat exchanger weights are considerably
smaller with bumpers than with straight armor. To illustrate these observations
the heat exchanger weights with the two types of meteoroid protection concepts
are presented in Figure F-I for several combinations of effectivenesses and
total pressure drops. The bars which indicate the heat exchanger weights for
the three types of matrices considered are interpreted as follows:
Weight with Armor __.
Weight with Bumpers* —
Weight with no
Meteoroid Piotection
v
Bumpei thickness is equal to 40 pet cant of armor thickness,
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Figure F-I shows that when the three types of heat exchangers are compared, the
trends are in genera] the same with bumpers as without meteoroid protection
However., with armor the trends are changed and they tend to make the plate fin
counterflow units more attractive from the standpoint of weight and minimum
projected areas-
 (
l
This information on meteoroid protection was presented to NASA in a prog-
ress report dated March 26, 1964 and no further work on this particular problem
area was conducted
SPECIAL TUBULAR RECUPERATOR DESIGN
During the evaluation phase of the parametric study report, NASA consid-
ered many of the lecuperator designs which had been presented In addition to
the overall designs and packaging concepts presented in the parametric study
report, on March 26, 1964 NASA requested information on a heat exchanger design
which would fit around their current concept of the solar absorber AiResearch
selected a heat exchanger matrix of the cross counterflow tubular type from the
parametric study with an effectiveness of 0.9 and a total pressure drop (AP/P)
of I 8 percent which could be readily packaged into a single annular config-
uration The overall dimensions of this particular tubular design were given
in AiResearch Drawing 180637 The estimated total weight of this heat exchanger
is 283 Ib This drawing was submitted to NASA on Ap r i l 20, 1964 and various
methods of integration with the solar absorber design were discussed during a
meeting between NASA and AiResearch personnel on the same date.
r , r i t r r •
r * I U I lltt^ J10I I -WIIWII II t,ll*~ ^14 I \~ W I S U I I \ . I I I W * I p I U t. W l i l t I W ^ U p ^ l U U V ^ t W W I I I I v ^
uration for the final design evaluation, no further work was conducted on this
special tubular design
XENON-HELIUM MIXTURE STUDIES
Again during the evaluation phase of the parametric study report, NASA re-
quested information concerning the use of Xenon-helium mixtures in the Brayton
cycle system Any of the noble gases or mixtures of the noble gases may be
used as working f l u i d s for the Brayton cycle system For other applications
of the Brayton cycle system AiResearch has considered the use of many of these
gases and gas mixtures At the time of the NASA request the recuperator using
argon was designed to have an effectiveness of 0 9 with a 2 percent total pres-
suie drop and t h i s u n i t had a calculated weight of 353 Ib To provide NASA
with the required information consideration was given to the operation of t h i s
unit w i t h Xenon-helium mixtures having molecular weights of 40, 60, and 80
In a d d i t i o n to determining the performance of the design recuperator w i t h these
f l u i d m i x t u i e s new designs were also determined to indicate that the weight
advciniaije which could be obtained by changing to a Xenon-helium mixture from
aigon The- results of this i n v e s t i g a t i o n are shown in Table F-I. To provide
furthei infoimation on the subject of the use of noble gas mixtures a paper
v i i t t e n by Di J L Mason of AiReseatch on t h i s subject was also included w i t h
t h i s i nl 01 nu.it i on (Rcfeience 2).
«/»M...f. ,'KI I Al« 1 I i. -,,'l'l AMI IRINi, DIVISION 66-0207
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\TABLE F-l
USE OF XENON HELIUM MIXTURES IN THE BRAYTON CYCLE RECUPERATOR
Effect on Performance -»
Effectiveness Total Pressure Drop i
Molecular V/eight percent percent - J
*' '
40 90.0 2.0 ''
40 94.4 2.0
60 93.3 1.4
80 91.7 1.0
Effect on Weight
Fluid Molecular Weight Estimated Weight
Xe and He 40 143
 (
Xe and He 60 129 I
Xe and He 80 133
The above information on Xenon helium mixtures was presented to N/\SA in
a letter dated October 6, 1964. As with the meteoroid protection studies and
the special tubular design studies no further work was conducted in this area.
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGERS
During the month of June, 1964, NASA indicated that they were consider-
ing choncjrig then Broyton cycle system from direct gas radiator to an inter-
nu'didle loop l i q u i d rodi.Hor. With t h i s consideration in mind, NASA requested
bO'nc p, r I imi n.iry i nf 01 i.iat i on on jn intermediate gas-to-1iquid heat sink heat
exeh.-Muiei Jcsiqn A(Research therefore conducted a l i m i t e d analysis of t h i s
ho.Ji txi'l'1 mqc'i i oc|Ljt IIL.I wi tli so^ 'ie prel IMH nary estimates of radiator area.
This ml oinvt ion v\-as pi oscnted to NASA ol the meeting between NASA and
A iKi'sivi c h r-ui r,o,incl on Jun«.' 11?, 1964. The information presented at t h i s tn..e
« ,»..T« ,^ (MM , AKi il M , v N l l l A ' HIRING DIVISION 66-0207
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is shown in Figures F-2 and F-3. Figure F-2 shows how radiator area varies
with flow rate, l i q u i d outlet temperature and equivalent sink temperature.
For the study of these radiators a fixed heat rejection of 94200 Btu per hr
was used. The sink temperatures evaluated were typical of Earth orbital or
deep space conditions. The l i q u i d flow rates and l i q u i d temperatures we're
selected for a standard transport fluid, OSI39. Figure F-2 shows that
increasing l i q u i d outlet temperature considerably reduces the radiator area
and that decreasing l i q u i d flow rate also decreases radiator area, but to
much less extent.
Figure F-3 shows how this variation in l i q u i d flow rate and in l i q u i d out-
let temperature ( l i q u i d inlet temperature to the heat sink heat exchanger)
influences the shape and size of an intermediate gas-to-liquid heat exchanger.
Information is presented in this figure for three different types of heat
exchanger, aluminum plate fin, steel plate fin and steel tubular. In this
case, increasing l i q u i d inlet temperature increases heat exchanger size and
weight and decreasing l i q u i d flow rates also increases heat exchanger size and
weight. The weight curve shown in Figure F-3 shows how a very sharp transition
and consequent rapid increase in weight occurs if l i q u i d flow rate is reduced
too far.
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT DESIGNS i
At the conclusion of the final design study for the pure counterflow plate
fin heat exchanger AiResearch prepared Table 9 to summarize the various con-
figurations considered. In order to extend the usefulness of this table of
rr> -» n n <=> n r.=>cinr>c crvnp f»n\/anr-f>n i«/p re* prpn^ren wn i rn mil I n
exchanger weight. These advanced designs are shown in Table F-2. Table F-2
also repeats the configurations given in Table 9. The weight reductions,
possible from the use of thinner plates and hollow header bars are demonstrated.
Among the methods of reducing pressure drop, the use of 5 fins per in. instead
of the present 10 fins per in. in the hot side triangular end section, has also
been evaluated. The reduction in number of fins to reduce pressure drop and
the reduction in material thickness to reduce weight must be treated as advanced
concepts as development time and cost would be required before they could be
incorporated into the recuperator design. The last l i n e of information pre-
sented in Table F-2 shows the performance capabilities and weight of New Core 3.
This core u t i l i z e s a face aspect ratio of 2.25 (the same face aspect ratio
selected for the final design) and incorporates a slight increase in overall
heat exchanger size to permit the reduction of the overall pressure level to
the required 2.0 percent A comparison of this design with the fourth 1 me of
Table F-2 (the final selected configuration) shows weight increase of 47 Ib is
required to obtain the pressure drop reduction of 0.18 percent. , '
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PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
EKQ SCCT13.J 0 C S1CM (Sec t i on 4 «nd A^-c'
TU'.UIAR C'O S COUNTCSflCU TUSULAfi^ PURC
roridutt.on E f fec t , a rw»h»-n»t leal
WITH TRIANGULAR tND StCTIONS
End configuration si
*ipecl r*tlo • 1 0
fUtlo . /H .07
tP/P Over j l l - 2 191
IAJ^JQHJJ UC T1QH T E S TIHS (Seen on S)
Axial conduction r«ducei performance of high efftctIven«ii
hut exchanger*
Require* accurate knoM>ed<]e of n*t«l croiS'Section^l »re» to
determine e f fec t
nttrlx
c o n d u c t i v i t y preferred)
FLOW DISTRIBUTION (Section 6)
Determination of non-uniform flow very con^lcx letting re-
qu 1 red
fUnffoM flow OlitrlbutlOft Tt?»t>
Detlgn Goal Haxlmu-i variation In flow 2 percent
From teiti, the configuration to achieve thl i
Ftg*L&tnrlt-ut!on
A heat ««changtr wi th the configuration of the end lection
detlgn «nd t 2-In it»ck height t»ci toittd
tffetltveneit - 0 9 itMtved
fiP/P Overal l Incre**ed fron 2 591 to 2 89} percent
fUDicus ntcciT nn ntu*i
jMimjj
0*1 Mil I/
^
' ' AH , i/(it(,'l £OLDOUT FRAME /
PROGRAM SUMMAW
ix.H (Section 7 and Appendix t)
Coupled wi th above development studies, manufacturing and
structure) ttudlos gave changed configuration
(Tettlon 6j
To reduce overall pressure loss of r«cuptr«tor, changed f«ee
<*»n.l ratio* were %lu<lt«<t
fr«»«ure Lon«i of Selected Cool lgijr.ll.xi
BUT 51D[ 'IOW
COVWTERFLOW CORC 0 J
TRIANGULAR END SECTIONS &JM
OVERALL COKE 0 6*8 0 848 I U*
COLO SIDE fH.CH PBCSSVBE1
COUNTEHFLOV COKE 0 199
TR1ANCULAH END SECTIONS Q.tl?
OVERALL CORC 0 617 0 617 0 T*J
o 628 p.taa o,*
OVERALL MEAT EXCHANGER
•Ch*(!9« Jn prcilur* lo(f«l fron predicted to tolt {Miiv
d«t« fr«n flow dlltrlbutlon tttt progrM dllcu«>ed In
Uctloti 6
F1HAL OEtlCH KECUPERATOH ABO PtKFORHASCE TtST (Section < .rd 9'
WEIGHT - 438 LB (WITH ROUNTtHC
figuration iatUfootory heat data t-js obtained but
MIS 0 9 end the AP/P Overall w«& 5 *5 percent The re i ions fur
not 4CC«ptJn? th/» prenure lots data «re «ApJ*/ned In Sec I ' cm 9
fj_ml Performanc*
Tenp«r»ture f f feet I venesi »i Design Point » 0 9
(from 2- In test core *nj final design}
Overal l Pressure Lost (&P/P), percent - 2 ?86
(from 2-In (eit cor« d«f» Only)
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